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M-viteks. Horace Woodman, a
business man and inventer, of
died at Saco. Thursday, aged
He was a native of Hollis, and
years owned a controlling int.erI was President of, the Saco and
Has Light Company.
He was
or of several patents on cotton
from which lie realized a large
.Coventor IJurlcigh, in behalf
ttyslmrg liattlclield .Memorial
has requested Hen. Isaac
ai,

•

skowhegan, department

eomman-

Maine <A. K.. to invite the
>>i those Maine regiments that
oed in the struggle in the repulse
reet* s charge a1 (ieftyshurg and
^rested veterans to join the ex(.ettyshurg. The excursion is
those who are invited an oppmattend the dedication on .June
c
monument
erected neat the
»

trees on

Cemetery Kidge, Heit.ys-

‘•Iiere Longstreet's grand charge
Ised.
The dd, 4th. 17th and P.'tli
ire the ones included. \\ ith the »1111
..The report of the *m peril lf Schools for Maine shows a
w4e y.

with a greater average atwhich is attributed to the free
•••k system.
A steady gain has
hi

..miicst.ed in the free high school
The whole number ol scholars
is •Jin.,.»i)7; attending school,
gain of 1,777 over the previous
Hie average length of school was

sMte
a

first-class trot will lie held
Id Park in June.
Mr. Herald
.mage it himself and this means
M-ses, fair play, premiums paid and
\d.Augustus Welt, formally
i" of'the
most prominent business
: Wahlohoro, died
Friday evening at
aged s:i years.V A. Henthoingelist who has for some time
in evangelistic work in Portland
been conducting a mission, was
i Friday for assault on Miss Ida
in-mu. a girl of IP years_Auburn
a dangerous firebug.
lie made
I: pt to set a fire in the heart of the
the
of
town,
hut
the
Maine
part
\eieil in time to prevent serious
.\

;

•"

nere

...

was

a

tin* in
at Ells-

Co.’s mill
Foils. Saturday night.
An engine
mued from Bangor to save the
•ludson M. Kalloeh. one of the
liters in Knox County, died at

Haynes

A

Saturday morning, aged

mi

T(i

He hud spent his whole adult life
iml was very successful,
lie
•Cift- ;iiid two children_Work
‘»n the Bangor ami Aroostook
lie last of this month.The
•)"• < entral
ferry steamer Hercules,
Hie Kennehec at Bath, has gom*
Mission.
She is one of the larg"»ats in New England, is gig feet
■'<1 loot lieam over all; will
carry
tom foot cars or six Pullman
int. poster will he on duty days,
alley, formerly of the Kniekeri owage Co., nights.During the
ivon, a total of <is. 1<>»> hands of
uiplcs were shipped from Portland,
barrels of Canadian apples.
:c
7.'>,000 hands shipped from
"cause the Portland ships could
■“'hem..Mrs. Living Hill testiliasc against her husband in Saco
'tin- that he was cruel to her,
'lie was poisoned by tin* hacon
mi).. ..In its list of
Maim* milie New
\ ork Tribune enumcrMai ot rvvmiteen.
The list em"
following names, viz: Estate of
n. Elias Mi Hi ken, Augusta; Ed
Blake, Bangor: Arthur Sewall,

|

■

■

ite of

H.

Balph

C.

Johnson, Belfast;

EaLon, K. c. (rates, Calais;
1 Jeering; < has. 11. Bailey.
uiiiah Bailey, Winthrop; William
.Nathaniel Whit more, <iardiner;
'i Brown.
Phillip 11. Brown, estate
W. Pane. Portland; estate of Ed1
brim, Thomaston; estate of All1

c

i.

1

■

an.

>kowhegan_The samjdes

which the committee of the Bid•""(1 Templars purchased at local
“ii s.
have been stolen from the
"•"Hants and cannot he produced as
1
before tlie Grand .1 ur\.In the
"iii' ipal court Monday afternoon,
/"".•ms
were
made
in the
Saco
S'i'iig case. Living L. Hill, who is
with attempting to poison his
Ui,s hound over to the
u
grand jury.
^m haiik placed the hail at si,(XX).
who
furnished
bonds
parties
Ip
arrest went his sureties.Mr.
j, "_ls
,.! |,Keene of Kent’s Ilill was in Auguss‘|ay, and leased tlie ease hall
hi the Augusta Driving Park, for
'• game of base ball between the
I,11"his
and the Pine Trees of the
j.
| Wesleyan Seminary, Kent’s Hill,
'•

ij1-1'

,(i' l is

k

I’hiyed

on

Saturday afternoon, May

il:lKr. The Massachusetts House
refused, by a vote of 80 to 08,
to a third reading of the bill
^.pring
'"' bids the sale of
liquor except to

L

i,"i
K

NUMBER

The General 31. E. Conference.

Obituary.

The general conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church assembled for its 21st

Frederick W. McKenney died in Waldo,
May 8, at the home of his uncle, Henry E.
Patterson, after a short illness of one week.
He was the son of George W. McKenney,

are

in City and County.
rgest Circulation
midi is

played, by a vote of 88 to 55.The amounted to $858,000, leaving a net inape Cod canal bill has been favorably re- crease of
$1,123,143. The total of the
ported to the Massachusetts legislature_ Senate bill is $22,470,118. The ammendThe great steel bridge spanning the Missments include the following: Maine harissippi at Memphis was formally opened bors—Camden, $0,000; Po ill and,
$10,000;
Thursday.The Venezuela revolution- Mount Desert, $30,000. Rivers—Kenneists have taken to exploding dynamite
bec, $40,000; Penobscot, $15,000.
bombs in Caracas, but so far have not suclaid before the House Friceeded in killing anybody.The funeral Speaker (Tisp
day a communication from the Acting Secof the late Wm. Astor, was held in New
retary of the Treasury, transmitting the
Vork Thursday.
Vice President Morton estimate of the
deficiency in the approwas one of the pall bearers.A Washpriation for pensions for the current fiscal
ingum special says mat a new mrncuity
of
year
$7,074,322 and recommending that
threatens the Inman Steamship Co. before me
uenciency oe supplied.it is stated
it will be able to take advantage of Amer- on the
authority of Mr. Blaine that Justice
ican registry for the City of Paris and City
! Harlan, of the United States Supreme
of New York.
It is said there that the
Court, and United states Senator Morgan,
British admiralty when it granted the sub- of
Alabama, have been selected by the
vention of slOo.(HK) to each steamer, to be
President as arbitrators on the part of the
forfeited in ease of a change of nationality,
United States in the Behring sea arbitrareserved the right of absolute purchase of tion.
lion. E. J. Phelps, late United
both vessels at stated prices.
This right,
States minister to England, is selected as
it is said, has not been relinquished by the chief
counsel on behalf of the United States
British government.The first biennial before tin*arbitration
commission.The
of
the
Ocnoral
Federation
of
meeting
Senate spent most of the day Friday on
Women's Clubs closed in Chicago last Fri- the naval
appropriation bill. The Demoday evening. 11 was a successful and in- crats opposed the addition of new warteresting gathering. Mrs. Charlotte Em- ships to the House hill.The
Secretary
erson Brown, of Fast
Orange. N. .1., was of the Treasury and the Director of the
eliosi-n president.The general execuMint have approved the proposition of the
tive board of the Knights of Labor lias demanagers of the World's Columbian Excided to boveott a wealthy shoe manuposition for the special issue of *20,000,facturer of Lynn, Mass., because he has 0U0 in dO cents
pieces for use at the expoall
his
union
and
is
rundischarged
help
sition, and bearing designs appropriate to
a
non-union
Massaning
factory.The
the occasion.
The authority for such
chusetts supreme court has denied the action rests with
Congress.The House
motion for a new trial in the ease of James continued the discussion of the
Sundry
A.
Trcfethen. convicted of murdering civil hill
Monday. Jerry Simpson ridiculDcltina J. Davis.
Ex- Cfov. Long, Tref- ed the Democrats.The
United States
ethen's counsel, will now move for the
supremo court has adjourned till next
setting aside of the verdict on the ground < Vtober.
of newly discovered evidence.\ rawin at Butte. Mont., killed eight miners
1 1*11 '.no (i a mi-:.
That the trout arc
Saturday.\ passenger and freight biting vigorously at Moosehead Lake is
train collided near Clevcs. Ohio, during a shown
by the fact that a party of twelve,
heavy wind and rain storm yesterday including four from Bangor the others bemorning and some 1*> people were .killed, ing from Brownville and Creenville, caught
including several train hands.Tin* Bus- 2 To in less than three hours. The fish
si an police have discovered several mines were all of fair
size, weighing about a
about the Czar’s palace.
The populace
pound and a half apiece. At this time of
of St. Petersburg is terrorized, believing the
year the trout are found near the short.*
the explosions at Nicholi bridge and the and
they take the hook with avidity.
death of Oeneral Dresser connected with
Benj. Bunker returned to Waterville Sata
the
Czar.The
Hoods
against
plot
urday from a fishing trip to Moxie pond.
continue along the Mississippi and in sev- Mr. Bunker had with him about. 100
eral places the danger line has been passed.
pounds of trout, all ranging from one to
_Two bundled and liftv people are re- two
pounds, the largest one tipping the
porteu lost i>y the lounuing of a steamer scales at three pounds helore being dress(
in the aspian sea.Judge Morrow won ed.\ famous
sportsmen’s resort to
the great Brooklyn s2.">,000 handicap race come into notice
by the building of
a
head.
the
favMonday by
Longstreet
the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad will
orite which the betting men had backed he what is now known as Lake No.
1).,
heavily came in last. Nearly bo,000 peo- Range
situated west of Bridgewater in
ple saw the event.The Dominion gov- Aroostook county. This, says the Pioneer,
ernment has determined to rescind the
will become, as it has already, attractive
enforcement of the bait act against Cana- for
sportsmen, although now, as reached
dian tishermen this season.
This practiteams over a winter road used for supby
cally ends the tafiti war between New- ply teams, toting to the lumber camps,
foundland and < anada.
it lias induced disciples of Isaac Walton to
visit annually this famous region where
Boi.itk At Points. There is trouble be- lisli and game are found in abundance;
tween Maine's two little parties.
W. 11. lovers of nature, too, here lind mountains
From the summit of Bald MounSimmon, of Rockland, who was a candidate to climb.
for governor two years ago on the labor tain. looking west as far as the eye can
andense
forests, lakes and streamticket, says the recent Dardiner conven- reai’li,
lets.
lion was packed by tin* prohibitionists,
and the platform and convention is neither llesli. fish
or fowl.
The disaffection,
News of the 31. E. Church.
however, is not expected to materially afBklfasj. Thirteen have united with the
tc« t the result in Maine next fall.The
Penobscot county Republican convention eluuvh. There has been a good religious interest and an advance in the benevolences.
will meet at

181)2.
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connection with orders for food.
a*80 rejected the hill to prevent
of liquor anywhere where games

Dexter, dune2!>th.The

i\i nnebec county lb publican convention
\\iin»e held at Augusta. Aug. nth.The !
first Maine district Democrats in eonventit'll have elected as delegates to the Chi•
ago convention, .1. P. >haw. ol Biddeford,
and V. ( Sweet, of Portland, Samuel M.
< amc. Alfred, and (<c<»rgc B.
Emery, (iorha in.
1’ht- delegates were instructed for
< le\eland—lion. A. P.
Wiswell, of Ellsworth. addressed a very small audience
in Coburn hall, Skowhegan, last week_
The organization of the Bowdoin Republican chib has hern perfected. lb (. Payson is president, and C. \\\
Peabody secretary and treasurer. Tin* Iowa Democratic convention instructed its delegates
tor Boies.In accordance with custom
the Republican district convention chose
Presidential electors save the two chosen
in the state convention. It is now thought
that under the Australian ballot law this
was not legal and
the Republicans will
choose Presidential electors at the next
^iaie convention or rainy most*
already
chosen.Eastport Democrats will work
for the nomination of Den. A. 1). Leavitt
as their candidate for
('ongress from the
4th district.
They have elected delegates
as follows: To the State
Convention; S. D.
Leavitt, B. F. Milliken. Win. (). Drady,
W.
Ceorge
Capen:tothe District Convention; .1. ,1. Pike. Michael White, Oscar K.
McMahon: Morris Carney.The Democrats of Saco held an uproarous caucus
last Friday night, and as a result two eontesting delegations will go to tin* State
convention in Bangor, for and against
John B. Donovan for a member of the
State committee.The fifth attempt to
lill the seven vacancies in the Rhode Island
Assembly resulted in the election of six
Democrats in Providence Friday.The
special committee on resolutions appointed by the Democratic State eomention to
prepare a party platform has really decided upon presenting a resolution in favor
of the resuhmission of constitutional
amendment.
The resolution will declare
that the present regulation of the liquor
traffic is in the hands of Republican politicians when it should he controlled by
law, and for that reason will call for the
repeal of the constitutional provision.
The Third Maine District Democratic convention will he held in Pittsfield. June Mb,
the day previous to the State convention.
which will he held in Bangor.The Maine
Prohibitionists have claimed that their
party having cast more than the requisite
1 per cent, of votes in the last gubernatorial election, that t hey are entitled thereby to nominate candidates in representative and other districts.
But the Secretary
of the State rules to tin* contrary, although
he makes as generous an interpretation of
the law. as possible.
In the town of Perkins and several other electoral divisions
there is not a Democrat.
1 lie law requires
that a Republican ami a Democrat be appointed. The question arises how can this
be done when there are no Democrats.
Hon. William Dickey writes the Secretary
of State that in tin* Madawaska territory
they are all Democrats and asks if Republicans can be imported for clerks from adjoining towns. Chairman Manley suggests that Mr. Dickey officiate.There
are to be 889 delegates in the Republican
National Convention at Minneapolis on
June 7th. and all of them have been
chosen.

Psalms 121 and 122 from the memorable Bible
of John Wesley which was presented to the
Conference by Hon. S. D. Waddv, of England. It is a small volume, having John
Wesley’s initials upon the title-page, ami
shows that the founder <>f Methodism literally obeyed the command, “Search the
Scriptures." Tin* hymn was sung which be-

gins with,—
“High on 11 is everlasting throne.
The king of saintsIIis work surveys,

Marks the dear souls .lie calls His own,
And smiles on the peculiar race."

Foss led the vast audience in a
devout, tender and urgent prayer. He
prayed for the manifest at io of Christian
unity throughout the world; for practical reforms ; for the prcvailciice of total abstinence :
that the church might he more pure, holy,
separate from the world and tilled with righteousness ; for more real converts; and for the
homes and churches left behind.” The religious services was graciously helpful and
ail excellent
p eparation for the business
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Eight have been

were

The different,

taken

Work, Kpworth League Regarding

extirpation."
Polities: “With regard to politics the attitude of our church is streimlously non-partisan and non-sectional.
It acknowledges
no allegiance to any political creed or assomembers who have
the right to vote to discharge that duty, but
it leaves very voter absolutely free from ecciation.

It urges all :ts

clesiastical interference to determine for
himself for whom bis ballot shall be east.
The right ol suffrage or the franchise we regard as a great and responsible trust, which
should, in all eases eeeiesiasi ieal and civil, lie
exercised conscientiously, but ill absolute
personal freedom. When moral issues are
before the pillule our people are invariably
found

on

the side of the

highest standard,

but even then they choose their own party
affiliations and refuse to be dictated to as to
the matter of
a

their vote."

summary of tin*

The foregoing is
excellent reports in Zion's

Herald.

con-

K.

the benevolent
organ in the Knox
of the results of the labors

advance in
new

church are some
Pastor Hogue.

Memorial

Pastor Prescott reports live
conversions, an advance of .10 per cent, in
the
other collections as good or
missions,
better than last year, and >10 improvement
in church property.
Unity. The year isolosing well at Unity.
Pastor Meservey has done good work. S450
have been expended on elmreh property.
There is a large advance in the benevolent
offerings and eight have been converted.

Let us, then, on this approac hing doth day
May, endeavor to make it. more sac red hv
laying aside our usual avoc ations, discountenancing everything that has a tendency to
draw away our thoughts from the hallowed
memories of the day.
Let all bickerings
cease, let harmony prevail, while we rever-

ol

visit the grave

ently
sailor, leaving

a

soldier and

wreath,

a

flower,

^per-

Transfers in Heal Estate.

quested to join our processions; and the
public- generally, and especially school children, arc- cordially invited to participate.

The following are the transfers in real estate in Waldo county, for the week ending
May 17th: Samuel Bagiev, Liberty, to Hazen N. Dennis, same town.
Hiram Bryant.
Knox, to Charles E. Bryant, same town.
Charles E. Bryant, Knox, to E. L. Thomp-

Memorial exercises would be but idle ceremonies rf they were merely to afford
opportunity tor public expressions of personal
sorrow for the loss of some clear friend or the
sudden quenching ol sonic kindred spi it.
They arc* held for {mother and wiser purpose.
Commemorating thus publicly, eminent, qualities, whether of the soul or of intellect, or of bot h united, they become an incut ive lor the- emulation ol the
living, making better members of society. They stimulate in youth and dawning manhood a worthy
ambition to thrive*, to achieve*, to ex«-ei.
They are calculated t.<> contribute to the
fashioning of a higher order of society and a
greater, stronger, Holder
dueled by an unseen, but potent, influence, they
become :m inspiration, and rlu- world is
made- better for them.
II. Outlie Sahbatli preceding,
(May ‘J'Jth)
let all Posts attend divine service
according
to our usual custom, thus
preparing our
hearts and w illing hands for the solemn ceremonies of the following day.
III. The* Woman s Relief
Corps and the
Sons of Veterans, to whom we owe and shall
ow e-so much, are our
auxiliaries, and should
Im- given the post of honor on both
clays.
of
order
l>y
Isaac Dyer, Department
Commander,
(’has. F. Jones, Asst. Adjutant deneraL

Wm. H. Coffin, Thorndike,
son, same town.
to Charles L. Wing, Troy.
Wm. (4. Drink-

■

water, Lincolnville, to Adelaide E. Drinkwater, same town. David W. Dyer, Belfast,
to Edgar E. Hanson, same town. .John P.
son.

Granite

flag,

token of cherished memories.
Let tinsad privilege accorded us as survivors, impress the younger generations who arc- to
till our places, with the great
principles for
whic h our sleeping comrades so
freely gave
their lives, and which we all’ fought to
petuate, Freedom and National unity. Eac h
Post will assemble and conduct
appropriate
exercises for w hich no special form is offered, while all old soldiers and sailors are re-

re-

Furbush, Dixmont, to Fred H. Brown, .JackSophronia Foy, Albion, to Mary A.
Greeley, Freedom. J. <). Farwell, Thorndike,
to Frank H.Croshx & al.,Montana. Thomas
Gurney, Waldo, to Richard A. Gurney, Belfast.
Nathaniel Gurney & a Is., Waldo, to
Richard A. Gurney, Belfast. R. A. Gurney,
Belfast, to Samuel Chase, Searsport. John
Kenney. Belfast, to Marv 11. llowes. same
town. Horace IS. Mitchell, Unity, to U. A.
Whitehouse & al.,.same town. Caroline M.
F. Miller, Searsmont, to Lois E. Stearns,
11. II. McDonald Malden, Mass.,
Bellas
to
Edgar F. Hanson, Belfast. Norseman
Spring Resort Co., Stockton, to Penobscot
Bay Land Co. Win. C. Rowe & als., Brooks,
to Abbie J. Sargent, Monroe. Melissa I),
Redman, Belfast, to Samuel Redman, same
town. Adaline A. Small, China, to Willis
D. Sanford. Liberty. Charles L. Wing, Troy,
to Laforest E. Prentiss, same town.

a

of every

some

Clinton, Bknton and Burnham. >'40 has
been pa-id on old indebtedness, live persons
converted, 14 added to theclmrch, 14 removed by death and letter, a large advance in
the benevolences, and a healthy advance on
to

\

Cenerai. Order No. :i;
I.
The returning spring again reminds us
I Memorial Day. with its time-honored observances, with its duties and obligations in.
cumbent. on the members of the (I rand Armv
of the Republic.

Montyillk and Palkkmo. The church at
Palermo has been improved SSIMJ. 15 perhave been converted, the Missionary
offerings have been nearly doubled and the
other collections are prov'ded for. Surely
the Lord has blessed Pro. Palmer.

reason

Mr. Fletcher Staples
evening from Augusta.

in

relatingt.othat

nationality.”

1

I

j
j

I

!
j

Newspaper

Notes.

Col. Henry G. Parker, editor of the Saturday Evening Gazette, died at Boston, Friday, aged

j

The current number of the Journalist contain a handsome picture of Miss Margherita
Arlina Hamm, formerly <>f Bangor, but who
is now engaged in newspaper work in New
York city.

Strike.

Mr. Dudley M. Holman has resigned his
position as editor of the Portland Express

The strike in the granite trade is general
and far-reaching, without prospect of settlement at present.

and will go to Woonsocket 11. I., where he
is to be managing editor of the
Evening Call
of that city. Mr. »T. F. Boyle of the
Express
will also go to the same paper. It is under-

There is no change in the granite situation
in Rockland and vicinity.
The manufacturers seem firm as the hills and say they
are so for the summer.
There is no sign of
weakening on the part of the striking workmen.

stood that Mr. Norton, now local editor of
the Express, is likely to take Mr. Holman’s
place, and that Mr. Wormwood, of Fryeburg, is likely to take Mr. Norton’s place.

Friday, thirty representatives from the
three Hallowed! Granite Workers’ Uniosn,
and two from Augusta ami one from Gardiner
labor organizations met in Hallowell and
pe.feeteu the preliminary organization of
the Kennebec Valley Central Labor Union.
The representatives present were united in
counseling the granite workers to remain
firm in their stand.

There is a tive-foot-seven man in Liberty,
Me., who has a beard six feet and three
inches in length. [New York Tribune.
We refer the query in the head line to our
Liberty correspondent, the original author
of the item.

Not

|

Married, of Course.

was

Mr. J. (J.

Paul,

day, May 27th and 2<Sth. Musi.- will Ik* furby the B< fast High School. All
teachers are cordially invited and
exported
nished

j

the firm of Swift«.<: Paul,
on business.

Monday

to Boston

went

of

Mr. Fred W. Pute, Belfast agent of the B.
& B. S. Co., went to Boston Monday.

S. Eastman, who has been visiting
Belfast for several weeks, hut Saturday
for Portland.
Rev. A. C. Pettengill, of Monsun. was in
Belfast last week visiting his brother, Mr. N.

at !i

and Mrs. Wright, of the Crosby Inn,
Friday from a visit to lloekland.

Mr.

returned

j

1

.J. E. Ingraham, of lloekland, arrived in Belfast Saturday, for a brief visit.
Mrs. A.

Mrs. C.

in

M

woman.

r.

(i.

Brown is well known

Mrs. Chenery,
Florida, arrived

in

a

set

in order the

George,

lie

summer.

arrived home

last week.

Treat, niece of Mr. and Mrs. WhiTehouse.
and Dr. Arthur Lineoin

daughter,

gu.-sis \ver-- iM.Yerimr
and Col. and .Mrs. F. M.

Mrs. Pen

friends ol Mr. and Mrs.

Delfast

man\

mentioning

In

the

bicycle

new

of

ently

used the

name

be

shipped

how many

things lie

without-inoiiey"

can

Mr.

scholars of the South Intermediate
school had appropriate Arbor Day exercises
in the school room, and invited the pupils of
the South Primary to lx* present, so that the
audience was <|iiite large. Following is the
The

carried

which

most

Nearer

My

(bid

to

Tnee.

Three O'clock in the
The Robin’s Egg,
A Flower Lesson,
Song, Four Leaved

Morning,

Ada A. Marriner.
Albert F. Robbins.
Edith A. C. Gi! m.

Clover,

School.

Inviolate.
Florence E. Duntoii.
When the Dandelions Went, Fred R. poor.
The
Robins
Come Again,
Song,
Pretty
School.

In the

Spring,
Harry L. French.
Marion E. Wells.
RIossoms,
Song, Gentle Winds,
May Robbins.
Pansy,
Elijah Howard,
\\ eeds,
Mabel E. Rowe.
Song, Gaily Through the Greenwood,
School.

Twilight Story,
Fairy l iubrellas,
Marching Song,

Philadelphia
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Parsons lias settled
mat

Lrooks.

Doss, formerly
ast,
ol Bev.J. A. Doss, is rapidly rising in

the

profession as civil engineer. He now
charge of the Sixth Division of the N. \v
York city corps of engineers, with headquar-

lias

ters at

a

•

piite

Brewsters.

Mrs. Albert Church, of Oakland, Cal., fell
on the snlewa.k, March 2<>th, and injured
her thigh so badly that she can not walk.
She lies m bed quite helpless and suffering.
The bone was not broken as was at first
Jler recovery is somewhat dmi btfnl.
feared.
[ Dockland District Tidings.

Capt. Lureu (1. Emerson was in Belfast
last week eisitiug friends. Many yea s ago
the captain lived in Belfast,
lie vent to
California where he became a sun cssful
shipmaster. Capt- Emerson has retired from

Lottie F. Welch.
Harold R. Pratt.
School. the sea and has come east to live with his
Forest Song,
Harry E. Condon. ! mother in Orland.
Who Can Tel I ?
Kate N orton.
A note from Mr. E. W. Angier at BrunsSong, hi the Earlv Sprinir Time,
Emma L. hrisbee. j wick, Ga., under date of May 7th, says:
Youtli,
Amy li. Stoddard. Mr. C. L. Elliott has just begun the erection
Song, ‘Neath tin* Eaves of Cottage Cove,
of a three story brick store, to cost <lo,ooo.
Edna E. Burden and Marion E. Wells.
Flowers in the Hospital,
Capt. Rufus B. Condon, of the sch. Benj.
Andrew W. Wilband. Fabiens, lias just called on me. His vessel is
Marion Savage.
Pussy Willows,
lumber for New Y« rk.
Lake of Lillies,
Llewellyn E. Pendleton. loading
Motion Song, The Blacksmith,
School.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Wallace and
The Ill-natured Brier,
Alice P. poor.
daughter, left Tuesday for Whitelield, N. H.,
A Song of May,
Alphonso Wood.
The Earliest Crocus,
Keldon H. Hi Mam. where they will remain through the warm
Flower by the Old Gray Well,
weather. From thence they will go to CaliFrank li. Keen. fornia for the winter. Mr. James W.
WalHolmes W. Triggs.
Bobolinks,
School. lace will oceupylliis brother’s house here, ami
Song, America,
will also close up the pension business at the
old office on Maine street.
“Fighting Rob” to Look after Poachers.
Mrs. H. S. Barker, of Kansas City, writes
Capt. Kobley D. Evans has been assigned to her Belfast friends that she was on the
to the command of the Behring Sea fleet of
men-of-war, and he will make the Yorktown train bound to Chicago which recently met
his flagship. His orders are to prevent any with a disaster by falling through the bridge.
poaching sealers from entering the sea. The Pullman car in which Mrs. Parker was
This means that they will be stopped, no
riding went partially through the tressle,
matter under what flag they may be seeking
to evade the modus vivendi.
[Marine Jour- but no one in the ear was injured. Seven
nal.
people were killed on the train.
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Boston, who has
spent three summers with his family at Saturday Cove, has bought a cottage of Mrs.
Hattie Hetehell, and will make extensive
improvements upon the house ami grounds.
to

programme,
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and Mrs. A. C. Sibley and Master SibThursday, Mr. Sib-

Mr. \Ym. A.
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Arbor Day at the South
School.
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and in increase the joy of the givers. So
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Prentiss, of the Belfast and
Burnham mail service, who has been spending a few days at his home in Brewer, has reH.

Mr.

“Do-withoutHall says he takes pleasure

Whitehous.- and

Imniir,

ga\

ble
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•‘(iovernor" Bateman, of Searsmont. was
He will speak in Dockin Belfast Tuesday.
land May 25th, and later in the campaign
will take the stump.

in China with its
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Thomas Dana, of Boston, one of the
directors of the defunct Marvcrick Dank,
took dinner Tuesday at the Crosby inn. He
has joined the fraternity of commercial

woman

city.

M. S.

were

of

Mass.

Mr. J. C. Thompson went to Boston FriMe recently sold a hill of furniture
to

Parsons,
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el
Newton.
Field, I Lellast.
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Lohengrin's wedd.ng march, fo
Mendeisulni’s, was played by Miss Lena
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day.
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moiiey." Dr.
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inadvertof his deceased brother.

amounting to m arly >4<M),
lb'xbury, Mass.
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important work. Each
Christian should he brought to feel that the
salvation of the heathen is a persona! ijuestion affecting his salvation. Then how
may
each Christian Secure the means to help. The
ladies of the Methodist Episcopal Missionary Society in Cam, Michigan, support a Riw

where the couple guv* their vow<.
The
contracting parties were \nni.* Hayward

Southw<nth last week the Journal

so

and evergreens about, the ro..m>. a
knot marking the spot in the parlor

flowers
lovers*

la/.eltine, of Seattle, extend congratulations on ihc birth, Ma\ 17th, of a son.

some

sta.

Arehibald Scott, of Riehmnnd, Me.,
arrived in Belfast last week on a visit to his
Tlie

slow in filling that trustHowto get. the means to sustain and extend the
work often perplexes the thought of those

charged

the

Wedding.

Me., May 17. At high noon to
day there was a prett \ wedding at the residence of Judge W. P. Whit.-house on Grove
street. Although the June roses had not
bloomed, there was a profusion <>\ vernal

spent the winter in
Belfast Monday evening

who has
in

Augusta

An

Arm

Deli 1

wisdom nor poetry.’
for the gospel. Why
is the eliureh of Christ eharged with the
sacred trust, nf giving the gospel to every

creature

tees.

Mr.

faith,
knowledge "I
Christ; and in order that all may have that
knowledge, our Lord commanded his apostles, and through them all to whom a dispensation of the Gospel may he given, to go
into all the world and preach the Gospel to
To question or cavil in reevery creature.
<peet t<» the sincerity of this commandment,.
di* the. sole etiieieney of the
remedy it. promust,

-•

Mr. Henry Diniton, of Belfast, who has
been at work in the stone business at St.

by which all men ma be saved. The condition of salvation on the part of the individual is faith in Christ, without which
there is no promise of life to any responsible
In order to the exercise of this
person.
there

Essay: How

Reb-cea Mahoney, who has been in
Belfast for eight weeks, left Saturday for her
home at Baric, Vermont.

agencies

Miss

in

in

Mrs.

condition

has ordained and

remain for

to

of condemnation
th ougli sin, which sin abides in the soul
naturally. Christ has, by his death, made
the salvation of every man possible, and
is

Lord, Belfast.

Arithmetic, Miss Bertha I. Bird, Belfast
shall we raise our District
Schools to a Higher Standard? Mr. 1.. W
Gerrish, Frankfort. Discussion hy Mr. A.
N. Jewett, bearsmont. Afternoon. Music.
Teaching Exercise in Botany, Miss Rohhins.
Belfast, (piery Box. Recess. (Queries. 1.
M hat is the Practical Value of
Aualvsis?
How much of the Reason of Thim-s
should he taught -i class of Beginners Tn
Fractions? Criticisms. Report of Commit-

Long Cove, St. George, arrived

at

Mr. .J. C. Cates has opened a pension
agency ill the rooms formerly occupied by
Mr. George E. Wallace.

following as lbs understanding of
Gospel theory of missions: “The whole

(trace

Teaching Geography.

living

Mr. George H. Kimball, the steamboat
king of Penobscot bay, icitBeilast Thursday
for Cleveland, Ohio.

wrote the

Method for

Essay: Place and Influence of Teachers in
Society, Miss M. B
Grant. Discussed hy Mrs. Bartlett. MontiHe. Recess. Music.
Teaching K\ereis«

Mrs. William R. Roix, who has been in
Aroostook county duringthe winter,arrived
in Belfast Saturday.

Missions.

Agricul-

ture?

Alton B. Small, of Rockland, came to
Belfast Friday, and will he employed here
for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Arey, who have been
Belfast Saturday.

Daniel Curry, I). I)., was for many years
an earnest advocate of foreign missions. He

world

Discussion of (Queries: 1. What
Constitutes Intelligent Supervision of Country Schools? 2. flow shall we teach

Mr.

chanics Association and also a life member
of the Maine State Fair Association. He
leaves to mourn their loss two sous, F. M. Bagley, of Mapleton, and H. C. Bagiev, of Portland, and one daughter, Mrs. Helen Smith,
"l W akefield, Mass.
! Bangor Commercial.

7

a. m:

AJusii*.

S. M. Shut< who has been with her
Lawrence the past winter, is now
at home in Belfast.

The remains of the late Capt. Reuben Bagley arrived in this city Friday from Wakefield, Mass. Services were held atMt. Hope
cemetery at 10 o'clock conducted by Rev.
Mr. Rember of the Cniversalistelmrelf. The
Apollo Quartette sang several selections, in a
Mr. B. was highvery impressive manner.
ly respected by all who knew him. Ile always lmd a kind word and a helping hand
for others. He was born in Troy in 1S02 and
rame to Bangor about the
year 18.10. He
was a charter member of the
Bangor Me-

the

Pettengill.
Miss

Silas Storer. 11 is many Belfast friends
extend sympathy in his bereavement. Mrs.
Brown leaves six children.

Christian

bupermtendent.
Program for Saturday, the 2st.l1, begiunim-

sister in

Mr.

a. m :

-Mnsir.

to visit her daughter. Mrs. Cobe.
Cajit. E. Bonner, who went to New York
last w- -k, returned to Belfast Saturday.

Belfast, where he has teamed for many
years. He is now in trade at Morrill, with

Hi

at

gms,

week

in

Fridav,

27th, beginning

Adiin ss of wid.-onie, Ross C. iligTliorndik". llusimss. (Jm rii .s for Dismission: 1. Shouhl tin-Timelier join tin |*uRils in Tln-ir Play.* •>. ll,.« „„ |, time
shunhl 111- given to Arithmetic* Afternoon.
Music. Essay: The Practical Value of
tesy, Miss Emma T. Morthmd,
S"ais)w»rt.
Dismissed by \Ir. Brown, Be lfast.
Teaehing
Exereise in
Pennmuship, Miss Euhi M
Hard, IhorndiU". Recess. <.»u<■ rv Box H's
Some I-Mrnis of Dishonest"- in s
say
h..’..l
Hoik, Mr. H C. Turner, Palermo. Di-.-ussrd l.,\ Mrs. E. C.
Bowler, Palermo, s ,-iahl". hveiling. I-m-tur.-, X. \.
.., state

At tin' time

estimable

to 1m* present.
K. (
Bowler is president of
tlie association, and Miss Hrace E. Walton
ui 1 it'iiast,
sei-i'i'tary.
Tin- following is tli" program lor

tit"

Charles II. M atts went to Boston last

Mrs.

Hattie \\\, wife of Mr. Charles K.
Brown, of Morrill, died in that town May
12, aged 44 years. Mrs. Brown was the
daughter of Robert Cushman and was a most

Teachers’ Association.

The annual session of the Waldo
County
Teachers’ Association will he held in Harmon Hall,
Thorndike, on Friday and Satur-

in Bel-

The latest advices from Owego, X. V.,are
that Mr. 1’aul White is recovering.

order.

of his death lie was foreman of
Grand Jury of Waldo county. He leaves a
wife, two children, one brother and four
sisters. The funeral took place Sunday, Rev.
Geo. E. Tufts, of Belfast, conducting the ser\ ices.

Waldo County

Mr. Joseph B. Pendleton, of Boston, arrived Monday for a brief visit.

more

all matters

came

Mr. Thomas E. Shea, the actor,
fast for a few days last week.

than ordinary ability and
active in all the affairs of the town. He
:i member of the
grange and was con-

spicuous

Mrs. S. H. Thurston and daughter, Mrs.
Myra French, and other members of the
| family, who have spent the winter at East
home Monday Providence, are now at home in Belfast.

Edward Johnson, Es<j., and family have
returned from Boston.

about JO years. He was the son of the late
Hubert Drinkwater, and lived on the homo
farm near Pitcher’s pond. Mr. Drinkwater

was

Mr. W. H. Qiiimby went to Portland Wednesday, and will return to-day with Mrs
Quiinby.

|

Mr. Varney, of the Crosby Inn, went to
Boston Saturday.

Llewellyn N. Drinkwater, of Lincoluville, died May 1J, of consumption, aged

was

in

Mr. and Mrs. James II. Howes went to
Boston Tuesday.

Mr.

of

was

:

poses. is neit her part of
The world is waiting

ARTEKS

May lOtli,

sons

Pastor Brown has

Day.

DEPARTMENT ol MAINE,
(Irani) Army ok the Keitju.k

HKAIMJI

kpdrt.

all lines.
joice.

tin*

Mr. Richard C. Rankin, of Boston,
last week.

who was a soldier in the late war, both of
his parents being dead. He was in Belfast
learning the cutter’s trade at W. A. Clark’s,
and boarding at Miss Steam’s when he was
taken sick. He was tenderly cared for by
Miss Stearns but the doctor thought it best to
remove him to his home. He never
realized,
however, that he was at home. He was a
young man beloved by all who knew him,
an 1 the bereaved family have the
sympathy
ot all in their affliction.
His employer and
other kind friends presented some
very
beautiful Mowers for the 1'uucral.

was a man

Mr. A. (i. Ellis is confined to liis house
with pneumonia.

I

town

its total

of

Rik

T'.

ete.

to encourage e\ cry repression and limitation
of the business and to keep a steady eye to

Skaks.mum.
"A half a man with a good
wife" took charge of the work here a year
ago. The results reveal the work of an excellent workman that needetli not to lie
ashamed.
and

devoted

delegates,

presided.
completion

the attitude of the chureli oil Temperance.
As to the latter: “The attitude we hold toward the drink habit and the saloon remains
unchanged. Drunkenness and drunkardmaking are alike offensive to (lod and ruinous to man. Moderate drinking,
so-called, is
the bane of tin* nefarious trattie. We hold
with unabated tenacity to the oft repeated
statement that total abstinence is the on! y
safety for the individual, and that complete
legal prohibition of’the trattie is the urgent
duty of the State. We rejoice in every step
of the progress toward the attainment of
these ends. In our judgment the saloon is
an unmixed evil full of diabolism, a
disgrace
to our eivi li/at ion, tin* chief corrupter of political action, and a continual menace to the
order oI society and to the peace and purity of our homes. We expect ail our people

mj>en.

Knox

was

the

AI«*rri 11

up Spiritual State of
the Church, Revivals, Chureli Crowtli, Ministry. Theological Schools, Discipline, Wo-

Pastor Phelanre joices in -1 onversions, three times as much benevolent
money as was taken t he preceding year, increased eongregat ions and ad van res nil ai >ng
the line.
C.v

seating

themes

Sears port.
Pastor La Marsh has seen
#800 added to the church property, ;m advance in tll<* benevolent offerings, two persons converted and S added to the ehnrrli.

The
Washington Whisperings.
Among
the amendments to the naval appropriation bill passed by the Senate was one appropriating $30,000 towards the expenses
of the naval review to be held in New
York harbor in connection with the Columbian exposition in 1893.The Senate
has confirmed the nomination of T. Jefferson Coolidge to be minister to France.
A bill to exclude political influence from
01,000 fourth-class postoftices in the
conntry was agreed upon by the House
committee on civil service reform Thursday.The River and Harbor Bill was reported to the Senate, Friday, from the
Committee on Commerce, by Mr. Ferry.
The increase made by the Senate Committee, was about $1,981,143. The decreases

quadrennial session at Boyd’s Opera House,
Omaha, Nebraska, May 2, Bishop Bowman
presiding. On the platform hesicle the Bishop sat l)r. Lanahan, of Baltimore, Dr. Parker,
of India, and Dr. Pearne,of Ohio.
Bishop
Newman read tin* rirst scripture lesson—

Personals.

2d.

F.

\

A. M

attended tie

ses-

the Grand Lodge at Portland last
week.... We are all glad to learn «•! the ap-

sion

j

of

pointment of Tilton A. Flliott as District
He is an
Deputy for this Masonit district
intelligent gentleman, a line scholar and a
well posted M is on.
('apt .lames S. Huxford, who has been breaking do\\ n physically and mentally for several years past, died
at the residence -,| his liephew. Tiiad'ielis
Huxford, last

Saturday

closed and

were

gathered

at

ioits service
Lraekett.

charge

He

week

afternoon.
a

All

large

buried

was

places

of

last

imsm.

Humbert*!

s-

iti/ens

Fuioii Church, where t,lit .vligwas conducted by L»
David
The Masons, who had 'ak<n

hotly

of tie

usual burial

then

service,

proceeded

t

w

h the

the veterans of the (I.

L. aeting as an escort, ('apt. Huxford
been a resident of this town near!;, ill
his life, and had held many positions of
Am<-s fh'iis, an ol,} resihonor and t rust.
A.

has

dent of this town,
died after

an

was mire

illness oi

funeral services

were

«■

He

day s.
l.y L

The

•mite

...Miss Flora Forbes

Small

d Tucsdav

only

tei
t<

1

is at

in

me

II
from

Lowell, ami will spend the summ--. in t'.wu.
May Hu\ ford is teaching at West Bi<-oks,
ami Leila Stiiupson is teaching it ihe vilWill White, wlm has moved 1
W;ilage.
....

<-

terville, lias sold his pat ing mare !-•; ,i good
price. She is a little daisv.Vndn v\ K<>gg
has had liis house nieclv painted .mil has
otherwise improved his place.
Staule.v PerWentworth have also painted
house ol Dr. .V. W. Rich, ml have otherwork underway.... Baehelder & Hail are at.
work upon the Daniel Jones buildings and
kins and Belt
the

will

greatly improve

them.... Horace Jones

has been at home from Massachusetts for a
short visit.... D. S. Staples & Soil are get-

ting

out

some

patterns.

They

thirty carriages
drive

business

of

various

always....

Blaekstone is visiting friends in
accompanied by Mrs. James
Jones-A company has been formed here
for the manufacture of a patent medicine
and it is said the husiness will he pushed for
all that it is worth.... Mr. Bennett I’illey is
visiting his brother Hiram. He will take
charge, it is said, of ihe building of the new
house for A. E. Chase... Rev. David Brackett will deliver the sermon at Brooks Memorial Sunday-Charlie Johnson is the
latest convert to matrimony. Last Thurs
day evening he was married to Miss Annie
Haskell, of Monroe... .Geo. A. Jones, formerly of this town, is reported to be at AlMrs. Sarah

town.

She is

gonac, Michigan, quite seriously ill.

To the Editor
indications

are

of

the

that tlie

Journal:

A

The

people's party

j

movement in Kansas will die—if if is not j
already dead—as rapidly as it came into I
existence.

A mushroom

springs

into full

development in a single night, but its decay is almost as rapid. This people’s
party is a sort of political fungus that
attained its full growth in a single campaign ami lias already shown the unmistakable signs of decay.
Now that the fog and miasma, under
which the new party sprang into exist-

j

,

ern e, has largely cleared away, the farm- j
ers have had a chance t<* view this new
j
product of Kansas soil, and the more j

a

miserable t-»ad-

L

demagogue.

However

culpable

some

the leaders may have been, tin* great body
of tile pam was in a mea.utre honest and
Manx of them in time of pmssincere.
t>erit\. or during the boom period, bad
led obligations, expecting the good
times :<• continue, and that the abundance
>1' nn.ney in circulation would enable them

t

gu.

The boom
every maturing debt.
collapsed, as all booms must do sooner or
With the cruel irony of late the
later.
to meet

decadence of wild

speculation

was

follow-

The
ed by crop failures and low prices.
farmers were unable to meet payments

falling due. and the money-lenders got
scared and began to press their claims in
the courts.

Then the

demagogue

who

j
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SERVICES TO THE NATION, STATE
CITY. AN ENVIABLE RECORD BOTH
AS SOLDIER AND CIVILIAN—COMES FROM

ill-

AND

GOOD
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A NI) ATTO RN E Y G EN E R A L—O N E O E T H E
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KNOWN
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A
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—

MAINE

[From

MAN.

the Portland

Advertiser.]

board
expectation that the vessel would at once proceed to sea; and. reaching Portland late
in the afternoon, the regiment was at once
marched to the vessel, the soldiers spending the night on hoard. It was very soon
discovered, however, that the ship was
not in readiness for “lirst-elass passengers"—hardly for the horses, which were
assigned the “steerage.” The ship was
cold, damp, and exceedingly untidy. The
commissary stores were not on board, and
the facilities for cooking were insufficient
to the supply of cooked rations for anything like the number of men we had
brought on board. In some other respects
the ship had failed to make the necessary
arrangements for the voyage; and, in eonsequenee of this culpable negligence in
some
quarter, the men experienced very

Since he is to be the next governor of
the State let us see who he is and what he
has done.
lion. Henry B. Cleaves conies of a good
His
and withdrew from the solid, old-fashioned Maine family.
<■<-me alarmed
Those who father was Thomas Cleaves who was a naMate. Money became scarce.
tive of Bridgton, where all the children
had a few dollars hoarded them away until were horn.
He was a man of great enerthey ould set* the trend of affairs. All gy, sound business judgment and the
He was always promthis lime the condition •>!' tin* farmer strictest integrity.
o
v,
1 borrowed urnm-v to improve his inent in town affairs and for ma .y years
was a selectman and held many other muThe black
farm v. is growing worse.
nicipal offices. He was originally a Demof
ocrat and represented his town in the legnigh: f despair hid the bright dawn
I;-.:Like a child in the dark his fright- ! islat:ure in Isr>0-.*>1, as a member of that
party.
During the war lie was a strong
ened mind readily conjured up all sorts l nion man
and at that time became idenThe ignis fatu- tiiied with the Republican party. He was
of ghosts and bogie men.
He saw tlie an ardent supporter of the administration
ous of fiat mom*\ appeared.
of President Lincoln, and was always vigfalse iglits ami beard a voire in the wilorous in his arguments for the prosecuderm ss crying, "this U the way out." tion of the war.
The more he wandered the farther into
Mr. ( leaves’* mother. Sophia Bradstreet
Then came the Cleaves, was a daughter of Daniel Bradthe a ildcrncss he got.
street, who came from Rowley. Mass., in
daybreak of good crops, tin* rosy morn of the early
days of Bridgton. She was a
rescued confidence, and the bright sun- most worthy woman,
kind, cheerful,
While a few may thoughtful and helpful, just the woman
shine of prosperity
to bring up a large
family of children into
>t ill huger in the throes of the nightmare
holiest manhood and womanhood.
Both
A majority
navi- passed through.
tht
father and mother were members of the
He- people's parly now realize that
Congregational Church of
Bridgton.
Thomas (.'leaves died in Bridgton in l.ssl.
more
seared
th<\
were
than hurt.
at the age of si years, and Mrs.
( leaves
N*me have paid the penalty of unwise
died two years later.
and
reckless
speculation
extravagance.
Their children, all of whom are living,
>oine staked
their all on the future are Robert A. Cleaves, who reshies at
and lost.
For this no political party Bridgton, .Judge Nathan Cleaves, ot Portland. Thomas P. Cleaves, of Washington.
i< responsible: for political parties cannot
D. C.. formerly a member of the Maine
divert the disasters of individual folly.
State Senate from Oxford County. Henry
The lesson has been a dear one to many,
R. Cleaves and Mrs. William W. Mason,
but the tendency of it all is to inspire the of Portland.
Robert A. and .Judge < leaves
honest toiler who pursued the tenor of have always been Democrats, Thomas P.
bis way and attempted no short cuts to and Henry 1>. Republicans.
wealth.
Kansan.
Jienrv l». « leaves was horn in Briugton
years ago, ami was educated in the
A Constitutional Amendment.
common schools of his native town and at
North Bridgton academy.
For several
Little attention lias ><» far been paid to
years before the war lie attended school in
the fact that ’ey a resolve of the last legis- the fall ami spring, working «»n the farm
lature. the folhvinu constitutional amend- in summer, and in the woods cutting and
hauling wood and lumber in winter. lie
ment will he submitted to the voters of
enlisted in the -ummer of ]sug a- a pi ivate
Maim next September:
soldier in < oinpany B of the lihd Maine
\
jierson shall hu\»-ih« ri^hi to vote or Volunteers. a regiment of nine months
men that
was being
raised by ( olonel
be eligible to ofliee under the constitution
William Wirt Virgin.
It was expected,
of this Slate, who shall not he able to read
at
that
when
the
the constitution in the English htnumeye
time,
government called
for
niiemonths
men.
that
the lebrllion
v
rite his name;
ami
Irn\ however.
woiibl be crus] fd before the < xpiratnm of
;‘;e provisions of tliis amendment
He served during
siia 1 not apply to any peison pi-vcntcd the icrin of senna-.
hyshal i’i.-a!ii!ity !T»m eomph inn 11 m• tiist enlistment with his regiment at
by
:
is n «pu"ii ions, nor in
any person l’ooisviMr, on die i'oiHinar. and at Harw.
now has lie- rinht to vote, nor to
any per's F**rry, and wa> soon appointed orThe regi]»ei>• -n w ho shall be sixty years of am-or derly s.-rgeani of (‘omjcmv B.
ment \nis mustered mu of si-rvice in the
u j w a t L a t the T n: e 111 i s a m e 11 < i n e n t s! a 11
following Juiv 1 >y reason of the expiration
Tic platform adopted by the Prohibi- of the term ot -ervice.
tion Mate eonventi a last week endorses
>crgo;:nt ('leaves at <>nec lv-cnli-ted for
this 'tnemlinent. and it is not likely to three year- under < olonel Francis Fc.-st n(ien. who was recruiting a veteran regieneo
dei• any organized opposition.
of
ment for active service in the field, to be
n.itim- no limitation ot thesuUTa^eshould
commanded by himself.
hi- made except for good cause: hut the
Young Cleaves
inie’iaiit \oteris a dangerous element in was appointed first lieutenant of Company
a
and
of
the
F,
our political system.
The educational
portion
time, lie was in
pualitieation prescribed by the amend- command of Company E, the officers of
the latter company having been either
ment is a very simple one. and with the
The registandard of education which prevails in killed or disabled in action.
Maine, cannot debar any large number of ment was sent to New Orleans and attached to the army in tlie department of
citizens from the privilege of voting.
It
He participated in various enwill he noticed that it does not apply to the (full.
any person who is now a voter, nor to any gagements under General Banks and in
the
Bed
Biver
one over sixty years of age at the time of
expedition and was with
Colonel Fessenden, losing his leg in the
the adoption of the amendment. [Oxford
latter action while the regiment was mak] )emoc,rat.
ing a brilliant charge. The 30th suffered
A Language for I>ogs.
I severely in this action.
Colonel Fessenden was immediately promoted to brigait must also In? borne in mind that dogs dier
general, and Thomas II. Ilubbard,
ai e. ami always have been, bred for
special son of Ex-Governor Ilubbard. was made
purposes, such as pointing, retrieving, colonel of the regiment.
running, watching am! biting, but not
Alter tlie close of the campaign in Loutor general intelligence. Mr. Ualton, who
isiana Lieutenant ('leave's regiment was
calls attention to the fact, suggests that transferred to
Virginia and he served durii \\ oil Id he interesting as a psychological
ing the remainder of the war in the Army
to
mate the cleverest dogs
experiment
of the Potomac and in the Shenanhoah
m iiciation after generation, breeding and
Valiev under (General Sheridan.
He was
them
for
intellectual
educating
solely
mustered out of service at the close of the
power and disregarding every other con- war and was offered a eommission in the
sideration.
regular army by Secretary Stanton, butIn older to carry out this plan to per- declined.
fection and to realize all the possibilities
“A braver and better officer never drew
involved in such a comprehensive scheme,
a sword.
You ought to have seen how
it would be necessary to devise some syscool and brave Lieutenant Cleaves was
tem of signs by which dogs would be able
when he led us hoys in the terrible charge
to communicate their ideas more fully
at Cane Crossing on the Led Liver expeand more dearly than they can do at pres- dition.
He just went into the work as
ent. both to each other and to man. That
business-like as if on parade.’* was the
the invention of such a language
is earnest remark of one of Ids soldiers afnot impossible is
evident from what ter the
regiment came home.
lias been already achieved in the training
Mr. Cleaves's first vote for President was
of dogs for exhibition, as well as from east for Abraham Lincoln while lie was
ance.
envy, and even a surplus, was clearly
the extent to which they have learned to still in active service in
Virginia, the fall
Above all lie is a good citizen and a gen- evinced by the spectacle frequently witunderstand human speech by mere asso- of 18(54.
At the close of the war lie re- ial gentleman, and after
waiting so long nessed. especially in rough weather, of
ciation with man.
Prof. A. Graham Bell turned to his home in
Bridgton and work- Portland, is proud to present to the State scores of soldiers benevolently sharing a
believes that they may he taught to pro- ed for two
years in a sash and blind fac- such an able chief magistrate.
but partially digested -‘dinner" with the
nounce words, and is now making scien- I
tory and the lumber yard of Perley &
sharks and dolphins following in the vesTm-: Coi.oxki..
tific experiments in this direction. The 1 Stiles.
In January, 1808, he began the
sel's wake!
same opinion was expressed two centuries
In chartering the “Pepublic" for the
study of law and in September of the same
Commencement at State College.
ago by no less an authority than Leibnitz, ! year he was admitted to the bar. He formgovernment transport service, by some
who adduces some startling facts in sup- ed a
At the coming commencement at the oversight, clearly, there seems to have
copartnership with Hon. Washington
port of it. The value of such a language Hilbert and practiced in Bath for about State College,
Orono, the alumni will have been no stipulation that the vessel be abas a means
of enlarging the animal's a
year, when he removed to Portland. a reunion in honor of the graduation of solutely free of occupant.s when placed at
sphere of thought and power of concep- The law firm of Nathan
Henry B. the twentieth class from the institution. our disposal; at all events the ship had
tion, and of giving a higher development Cleaves is well known throughout the The
following programme, subject to such not long been on her course ere the dist<» its intellectual faculties, is
incalcula- State and New England as one of the oldchanges as may be necessary, will give a covery was forced upon the soldiers that
ble.
| Prom Progress in the Lower Ani- est in the city. The present members of
idea of the exercises to take place they were sharing their bunks with an inmals, by Prof. E. P, Evans, in The Popu- the firm are Nathan Cleaves, Henry B. general
on that occasion:
Music, oration, music, numerable, active, living, crawliny force,
lar Science Monthly.
|
Cleaves and Stephen C. Perry. Their law
poem, Mrs. Albert I. White, ’71); banquet; which was waging relentless warfare upon
offices are at Payson’s block. JO Exchange
W.
Gould, Esq.,’77,toastmaster; the lawful tenants. The “invading army”
toasts;S.
At an inspection, May 11, Emperor Wil- street, occupying nearly the entire second The College: In what direction should it was in some measure invisible, save’upon
liam, of Germany, called from the ranks floor of the block. They have one of the be developed, Clias. S. Bickford,'82; The microscopic inspection, yet its rank and
and before the w hole regiment complmen- largest and most expensive law libraries Alumni: What have they accomplished? file were by no means of a retiring dispoted and shook hands with a sentry who in the State.
The peculiar little intruders were
Geo. H. Allan, ’84; The State of Maine: sition.
Since coming to Portland Mr. Cleaves What advantages does it offer to the grad- never idle, and whenever they honored
recently shot two men in Wrangel street,
has
in
been
life
much
of
the
time
one of the men being killed.
public
uate of the Maine State College?
E. F. one with a call they seemed to understand
The incident
has caused a most unfavorable impression. and in various capacities has always done Hitchings, ’75; College Journalism: Its just how to assert rlieir presence and to
credit to himself and the city.
He was a place and importance, John R. Board- compel respectful attention! Private and
The tanners and curriers near Boston member of the legislature in 1876-77 and man, ’88; College Ethics, Albert A. Lewis, long protracted interviews were daily, if
have voted to close their works for the was chairman of the judiciary committee. ’7b.
The name of the orator cannot at not hourly, granted the representatives of
period of 60 days beginning some time be- In 1877 he was elected city solicitor, and present be announced. Dr. Geo. W. Ather- this obnoxious clan, and many a weary
his
two
of
office
tried
he
tween June 1st and July 1st, for the pur- during
years
ton, president of Pennsylvania State Col- tour of pick-et duty was rendered necesIn lege, has been invited to deliver the oration. sary on account of their close proximity
many important cases for the city.
pose of curtailing the production.
buried under the prosperity "1 a
dozen years, crawled forth and began to
< 'npital besing Ins song ot repudiation.
had l»<
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to examine our stock

Boots&Shoci
before

purchasing elsewher.

We have

just received a full 1
—of—

of the LATEST STYLES, wlv.
selling at prices that.
not be equaled. The right th;

contem-

we are

to do is to find

1880 lie was made attorney general of tlie
State and was twice re-elected, serving
five years.
During the first year he was
instrumental in securing the passage, by
the legislature, of a new tax act, relative
to the taxation of railroad and telegraph
companies, designed to procure more
revenue to the State from those sources.
The taxes were duly assessed against
| these corporations; the railroads refused great discomfort.
to pay and suits were brought. The cases
Happily, however, we were in a friendcarried to a successful termination ly port, and, furthermore, had thus early
|! were
by Mr. Cleaves and all decided in favor of in our military career learned to—
The situation was at once
the State, and nearly 8100,000 was subse- “g-r-u-w-l.“
quently paid into the state treasury re- ; brought to the attention of the mayor of
the
city -who, upon consultation with
sulting from this litigation, .fudge Wil- 1
liam L. Putnam and .fudge Nathan Weld) and the acquiescence of the commanding
were counsel
for tlie railroads in these officers—promptly repaired to the wharf
eases.
| where our vessel lay. and in a neat and
During his term of office as attorney appropriate speech welcomed the regigeneral he was engaged in the prosecu- ment to the hospitalities of the city of
tion of some 18 murder eases.
Among Portland! With deafening shout* of apsome of the more notable were the ease of
plause the soldiers greeted the imitation,
Wallace and Benjamiit Chadhourne, at and the regiment at once embarked and
Dover, for the murder of Alvin Watson, i inarched to the (then) New City Building,
the trial occupying some three weeks, and which it occupied as ‘"barracks" for a
in which Byron Chadhourne, the deaf week, and where the soldiers-were the
mute, figured so prominently; the case of recipient* of many kindly attention* from
Mary Barrows and Oscar E. Blaney. at the patriotic people of that goodlv < itv.
ilie weeks sojourn in
Ionian-! was
Saco, for the murder of Thomas Barrows;
and that of Daniel Wilkinson, at Bath, characterized by no specially noteworthy
for the murder of the police officer, and incident: though in many respects it was
the two Italians Sentorie and Capone, at quite pleasurable to the soldiers. NumerBangor. Since the expiration of the at- ous opportunities were afforded foi ming
torney general's term the principal por- ling with the people and of attending the
tion of his time is devoted to the practice religious meetings, soeiai gatherings, ere.
of his profession, having eases in nearly A numher of the members of the ivyi
luent aKo here revived ralis from relaall tin* courts of the State.
Mr. cleaves is a prominent member of tives and friends, while not a tew were
the Grand Army and the Maine state given brief leaves of absence in whieh t<>
Veteran Association.
In the practice of x isit the old home and exchange the parthis profession and in matters ot charity ing words with low'd ones- .- privilege
lie has always shown a great friendship very highly appreciated by those tints
f->r lhe old soldier.
His defence of Wil- favored.
liam T. Best in the extradition proceedOwing no doubt largely to the seemingings brought against him few \cars ago ly unneia ssary exposure to which the
by the Province ot N*-w Brunswick will men had been subjected on all hands since
be readily recalled, as it excited great in- breaking camp at Augusta, the list of
those sick in quarters and in hospital bad
terest at the time.
Best served in the American navy and again become quite formidable.
From
it was said at the time that lie was the forty to titty quite serious cases were upon
the
to
first sailor who lost a leg.
After his dishospital list,
say nothing of
charge from the navy lie finally settled on those sick in quarters or at their homes;
and
the
most
faithful
Island.
He
was
a
member
despite
C.impohelh)
nursing and
of tlie Grand Army Post at Eastport. assiduous attentions from all quarters, it
In October, 1888, he had a controversy was found, when the hour of departure
with Edward M. Batson, a resident of arrived, that quite a large number must
Campobello Island, and during the con- he left behind.
Oil the sixth of March, the vessel’s
troversy Best drew his revolver and tired
at Batson wounding him in the face. Best preparations for the voyage being comMien took Ins boat and rowed across to the pleted. the regiment again embarked upon
American side landing at Eastport, follow- the ship (Feat Republic—then the largest
ed by Batson's father and brother, armed sailing-vessel alloat—and at nodm of the
with lilies who kept up a constant tire up- 7th. amid salvos of artillery and music
Best standing in the stern of his from the forts ill the harbor, ami the
on Best.
cheers of the throngs <f spectators gathheal, returned the tire with a small re
volver which he had with him, but his ered upon the wharves to witness our deshots fell short.
The odjeers of New parture. we proceeded t>> sea: bidding
Brunswick commenced extradition pro- adieu for a time many, alas! for all time!
Best
in the district court t-> the dear old ••State of the Fine Tree."
ceedings against
of the I'nited States at Portland charg- and tiie lew d ones scattered all along her j
ing that he attempted ••fclonioush and hills and vales!
1 be great ship upon which we had taken i
of malice of forethought" to kill Edward
M. Batson.
At the request of the East- passage, with its large and tliversilied 1
port <>. A. II. Post Mr. ('leave* appeared population, seemed like a little world of!
for Best.
The commissioner before w linm itself, and was an object of unceasing in- !
the rase was heard after a protracted tcivst. ope- ially t.> those who \w-ie now !
committed
making theirlirst voyage V »-r old oct an'
Best to jail, certified
hearing
wide expanse." Here w ue m al ly or quite
the proceedings to Washington ami a wailant was issued by the state
in- iuding the ship's
department one thousand men
for the siirremh-i of Best ami his return to oliicers and crew quartered upon the ves< a
The sel; --blink'" being arranged ••between
npobello Island for trial there
officer arrived here from New Brunswick deeks" and elsewhere, in such manner as
to lake Best hack to
('ampobello. but Mr. to utilize every incli -u space, while •*on
( leaves made one mole effort in his behalf the ground floor" were a large number of
which proved successful. He applied foi a cavalry and artillery ho se> about two
w rit of habeas corpus before
.Judge W ebb hundred and lifty--so closely ••stowed
in the circuit court, claiming that the pris- in" as to be absolutely unable to lie down
—even in death!
oner was illegally detained, that the
proiK<um missioueu
omeers were assignceedings before the commissioner were
void, that the w arrant issued by Secretary ed excellent accommodations in the ship's
Bayard at Washington was illegal, and capacious cabin and saloons: but. unhapthat no authority existed under the treaty pily the enlisted men hardly fared as well.
for the surrender to the authorities of They were more numerous: hence, necesNew Brunswick.
Best, who had been sarily, less fortunate.
It was found wholly impracticable to
confined here in jail about 00 days, was
brought before Judge Webb and the hear- issue rations to the several companies, as
ing commenced. After a protracted hear- in camp, and cooked rations were served
ing it was held by Judge Webb that the from the ship’s galleys. A regular and
original proceedings were fatally defective perhaps the “favorite diet." was a comand Best was finally discharged by the cir- pound known to the “bill of fare" as
cuit court to the great satisfaction of his bean-soup, but which the boys were wont
old comrades.
He returned to Eastport to characterize as “bean-swagen!" and j
and has since been living there in sight of very often, w lien eagerly crowding about j
the cook-room at the dinner-hour, wait- |
(.'ampobello.
\\ lien at home—and lie rarely goes away ing to be served, the shouts, “swagen!" j
except on business—General Cleaves al- “bean-swagen!" raised by hundreds of i
ways attends High Street ( ongrgatioual voices, and taken up and passed along in
Church.
He is generous and charitable, every direction, became a strikingly faalthough lie is a mm of m (derate means, miliar phrase, if not especially musical
and no worthy seeker for aid ever comes or pleasing as a chorus. Nevertheless the
from him empty-handed.
••swagen," “dinner-cry." seemed to afford the boys intinite amusement and the
No other candidate for the Republican
nomination for go verm *1 lias vet appeared commanding officers manifested no dis- I
in the lield and the honor is universally position to interfere with the sport.
As to the regular bill-of-fare on ship- |
accorded to Genera. Cleaves.
Indeed at
the recent Bangor convention lie was in- board, it may as well be conceded that it i
troduced by Chairman Savage as the next was hardly up to the standard of ourlirstgovernoi of the State and was enthusias- elass hotels, either in variety »r as to the
tically cheered as such. There is no doubt method of compounding. It was, howand when
whatever that the nomination will come ever, very fair ••army-diet:
without a dissenting voice, and after that the boys became accustomed to their
the election.
changed situation there w as no more comHe will be another in the long line of plaint than was to have been expected.
distinguished looking Maine governors. The food was certainly ample in quantity
He is tall, has a manly figure, a military if not entirely satisfactory in quality and
bearing and altogether a notable appear- variety: indeed, that there was a suffici-
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Henry B. Cleaves anti his Career.
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pouleaving* Augusta,the plans

plated immediate embarkation on
ship “Great Bepublic," with the

|

but it will not do to dismiss this party j
the result of the machination "1 the ;
of

Wave.

CHAPTER OF THE STORY OF THE 15TH
EMBARKATION AT
MAINE REGIMENT.

March,

stool.

a.-

the Ocean

j

closely they examine it the more tlior- !
oughlv they are convinced that it has no
stability. What promised to be a giant!
oak turned out to be

but dreary or monotonous.
But to the
unfortunate victims of disease, and of
sea-sickness and its attendant despondency, there was little of romance or of
pleasure in “life on the ocean wave,” and
these were rarely heard chanting that
popular melody. Of a bright moonlight
evening, the magnificent drum corps attached to the regiment, and which even
then had attained a high degree of proficiency in martial music, contributed immeasurably to the enjoyments of the voyage, and it was often called into requisition “to drive dull care away.”
There was of course considerable sickness on board and the facilities for caring
for those thus afflicted were very limited.
The water became scarce and poor as we
neared the end of the voyage; and, in view
of the situation as to health-giving and
nutritious diet, it seemed a marvel that
no death occurred during the voyage.
I

to “our lives”—a favorite point of observation for outposts being aloft, upon the
vessel’s cross-trees, or in the rigging!
Uijli!—the vile wretches! Nevertheless,
ON
CROWDED
PORTLAND.
QUARTERS
the agile, unlovely, and pestiferous army
THE SHIP GREAT REPUBLIC.
grey-hack is among the never-to-be-forOne of the most readable, and typo- gotten incidents of the war-period.
Fortunately the weather during the engraphically the most attractive of recent tire
voyage was exceptionally tine and
is
war
“The
literature,
contributions to
there was much to enjoy for those whose
Story of the Maine Fifteenth," by Henry physical condition rendered a cheerful
A. Shorey, secretary and historian of the view of the situation possible. A favorite
amusement was sporting with the various
loth Maine Kegiment Association.
Major
representatives of the “finny tribes” over
Shorey entered the service as second lieu- the sides of the vessels; while the fretenant of Company B., when the regiment quent “speaking” of passing vessels; the
was organized in the closing months of mysteries as to atmospherical conditions,
!
of the wondrous Gulf Stream; the
1801, and he served until the regiment i etc.,
views of light-houses and points of land
was mustered out at the close of the war, I
passed on our course; and the never-ceasretiring with the rank of captain. Fol- ing attractions of the mighty ocean itself
—all served to render the trip anything
lowing is an extract from chapter III,
telling of the embarkation at Portland in
On

The Passing of the Nightmare in Kansas.

1

out

and to find that out you
only have to call at
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J ins is wrong. T!a- ambitions of a child should be aided, not blasted.
Thoughtful, intelligent mothers know what to do. Thousands of
»
bright eyed
and ! e. alee
mm-g-t.
girls regard Mrs
Tinklnm.a- ::
mam-cay They are rig’llt.
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'ir|-' tile 'A
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_.A illustrated bock, -at
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or

G-: -Ie to Health a I rtinuelte," by Lydia t. Pinkham, is of great_
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SPENCER & WILSON.
buy furniture where you please, that's a thing purchasregulate for themselves. Take vour time about buving, but
don t lose sight of tit- good bargains offered in our line.

You
ers

can

TO

CLOSE OUT OlO

These

goods

made at one
England, and are first-class in
We close out the line simply because we have
not the room to keep them.

respect.

are

are now

selling

:

Men's High Cut Police B,.
worth St.OO, for $2.00,

Men’s Genuine Calf Congo
worth S2.50, for $1.75
Men s Tap Everv Dav Sho

worth >1.2s, for 95c
Womens Kid Button, v
Sl.2s, for 95c
Women's Kid Cloth Top ;•
ton, worth S2.50, for $2.0(1
Women’s Genuine Dongnla B1
ton, worth Si.50lor $| 20
Women's Cloth Top Lace.
>1.7C for $|,25.
Misses Nice Kid Button, v
>1.00, for 85c.
\\

will offer them at COST.
of the best factories in New
every

I;

8. G. POORES

YOU A3£ SO YOUNG TO SUFFER'”

This occurrence is freq ml
Young girls m nubia- schools where great
mini.Mi too nineh, an-1 soon discoverthat
rivalry exists often try t >
Their deli-at*- organr/.-iteui" are unequal to tin* ni-utal "train
Then the
*’
ambitious «-in!d
;-»k m from school
m disappointment.
“to rest
—

v,

e

also have

small lot of V
Kangaroo Kid B :

men's

a

worth 54, we are selling 5]
A small lot of Men’s Hand >.
ed Congress, worth SC*

$2.25.

PLEASE BEAR IN MIND

that there is no retail furniture firm in the State that buvs cheap- We have no room to eminicr:
more specialties, but if von
er than we, and as our expenses are low we are able
call you will get just wh;r
to compete with all.
want and at a price that

Our

Department

Undertaking
-IS

PERFECT

Caskets, Eobes
at

prices

we

IN

and Burial

guarantee to satisfy the

SPENCEB

<£

Goods,

satisfy

vou.

B. C. Dinsmore
33 Main St., Belfast

purchaser.

WILSON,

(FORMERLY SPENCER & JONES.'

TUTTLE & SON,
PiiBlirapta aaJ Crap Artists.

SPRING

MILLINERY!

—$3. SOFOH

For

respectfulh inform the ladies
fast and vicinity that site has a

of

Bel-

Prices
IVe

(is

bar

be

as can

found

Belfast, Anril LH;. 1

as

in the

-OF-

Crayon

all sizes.-

Photographs."

PROGRESSIVE.
MAINE

Miciin1

Drugs,

TOOTH,
HAIK,
N AIL Sind

FLKSll

WANTED.

to

RST-C'EASS IloRSESHf >ER.
Steady work
and good, fair pay. Enquire of
.I ONES S. DAVIS,
17tf
Washington Street, Belfast.

\l'I

city.

F.

usual.

W.

17tf

BROWN,

Lawyer and Beat Estate Agent.
Real estate bought and sold on i-Miuinissiou.
Mouses and lots for >ale inrheriu. Several
Mm 14
good farms for sale.

ROOM

Maker,

4. MASONIC TEMPLE.
A

An I maker of tents, awnimrs, carpets, etc at the
building on Swan & Sibley Co's wharf, formerly
occupied by Capt. <«eo T. Osborn.
SATT.SKAC

New Stocl

Dec. 17, 1891.—tim'd

N. S. LORD.
Sail

PANELS,

Sljlr “Colored

OI K MOTTO IS U.W.US

call.

also do J tress Makiny,

Life-Like

BELFAST,

jorders V'ill he promptly attended
by a rirst-closs Milliner tram Huston.
fogF*

Large,

Alsu the Xe«

.just received from New York and Boston, and
would he pleased to show them to all who will
a

a

-Full lenaih

Large Line of Millinery Goods,
favor her with

sj/e,

WITH ELEGANT FRAME.

VKATOV
Would

CAUINET

-sio

savemm

I ION O I’Alt.ANTKKI).

CARD.

1 shall he in Searsport from August 1 tn
September l, 1SR2. Should an\ of m\ r'ormn- patrons
require m\ serviees I shall he pleased to serve
them.
p. 1*. N l( Ht iRS, D. D. s.,
17rf
102 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

BRUSHES

FRENCH and DOMESTIf

PERFUMES
OSTRICH and TURK: :
DUSTERS
WC have just returned from market
this stock for less money than we !■
before been able to.

t^Call

and

>

get Price!

POOR & SON.
l!ellast.

**■

April 7. 1-SH2.

Tie Proof Is Tlat -»

The

Largest Stock
Styles.

The Latest

The Lowest Prices
IN

UKLlAItl.l:

Ready MadeClothinj

Royal Gem«•
ty Packageleas
isest

Packed
The

same as

grown
in

only

in

China,

half-pound

served in the

We send free,

Oolong

rinest drank in America.

and

Japanese

pound

tea-lead

packages.

Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.

Leceipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.

on

or

CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sell only to the trade.

___

_

61116

HATS,

Furnishing Good'
Men, Boys & Childre'
YOl

WILL KIND \T

SIDNEY

KALISl

4S Minn St., Belfast, M'
April 7. 18U2.~3m14

Proposals for Collecting Tai*
proposals for collecting
County ami City taxes of the ( it>
for the current municipal year, will l»
l»v the City Clerk until (1 o’clock r. m
18B2. The City Council reserves the riit
cept any one of saiil proposals or to re"
the same.
L. H. Ml RCIL Cit'
Belfast, May 12. 1832.—3wIB

'-j

8HALED

!>/

1

',‘4

Status of Affairs in Brazil.
UKPl BIJC LIKELY TO UK SHORT
UNEXPECTED EMliROULIO BEvu'E PRESIDEST PE1XOTTO AN'I)

u

N

any conception of the
Samuel's official seal.

|;N

v

.|,i>

dignity
The

when the Alliancia was in

tracted when the milreis was at

of Uncle

day,
port here, (one

of the New York and Brazil mail steam-

every
has about fourteen million

and bred under monarehial

(
central street that they got lost in the
have not the faintest concep- j
suburbs and were obliged to enquire their
lie principles of republicanism:,
back to the docks of some passing
< \
had, could not be depended way
soldiers.
Instead of securing a civil reply
apply them. Sentimentalism to
to their civil question, the sailors were
i.i! \
notwithstanding, the fact
forthwith arrested and marched off to jail
many times proven that the Latas “suspicious characters,’'
where they
WCstern Hemisphere, whether
were confined all night in a large, bare
Mexico. Central or South Amermoern
and there- room which was so crowded with other

;,*iis.

little

GOOD PIE

being Portugese,
ious than

heroine

eral

ease

about

I.opez

and above all must

man-

i

row

ters

day.

in this

unexpectedly

conies

their rescue,

came to

1

unhappy
rum

is

ei

subordinate

>

rather

the mili-

his

nav-

wholesale

capitation of legally elected
some
or

Presidents spring up as
!,r fabled < Top from the dray
iie

of whom

were

also

Besides, the U.

S.

is the

alone,

from the Amazonian dis-

of it goes to the United States.

About

tlie balance of trade with Brazil in the
matter of imports is about two to one.
Englishmen and Germans, who have long
been established

de-

here, monopolizing

the

Some

years ago

a

large

number of our

countrymen went as colonists to the .Southern provinces of Brazil
particularly to Jao
l’aulo, which is noted for its healthful

The

intimation of disaffection in that im-

portant quarter which Peixotto received
(whose name by the way. is pronounced

climate and

railway and canal facilities.
example has had dewere mostly Confederates, who were
came in the shape of a red
They
l'ay-ee-ho-toe)
ifeet upon all of them, and
hot newspaper manifesto, a startling hint disappointed at the outcome of the civil
h.sve sinee been more frequent
in this land of closely supervised publica- war and wished 1o live in a country where*
instigated by other robellious
tions.
Peixotto promptly replied by pub- the institution of slavery was perpetuated.
Vud the onstitutional rula decree to the
effect that tin- But alter slavery was abolished in Brazil,
lishing
!i• y
have endeavored to dethirteen protesting otlicers, who were all they could not get along very well with
ren rompt lied to 1-ark down,
young men, belonging to prominent and their plantations of sugar and coffee: and
is.and resign in favor of the refamilies, were placed
the most of them have not made
success
had

5

• r>■

a

-rt t"

tnora

i

measures w

wealthy

hirli

I'iirations

in

"tit in the

given

overthrow

sijue IJejnthlir, are daily deeptin. beginning. tin* troubles

hl:

now

(juai

Kilkenny

reling among themLike

eats.

othei

“*l{epuhlies,” iirazil is
sohliery. It is well known

iri

Iu11«•

winch

11.

w

iped mil

lie ;

nl-y ear-old empire in a few
not come from the people
the
: whom knew mnhinji' about it
lie army ami navy, led

milow-|»«>1 ii ii

suddenly,

ce

ia
a

lly

iis.

by

j
I
*

a

spi in.li-

small military

'apital bad tiling tempnrarown
way, sent l)oin l'edo!

1

■

ban ball’

century of
-neroim ruiino, and leave since
mint ry m a constant
ui moil.
•;it ion i>t tlie limn.m hy heen
more

mi

t

a

cd f<»r

n
ie

a month, ai d t he pe< >tin- country hern allowed
matter, there is m* doubt

majority would have remained
'tiperor and wife bad not died
ted in exile, and Brazil eon-

sort

ii. the climate being too hot and
vating for Northerns to labor in.

ol

big pension was
of pacifier.
Two

ener-

Fannie B. Ward.
Flu*

North port Hotel to Open June 20.

Arrangements have been completed for
opening and carrying on the Xorthport
Hotel, at Xorthport Camp (Bound, the
reward for
coming season. This tine hotel, one of

of

the decree.

As

timely

a

act, these two were transferred from the retired to the ‘•reserved,**

i«*: u 1

1

I

issuing
their

that those two important
set the whole rountry by

t

as a

a

retraction of their manifesto before the

originaled with the army and
i present aggrari vation arises
a

ca«-h

but

done, turned their coats hack again with
sliglit-of-hand celerity and published a

'i"in
e

list'

of the valliaut young warriors however,
tearing the consequences of what they had

lira/il. whieli will

speedy

to

great,

upon

retired

the hue and ery of oppresilown-irodden ]»atriols.
1

the best seaside houses on the
bay, built
and operated last year, will be run the
present year by the Hotel Association,
or second class list, with increase of penwlm will spare no expense to make it a
sion.
popular, as it is a delightful, summer reThen Vice Admiral Fduardo Walden- sort. Mr. M. C. Hill will, as last
year, he
kolk and Major- General dose Barretto the efficient clerk of the house, and the
services of Mrs. Mary E. Terry, of Bosprinted a second manifesto, utterly de- ton,
formerly of this city, have been enclining to he retired on any terms and re- gaged as
housekeeper. Mrs. Terry is an
fusing point blank to recognize Peixotto*s experienced landlady and w ill look sharpto the interest of the hotel and the comauthority over them. Admiral Walden- ly
fort and enjoyment of its patrons.
Mr.
kolk, as his name implies, is of German- B. 1*. Kidder,
president of the company,
was
President
.Niani.sh parentage,
Fon- will have charge of the catering in the
seca's Minister of -Marine, and is one of house, and his long experience in the
business is ;i guarantee that the table will
the most inlluenti.il men in Brazil, behe tarnished with the best the market al'sides being well and favorably known in t"ids. Mr. Kidder is also
postmaster and
the 1
S.. where he has spent much of will run tin- post office in connection with
his time.
General Barretto is equally the house.
< hie
great desideratum has been ohtirnpioniincnt by reason of a distinguished cd w hich will be appreciated bv all visicareer
and
a
of
tors
and that is the bountiful supply of.
miiitaiy
great
family
wealth and social position, and therefore pure spring water, which i.- bought by j
from the top of the hill, thus entheir sudden change of base toward tin* pipes
aiding water not only to he carried to
disunited and tottering Kepuhlic has proevery part of the house hut to he thrown
duced an immense sensation.
IVixotto all over the roof in rase of fire. The water
j
has recently perpetrated amdhei fiasco is of tile very linest to be found in the

by

'•(spending ’•■■diicial v.uarantees"

|

Mate.

j
j

"ii

know,"

for

But Tammany’s “braves” are not, fright lied hvSound—
riiis bluster of mugwumps won’t bring them
around—
Nor will the tirades of a subsidized press
Disturb any part of tin* strength they possess.

their side
And here in New England a stalwart brigade
Is lighting for Tammany, Hill and free trade.

mugwumps, *tis true, get their sinews
of war
Krom many a i|iiarter, both near and afar:
1’lie British importers and shippers, and all
1 he Cobden Club members respond to their
riie

.•all

to

push forward

the pro

British

keep their “stuffed prophet" still leading the van,
Cor lie is the man the best record has made
In friendship for England and British free
And

trade

ioo

■

,.u

7liours. which

means

at

martial

n

they

wage, if m>t

rlls.biscuit. cakes, cookies,

GEO. T. READ,

with either lard or butter.
Get it of your grocer and try
it.
Beware of imitations.
Sole

Makers,

CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

stopped

cry soon,

gods, how

Ve

'twill

dline!

Hie re

rage in

Tammany's warwhoup

Chicago
will

next

make

Iyr38tc

an

uproar,
V11 d

mugwumps their venomous wrath will
outpour:
Both leaders may fall in tin* tierce fusillade,
But not silver coinage ami British free trade.
these are twin issues that go hand in
hand
Among tile Democracy throughout the land.
No matter what may lie the convention's
choice—
Hill, Cleveland or Calmer, shrewd (ionium
For

or

-ALSO AO ENT FOR-

Old

BoyVe—

ord.

Andy
A

(J

leeson’s

Seiitinients.

local correspondent sends us these lines,
but their author is to us iinknoyvn. Kd.]

I'm for

Blaine,

the
uses a crutch
or well, in joy

If he
Sick
I, my friend,

am

man

front

People Suffer

—

Maine,

or wears a earn*:

or pain.
aiyvays for

A K R MOTORS,

when the skin is affected. The
joints puff out, and are tender:
small abrasions appear, which smart
and burn ; and often, where nothing
unnatural appears, there is burning
and
Comfort
Powder
itching.
affords complete relief.
I am 76 years old. I contracted skin poisoning in the army,
and have suffered terribly from
chafing and itching. I tried many
remedies, hut Comfort Powder
alone gave me complete relief.”
James R. Howm-id, Linden, Mass.

should earr.v out. the false dogmas and
creeds
Hint, spring from Democracy's jumble of
breeds,
Who yvottld, if in poyver, all our progress invade
With free silver coinage, free spoils and free
trade.
d. If. Sullivan ;u the Boston Kveuing ib*ele

ALL

Blaine!

DRUGGISTS

SEND POSTAL

C-ELL

I'm for Blaine!
And the boys
great Cam!
Why, Alary and Martha, Liza and Jane,
A ml the (i luekinson boy s, yvitli whom they

E. S.

SYKES,

is arrang'd tor pun ipiup; and power purposes,
idapted lor all lij^ht work requiring horn two to
six horse power: also for water supply for resiliences, farms and villages. Call and see testimonials and ^et estimates.

Ijgf“ Don’t Forget the Place.

GEO. T.
The Old Standard Family Medicine.
Tt regulates tin* bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c.. and $1.00. At all druggists.
Or of the Proprietors.
1*. J. F- TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.

ESCKtrAHY.

44 Main St.,

JOB

PRINTING!

HAVE LEASED THE

1

1y

pi 1 pm

OWNED AND HEED liY

WM. C.

I\o.

*>()

Miiiii

over

Kalish’s

Clothing Store,
and

am

prepared

to execute

JOB

FINE

*

yv

by,

my

friend,

I'm

always

all kinds of

PRINTING.

Term*., $.">0

Everyihirg

for

-Orders
'2'be Rev. A. Antoine Refugio, of Texas, writes
1 think ustor Koenig’s Nerve Tonic is a perxect
success, :or ai.\ »>j,t wlto suffered from a most
as 1 did.
1 feel like myself
pttimul in rvo...
„• me ionic.
again niter ut:
1

i.i.i/ABKTH N.
March 7, 1891.
Before I look l’nstor Koenig's Nerve Tonic 1
could not sleep nighi s and liau a numbness of
the legs, arms and .-uinelimes ull over the body,
but ai.t taking the second nose o
your Nerve
Tonic i could el ep wt 11, aim in three days all
numnncBs was gone ami nave not leitii since
PERIi N A N1» B RE N' N.

271 St. Paul St., Monhikal, Ma ch, 1891.
A young man of ;r2 years, afftcau
witliepil!j ei'sy lor over 20 years and a
very bad case, havat least 10 to J2 fits daily, after using all
j
kinds of medicines without benefit, used Pastor
Koenig’s Nerve Tonic with the dee ired effect.
N. QUINTAL.
—A Valuable Book on Nervous
Diseases sent free to any address,
and poor patients can also obtain
this medicine free of charge.
This remedy lias been prepared by the Reverend
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wayne, lad., since 1876, and
is now prepared under his direction by the

■

KOENIG MED. CO., Chicago, III.
Sold by Druggists at $1 per Bottle. 6 for $.
Large Size, $1.75. 6 Bottles for $9.

lyrftf
r*

\

U

T on these

facts,

CrlbW then try

New ant! First-Class

by .1 fait promptly attended

their orders.

SATISFACTION
GIVE

R.

A

CALL.

E.

SHUTE.

Main

St.,

September 24, lcfHE—3t»tf

H

foaled
itilers,

a-vs.By
.2.33

injure.

to

\V ILK I NMON I

(3 ye.;:- ..Id ree.,rd 2 to. d-ye.ir ••Id

tv.

1-2,

y.:;

,,

Seal i■• !'• w!>. 1 .2 1-2 hand', loyd idd in
issf. B\ Kaiser. 2.2‘S 1-2. -ire ..i Mi" 'A iikes,
•'
2.2'• * 1-2. I.\ Oeot-v Wilke*. 2 22.
ilamhlet'.uian lo; dam. Mu;. \Vunei\-. -istei
a 1’i.nee
Wither** and dam
\.d-.. 2d dan
(jueen,
lei-.ifd. 2 42: 3d dam. M n-an
B O'er i'
m Kenroyallv luva -ialii<ni. -a 1
tm-kv in 1SS2.
Hi- ..am n,i* Fail' I.adv
;;>m o|
I ,'Lmpereur 2 2d Kaiser. 2.2S 1 2. Aid v-se, 4
t«>
2d dam. By Aim
\ear*. 2.3.1 .By 1 > i.
'. 3d
dam By Zenith, '.m -.1 \mevi.-an Felipe.1
t• h to
1 o;ii dams, thoo.'iuhhred.
Wilkesm.ii'i h.t< l.air -drains of Han n Ict. iiiau
Blood a lid t li ree I Mum Brim. < Biel' tin '.une as
Avtell slod.oon stallion :t
two
i':*n. ,h
mie ..I' ('lav: one of s-:,i
and one of M
o
all
Trottinir Blood Based *i thoiwuyhBred. He won
1st premium inhi-.la-s at Han-or and Lewiston
State Fai's three vent's in sm-ees-ion a No the 3year-old stallion up in 2. to and tin- 4 -\ear-ol<l
State eolt stake.
*>*

Terms, $.‘50

HALL,

d-year

TPs Popular Cabinet Size,
$3.50

per Doz.

on* wotk

is

to

II

PHOTOGRAPHER.

guaranteed

old

d. 2

rer.e

insure.

\BOLDSON.

2

dd 1 2: time in
reeord. 2.dd ! 2

-1

nM

liri-lu bay. I Id-4 hands. 1 non lb".. l,\ r,.— ort,
sou of Harold,
-ire
Maud s.. •j.u- ; .4
tjueen. reeord 2.42 lime in ra. e, 2.: s !.\
n
,,f
Mark Idanioiid -i a oi
’ara
2.2S.
jm,,_
Freneh Canadian: 2d Maul Morgan.
Present t.’s dam is the -1 .»1 brood mare >' mi rose,
dam of 4 performers in 2 do and of u
<jr,.s Mf
d>«» performers; l»> Alexander
xbdal'ali <ur of
< ioidsmith Maid. 2.1 4
Harohlson as a d-yea r-.dd won the State .•«,!!
stake and four otliei rai es. and also the stallion
rup at State Fair. A- 1 4 vear-nld he \>..u State
'•"It -take and nthe- rare".
\- .1 ."-sear-old he
trotted dd heal in a rare in 2.2‘d. II. ha- been
awarded 1st premium at State fairs at Ikin-or
and Lewiston. smr;
on i!; d i i d 11a I .piadii..- *. )<;
points ..it! of a possible I
Hi- eolts are
red\ and >:a 10
-::.'a> base been
offered for yrurliu-s and 2-\ear-old-. .m1 ■,.fused.

,|a,n|

-,

'1

W. L.
S'ext Memorial

HALL,
lluih/nilj. Hiejh

BELFAST.

Terms, $20
St.
(.!

i-'tl

to

insure.

riM\< 1;

wi rm i;s.

reeord .”1.1 2 ;-lie of Sea I‘.|e.
1.21. hall mile. 4 seat". 2.44 d

ear-old

hand-. I 2<>o ||»-.. b.
l*a>.
ers
public trial. 2.do I -1 -ire ot c.
Vlmont Maid. 2.2'.*. by Almoiit. -ire .4
Fright

STAR PLUG Tobacco
there is of any other brand made.
We manufacture more tobacco than any
other Factory in the world, which enables
us to give tobacco consumers more for
their money than any one else.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.. St. Louis, Mo.
A. R. Mitchell A Co.. M. H. Agents,
lyrl 1 nnn
as

chewed

much

j

and

See

E. S. PITCHER,
-AT

HIS

No.
-(Over

NEW

*JS

10

ANI) KXAM1NK Ills

Cent Store.)-

STOCK

1

j
|

W. Hilton, Anson, Me.

Due'iih riit package enough lor
< 'ireular and guide to dipping, free.

*«~REIVIEMBER THE
Belfast, Nov. 4, 1891.—45

-beep.

Send fo

one.

I*. 0.

Thorndike, Maine.

Hat and Bonnet
li LEA OII EH V.

PLACE.-®*

by endeavoring
!>. L.

keep constantly on hand a large and
plete assortment of

Spectacles am Eye Glasses,
adapted

to

all

subscriber has entered upon a general canbusiness at Belfast. He is now ready to
make contracts with farmers for sweet corn, lie
requests all those farmers who last fall agreed to
plant corn for Baxter A Co. to call on him at his
place of business near the steamboat wharf. We
can make the business of mutual advantage.
J. .T. LAWTON.
Belfast, May 3, 18l>2. is

THEning
com-

ages and conditions of the sight.

insure.

1

Apply

to

to

w. G.

Plueni.x House,

or

to

insure.
PRF^TON
proprietoi.

at

"table

near

\VM. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast, Mareh S.jlSirj. emvlP

to please.
CRESSY, C»2 Church St., Belfast,
Over It. P. Stickney’s Stove Store

To tie Farmers of Walflo Coirntr.
I

to

As 1 have received the leading styles of H AT and I
BONNET I’.la M'KS, am now prepared to do work (
in the best, possible manner and at shortest notice.
Thankful for past patronage, 1 hope to merit a
continuance l>\ a strict adherence to business and
14tf

I

ll.ni

On
Mahogany bay 11 1-2 bands, wri_- I.
f"tiled in 1 SS-. I>x .luibe \ds orate. -t>. ..; Uomulns. 2.24 1 4. Mo-tense. 2 2s 1-4. b\ Messenger I hi roe. bs Hand ietonian I",
Dam. Kathleen,
1
by Hambletonian Chief. sire >n
2.24
14. Klmbrook. 2.2M 1-4. I.\ Middletown,
Main*
bletotiian.
Pdiieblood is an inbred liaiul'letoiiian. aniline;
the Hainbletonian ami Clay blood 1 i.,- iaood of
t.eor-c Wilkes and Fleetio»..
in hi- -ire with
the Hambletonian and Star blood the ba nd of
Dexter. Die ator and day Fyr See in hi- am

Terms, $10

OF

(Jan furnish anything wanted in the music line
from a -Jew’s Harp to a Church Organ, at
LOWEST PRICES.

with1..2.24,
in-ei

I

■

SHEEPMEN everywhere are usinu Cooper
Oil-.
Positively genuine and elleei ive.
••Cooper Dip i> worth its weight in gold." jC.

-»1111s*

St..

.euiS*

4

1:1.1 i;m.ooi>.

Agent, BOSS 0. HIGGINS,

Pianos, Organs, Music, &c.
j

Terms, $1()

ROOMS.-

Hi-ill

Boston 5 and

a

Id

and I'd other -on-, -iie- .4 •_* do peri or me r1‘ritiee Wither* is a sets hatid-i-uie l,or-e .a fine
form, style and eamap
ha- brass t.ua in a ml tail
and ,-xtia.>1 dinars none ami nu;-ele. ami shows
-teal natural speed ssi'h.oe: Maini.m.
Hi- ...Its
are larii’e and promise -need.
II br, ,-dr.- wish ro
breed fur -i/e. -tsie. brains. lofts
1 u-e ami
lumd-oine eolot .1-wad! a- -need. tin.
i.;4 make
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People from out oi town will do well to write
me for prices tun! samples lie fore
placing
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Y es ! I'm for Blaine! The Man from Maine,
“Smartest enss in out o' the rain."
lie's holiest and square, ami lie's got the

Belfast, Me.

1892. Stallions 1892.
IOR

train,
Are one and all for James R. Blaine

Why, of course. I'm for Blaine!
dust look at that pile of yellow grain.
Didn't Rod give us sunshine and plenty of
rain ?
Kven Denioerais feel that they’re for Blaine.

READ,

1 y 1 r>
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FHEE SAMPLE.

FOR

COMFORT POWDER CO.. Hartford, Conn.

You bet

■
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gingerbread, pies, patties,
tarts, griddle cakes, croquettes with Cottolene than

rear.

wiiieli

—

everyone can rat. d;<_cst,
and enjoy food cooked with
-:it.
Food that was inch
tible when cooked with
lard is easily digested when
c ioked with Cottoleiv. .and
many oi the leading it. sckeepers of the land say
they can make nicer bread,

"a healing wonder.••

j

|

combined they
better than lard for a'l
kinds of shortening, and

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.,

men with silk stockings and men with
short hair
Are lighting like liends from the front to the
war

Cottolene,

new

are

rims

rhis

PHYSICAL
DEBILITY,
ERRORS of
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300pagee, cloth,
gilt; 125 invaluable prescriptions.
Only fi.oo
by mail, double eenfed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements prim
criun
of the Press end volant ary LULL I
teetiraoniais of the cured. I >!■■ • NUW,
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY ami CERl>r. W. IT. pi rker. or
TAIN C"R'\
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Buliiuck St.,
Boston, Ma*e.
The Peabody Medical Inptitute fc:i9 many imitators, but no equal. Here'1.
The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
treasure more v 'In:;1 !e than gold, Read it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS iran, and learn to
be STRONGJledicul licvicid.
opyrlgkted.)

Properly

familiar with tho famous
Many
“Buffalo Bill's” wonderful wild west show.
Prior to his venture abroad, Mr. Cody exhibited at Staten Island, in New York Harbor,
where lie became afflicted with Malaria.
Knowing the virtues of Ivickapoo Indian
Sagwa, Mr. Cody sent to the agents for this
wonderful Indian remedy, and after using a
few bottles was permanently cured.
‘‘It is a remarkable medicine,” said Mr.
Cody, ‘‘and I have known of iis virtues a
long time. You may use my name and say
that for what it claims to do it has no equal,
and for malaria and chills it is far superior
to quinine in many ways.”
This, from tlie leading plainsman in American history, a man whose integrity is unquestioned, should prove beyond a shadow
of doubt that Ivickapoo Indian Sagwa is just
wliat is claimed for it: an honest medicine of
superior curative qualities, combining tho
best of the vegetable kingdom gathered
from the forests and gardens of nature.
1 yl4nrni
~."r~=ir.
|
are

rhe West and Northwest their cohorts may
divide:
But they have the whole “solid South” on

elan

made witii

is

healthiest foods known.

HON. WM. F. CODY.
Buffalo Bill.**

trade.

means

KNOW THYSELF.

pure substitute for
lard. Cottolene is simply
pure cottonseed oil and
pure beet suet, two ot the

t:i

and British free

Grover

Vitality!

Or SELF-PRESEuVATI. A new and on!7
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS anil

SAN EAT PIE
it ,t

suade

By shouting

Blaine.
Mr. William 11. Thompson, who carried j
the grocery store connected with the;
A Rustic Convert.
iaw and is construed as leading up to an house last year, will do the same this year,
and lie assisted by his son. “a student in ^
•
assumption of military dictatorship over! Tufts (
“Y'ott kan t ketch nothin' with them tliar
ollege.
t liiugs,
remembered lint; 1 )eodoi a da all Brazil.
The hotel will open June 20th and the
With yarn ler bodies an’ feathers fer wings.
i'' rst President of this pnTo-day. it is tnnouneed that a rousing' coming season gives promise of being a : Y ou must
think trout is terrilde fools
i,
Ter be ketehed with such outlandish tools."
Bcpublie, was virtually de- demonstration has occurred in Bahia prosperous one. [Bangor Whig.
ongross after the fashion set against IVixotto, in favor of the lately (
"An' look at that poh—why, that won't tin:
Attention, Comrades.
A good, lug trout would bust it in two,
so
enuse
he Brazilian < on
deposed Fonseca: and another of like na- j
An' never think nothin’ nv yvliat lie did,
Department Commander Isaac Dyer lias As quick as lightnin'
«i
Fonseca attempted to dis- tore is now going on in a southern prov- !
ayvay he slid."
issued general order No. g for the infordy politic for failing to eon linn ince: while in various other sections the mation of O. A. !».
comrades in this de- **W«*il, I'll l*t*«111 m, yon ran shoot nic dead
nets.
And as usual, the dis- people are clamoring as loudly for a res- partment.
Coo. <
Hopkins of Thatcher Kf here ain't a windlass filled with thread,
Post has been appointed A. D. C. on his An’tiier littlest sort o\ thread at thatindet'stainling little about Bra- toration of the monarchy.
All aids that are going to Washing- Why, man, that wouldn't hold a gnat!'
In all this England is more or less mix- stall.
tei
and political complieaton to attend the gOtli National
Encamp- Yoil'll find a good place over here,
ed
but
as
in
up;
every great loss there is ment and
ij'l'osing the self-styled ‘‘pairiwishing transportation by head- I’mlrr tiler rapids deep and Hear.
to somebody, the
You'd hott er take worms an' crhi< kr\ pole,
Britons
in
gain
ears
via
the
thrifty
in
dethe
Baltimore
A Ohio
quarter
represent
people
Or you won't keteli nothin', 'pon my soul!"
lights seized eager1\ upon Brazil are not losing money. I'nder the railroad, or a horse for tin* parade, should
apply without delay to the Assistant
presentations and cry of oppres- direction of English hankers exchange
Adjutant (Jeneral. Each post should reSixteen beam ies, speck led bright-,
the same patriotic < -ingress continues to decline, the instability of the
port to headquarters the number of com- The basket bore
ere the fall ol night
present government being given as the rades who will attend, that quarters may He
iicllcd da Foinseea’s resigna
eounted them o'er on the bank of I'e n,
be assigned with as little delay as possible And all that be said
i-iti*l\ passed resolutions eon- cause, and the fact that the balance of
was, “Wa'al- I’ll be
Railroad rates have been fixed at half fare,
<lurn !"
trade is in favor of England.
The two
n
Vice-President
Floriana
efforts
are
for
although
May.
being made for a less [Outmg
air tool. \\ ho had pre\iously great financiers of this country are Mr.
rate.
The round trip fare from Portland
an Englishman, and
to
Senor
is
Maysink.
Fi*14.4:;.
Lewiston
Washington
due received, to sustain Foil815.IS,
Tlie Lessons of Arbor
Day.
gueredo, a native Brazilian.
The latter Boston -*ll.f*4, Bangor and Dexter *18.08,
ed powers as military dietaBoston
via
skowliegan
Sound
817.DO,
The induciier of Arbor Day in promoting
iiis dejiosed predecessor, the gentleman organized the Banco Na< ional
810.50, Rockland 810.0:1, Yanceboro sgO.- interest in trees and flowers
is a happy insome two years before the fall of the em0*».
• I
A more extended list and intinerary
President, never had aspirfluence which vi 11 not be lost upon mulli■dned h\ t'.mgress. the Vice pire, and obtained for his bank the privi- of headquarters train will he announced. tudes of
pupils. Many of them hereafter
lege of issuing legal tender notes by de- Posts and parties wishing to secure rooms will trace their pleasure in trees, and it is
at
once prorreded to oust tin*
and hoard should address L. P. Wright,
one
with
of
tin*
National Treasury one- chairman
tli.e purest of pleasures, to this early
>t < .oveniois of several
committee on accommodation,
Stales, positing
training of their taste and observation.
This gave to Washington, D. C.
elioire of t lie people of I heir half the amount in gold.
Notice should he sent,
The day affords the teacher a golden opbefore .) une 15.
< lions,
not for act nal offence | his house a share of the importance which
portunity ol pointing out the relation behad long been monopolized by the Bank
Mi 1m cause it \> as
tween the landscape and literature, and
susph ion ;
The People’s Party.
"I Brazil.
After the revolution, Mr. Maythey may wisely discourse upon the reagovernors aforesaid had
not
son that in the ancient and most objective
sink. a particular friend of the new Min- I’!.ATl-'OliM AM) AMU
at lo ts to suit the t inn
s, and
DA'i'K KKIM'IU A
KD.
literatim* there is the least allusion to
ister of Finance under the Provisional
in entire s\mpat h v with t he
Much dissatisfaction is expressed by what we call Nature.
as
Not the least valuable ol the lessons of
Government,
<
members
of
his
the People's party in this
rival, Senor Figucrpprrmost at the apital.
j
section with the action of the State con- the day is the tenderness of feeling to!• i<• "I t he met hods prevailing I edo, was a chum of the Prime Minister of
vention held in Oardiner last week, and ward trees which it encourages.
If the
Itejnihlie may he found in • 1 he Monarchy organized the Banco dos there are many who
openly repudiate children of to-day could once more people
Eslados
l
nidos
I
do
'1 the Governor of <eara.
Brazil, and obtained platform and candidate.
The objection- iht* woods and hills with dryads and
was homharded
one
line for it as many favors as the old Banco able portions of the platform are the pro- oreads, they would less ruthlessly mutihibitorv and woman suffrage planks. It late the shrubs and saplings, and look
a\ of a
preliminary notire to Naeional had previously enjoyed, with I is understood that Prof.
Bateman would upon a shaved hill-side as on a ravaged
I
destruction of much private the added advantage of being obliged to not
accept a nomination at the hands village. It is a beautiful holiday in the
j
the killing of many inoffen- deposit only one-third the amount in gold of the convention unless these resolu- loveliest season, and we trust its observj
si11<■ i* the inauguration of upon his issues of notes. East December, I lions were adopted, and that the party ance will become more and more general.
at the convention took the resHarper’s Weekly.
1 reel
lints
and bloodshed a year ago, the provisional government i managers
ponsibility «»i forming a coalition with eleorder of the hour in every issued a decree allowing these two banks ments outside the
A
Deer Isle Genius.
party represented by
and thousands have been to unite with the Banco do bVpuhlica, and Prol. Bateman.
’Phis, the Knox-coiinty
Mr.
II.
<».
Gerrish, the musical composminor brawls which have made it the only hank
issue in the members of the party object to as against
I good part s policy and as committing them er of Green’s Landing, lias purchased a
'■ported in the newspapers. j country by permitting it to take up the to
line
etching outfit for the purpose of
principles which they are opposed to.
But this or at least do not desire to make issues in making plates for the publication of his
powers that temporarily ! issues of all the other hanks.
•"
As three-fifths of the music, for which there is a growing dethe most riyid eensorsiiip 1 hank soon lost the confidence of the pub- this campaign.
and is now experimenting with it.
and all cable and tele<»Taph- lie. and its enemies charge against it all party is right here in Knox county, dis- mand,
affection here is significant, and it is tol- The cut on our lirst page is one of his pro'>ions. so that it is impossi- i manner of irregularities. Finally the Minerably certain that the kickers will make ductions, and though not perfect, it shows
an
impartial account of I ister of Finance sent a communication to their feelings manifest in practical action that with a little practice he will be able
to produce a very good cut for ordinary
ot some kind.
[Rockland Opinion.
-ill those channels.
You fav- Congress recommending a modification of
As soon as lie shall
newspaper work.
the
contract
between
the
of a truer Republic, can
government and
The extradition treaty negotitated
have perfected the work to a satisfactory
by
'1 a
of the Czar-like methods the hanks and that the entire amount of Minister Reid between France and the point we expect to make arrangements
maintain a semblance of order j paper money in circulation be limited to United .States was rejected by the Senate with him to supply us with cuts of a
after a severe criticism.
The number of the public buildings and priImw, under military law, ones six hundred million milreis. Afterwards May 11,
did not represent the exact division vate residences about tow n for publication.
hills were offered in the House and Sen- vote,
mas are eyed with ‘•Tim suson the question of
ratification, as several [Deer Isle Gazette.
11
hi" the last few months all ate, of more and more radical character, Republican Senators, out of regard to Mr.
j
Reid
and
to
lessen
the effect of the adThe President approved ‘the act to en'Rio, and probably in other until the Banco do Kepuhlica was shorn
verse act.
voted for ratification after it
courage American shipbuilding” within
,,:<ve been
most of tin* time of all power to issue money, and its afwas certain the treaty would be beaten.
an hour after its receipt from the House
fairs were strictly supervised bv the gov,v a cordon of
soldiers, placed
committee on enrolled hills.
1"1
The horse interests of Maine will he
aally to watch all guests, native eminent.
■"
in 1888, when the country was peaceful, magnificently
represented at China.
Nobody is permitted to pass
Messrs. Mass and il. C. lJurleigh, both
'"d.lunit explainingin detail to an prosperous and happy, there were only members of the committee
is recommended in .all eases of debility
on live stock,
1 ”l,|i uniformed negroes, who lie 200,203,000 milreis of paper money in cirspeak enthusiastically about it. They have arising from
enfeebled di'l
the
promise already of over 150 horses.
f unie from, where going, ami culation: and today there are some <>00,A
small
wineThese will be contributed by H. C. Nel- gestion.
'I errand takes him out at that 000,000 of it afloat.
On the day that the
fore each regson, of Waterville, Messrs. Briggs of Au- glassful be
was
{
course all foreigners have monarchy
destroyed, the milreis was burn and others.
u 1 a r
in e a 1
will avoid all
'“"'is. but even these are not at par (3-1 cents) init now it is away down
distress
from
i n d i gestible
The general Methodist Conference at
tcd by brutal soldiers who to 17c. and sinking lower.
All imports
food. Sold by
Omaha lias passed resolutions
D rugg i s ts
against
snd are too ignorant to have are paid for in gold coin. All debts conopening the World’s Fair on Sunday.
everywhere.
prosperous and peaceful t lia-n
become a^ain in maiiv de-

tendency.
Everybody

San’t bear to be led by plebians who show
rhat they can with energy, cunning and skill
dive shape and effect to the scheming of
Hill.
It. galls them to think those rude plebs,
don't descry
rhat without their idol the party would die,
So they have hired rlaquers who try to per-

Cor

lion's share.

Governors,
friends

personal

relatives of the otlicers aforesaid.

1 i:st

might have been expected,

V'

in

far

;<>o

largely

seven-eighths of the world's production of
India rubber is exported from Para, yet

cotin-

certain

relations
so

tricts above Para, amounts to about s2,500.(XX) per month, and about three-quar-

al and military oflicers. who have all
keep well in fa\or with
hccii supposed to he Peixotta's
;yh it deplete ihi Treasury 1 along
closest
Bui the latter went
friends.
ali these alleged I.Ypublies,
support of the la‘ ter your.
iii the ease of Ualmaeeda)

j,

tr\

onsul

grounds.

rubber

i.i

•w

k

(

the next

noon

The latest

tlii1 A ryei;t ihe and

lh»>;is of
1 er>

the American

ot rmerg-

(.uatemala.

! An rh's of

•a

ire and l’daiirool

tyrant in

a

people are more anxneighbors to cul-

best customer for coffee, the chief product
of the country.
The one article of crude

above price.
And despite their protests,
tlie Alliancia men were not released until

mild and

its

of their

dominant in Chile, Peru and the Argentine, lias alienated the Brazilians on sev-

not

Dietator

a

of Me

1 >ia/.

\«

an*

some

social and commercial
j tivate
with Uncle Samuel. England,

it was impossible to lie
good prisoners that
or even to sit. in comfort, standing
down,
of
one
their
Presidents,
l.very
retain 11is slippery seat, must room being at a premium and fresh air
institutions

an

m

people and a
railway.
America,

Strength!

is much prized, hut many
people can’t eat pie because
of dyspepsia or dyspeptic

cultured, “you

would-be patricians,

than (5,000 miles of
unlike the rest of South

more

Brazil,

themselves,

(.

Hill.

and

3h, what shall Democracy do now to till
riie deep, yawning breach between Cleveland and Hill ?
riie mugwumps want Grover to lead all the

ship line),some of the crew, according to in natural resources to become quite bankclans,
But Tammany scornfully spurns their plans ;
custom, were permitted to go on shore. It rupt, however badly manged by mis-ealled So now
m respondents of The Journal.]
and henceforth it is war to the knife
happened that arid took place in the Rua ••Patriots.” It is a larger country than Amioug those anomalous leaders of strife,
.Iankrio, Apr. 11th, 1802. For-I
Whose
aim is this prosperous land to dedo Ouvidor that evening, in which two or most people imagine, containing 192,000
such odd "Republics" as this |
grade
three scores of citizens were killed.
Our square miles—considerably more territory With free-silver
coinage ami British free
are rare on the face of the earth:
trade.
determined to keep well out of than the U. 8. exclusive of Alaska posIts sailor-boys
i< not likely to last long.
1
inch of it is fertile.
It riiose
the melee and steered so far around that esses—and
so

horn

■

Yet Brazil is too rich

the indebtedness.

Cleveland

near

or

par are now being collected at the low
rates of exchange, in many cases doubling

other

Convex, Concave, Bifocal and Colored for Weak Eyes

We have just received .1 car-load of this celebrated salt and oiler it at the following prices:
libls. containing 22 14-pound bags at $3.00 per
bbl.
Bids, containing 30 lo-pound bags at $3.00 per
bbl.
Bbls. containing 00 o-pound bags at $3.20
per
bbl.
Sacks containing 14 14 pound bags at $1.90 per
sack.
Half lb. sample pockets given away with first
purchase. The quality is very nice and we know
will please all those who use it.

SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
Belfast, April 0, 18U2_14tf

In my stock
can nr

are the finest and best lenses, Ameriimported. Prices always reasonable. Call
carefully fitted to your eyes, at

and have them

Hervey’s

HAVE A FIRST-CLASS PEDDLER S WAGON
at a price which will make you smile.
.JOS. WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Over American Express Office, Belfast, Me.

Jewelry Store, I 6tftor sale

Phoenix Row. Belfast, Me.

will be
his office, (the
THEAssessorsCOLLECTOR
room), SATURDAYS, from 10 to 12
TAX

and 2 to 4 i*. m.
Belfast, Jan. 7, 1892.—ltf

a. m.

at

The

ISepubltcatt Journal.

To the Editor
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Editor and
slxKSS Manager.
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RI/SSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.

A REFUbLIOAN STATE CONVENTION
will be held in

silty Hull, Portland, Tuesday, June *21, 189*2, at

eleven o’eloch A. M.,
tlie purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor, to be supported at the September election: and nominating c andidate-' for electors at
large for President and Vice-President, to be supported at the No\ember election, and transacting
;i11v other business that may properly come before it.
The hasi> of representation will be as lollows;
Kuril Git \, Town and Plantation will be entitled
t,t ..He delegate, and for each seventy-tive votes
r;,M for the Republican candidate for Governor
in lsss, an additional delegate, and for a fraction
of fort\ \«»tes in excess of sevemy-ti\c votes, an
additional delegate.
o>r

\

•leiegat n >ii
only he tilie-1

III

ar. lilies

"i

me

un\

l’lantatioii ran
by residents of the
in whieh the araucy exists.
be
in
session in the rewill
tet?
Commit
State
The
jimi room of tin- Hall at nine o'clock on the
of
mornr.g of the Convention, bn the purpose
n-r.iviP" the credentials ol delegates. Relegates,
u, order to be eligible ?u
| avticipate in the Convention. must In- eleete.l >ub>c<piem to the date ol
tin- rail for this < 'oin ention.
A!! electors ol Manic, without regard to past
1,1.|; j,' dilVerenccs who are in fa\or of maintainin the Repubin'
.1 Protect i\c 1'aritV. win- believe
in protecting the inof Reciprocal n
lican I'olidustries. and the agricultural products ot tins
State; in elevating' and dignifying human labor,
reward; in a
i\ securing to the laborer his just
sound and honest currency; in iroe populai eduation: in seeming political power to every citizen
in the promotion of the cause of temperance
in just and eipial taxation in all measures for the
encouragement "I American ship building, and
oi
m an economical and efficient administration
unite with
State alfairs. are cordially invited to
the Republicans in the selection of delegates to
this ( onvention.
Per order. Republican State Committee.
,j. ll. Mam n Chairman.
1. K. Sot "I'iiako, Secretary.
Maine.
May U>,
Augusta,

,,v

,'oiln*

State Con-

riic cull for the Republican
vention in Portland. June iM. has been issued by tlie State Committee, anil is printfull in this issue of the Journal.

in

Watei ville

matter of

raising

funds for

By the capsizing of a boat on Swan Lake
day recently two Belfasters caught a
datas in regard to this subject—a subducking.
They were rescued by fishermen
ject that is attracting the attention of near by.
the
leading educators and philanthropists
Mr. C. E. Weeks, of Rockland, has bought
1 will not here discuss its
world over.
the schooner Lucy Ann, of Gloucester, Mass.,

familiar with the

tons, and will fit her out for halibut fishing, on the banks. She will be commai ded
by Capt. John Dowdell, of G loucester.

That was
one such school in Maine.
It was
Saco, in the summer of ’hi.
under the management of the Womens’
Educational and Industrial Union, and

Mr. John C. Condon has moved his traps
shore and is catching more lobsters. He
says he is satisfied that he made a mistake
in setting his traps so far off shore. He believes that owing to the mild weather of last
winter the lobsters did not go off into such

advantages of such
training in other places where it has been
tried.
Up to this time there has been
but
at

proved

was

loaded.’"

our

presentportrait of

pleasure

this week in

readers

sketch and

\\Y take
ing to

know it:

'didn't

■

oi

a

the next (iovernoi of Maine. lion. Ilcnry
leaves, of Portland. Uy common consent Mr. Cleaves is to be the standard
15.

<

In.mim

ptend

when

r.

«

Republicans

the Maine

ci

next

old time victory is

an

insured.
A yacht was in Hath awhile ago named
■Psyche.” A man upon the wharf ob-erving the name, spelled i‘ "lit and remarked, -Well, may 1 be ohfusticated if
; hat isift tin* blankest way of s]»elling lish
:U I cvei saw."’
[ Ilangor.< ommercial.
It
The above item is certainly lisliy.
tirst appeared in print about forty years
ago

and

was

Mention

then i«»eated at Hath.

tint

made

was

iast

week

of

the

proposed manual training school in Belfast the coming summer, mid in another
•olumn the project is more clearly
All who can do so should
forth.

set
con-

of this worthy undert.aking. and \\<- have no douht the way
will he made easy for tin- ladies who have
lihut.c to the

success

the matter in charge.
read in

We
aclit

now

Forest

titling

our

stream

A'

that

a

racing is to have

fm

hollow jih-hoom and white tojunast and
F. A
_aff in order to increase her speed.

a

"The idea was quite prevalent
says:
m New York and Boston about, live years
nee that a w hits -yacht v. as faster than a

s.

black

hut

one.

painting

the spars white is

disc*>\ er\.

new

F.nglisli writer in Printer's Ink says

An

that Ireland is
uiedieim

a
_o,,d maikct for patent
while s-a,timid A m-t. We men-

s

training
system.
Since

our

citizens will

the

‘hat win

which

base

we

figures

are

our

A

These

calculations.

furnished

by

Miss Fairfield,

advertising

on

tin*

canny

tin*

Kockland despatch concerning
Sylvia, now running on the route

steamer

only sought deeper

For making fourteen benches.
For lumber used in school.
l'aid teacher for seven weeks.

Total.£280
a

to

thrown at

40

make the

of S2.50 for their tuition, and proved
The balance
most worthy benefaction.

sum

of the money was largely given by individuals and families, resident or nonresident. who gave twelve dollars for a

generously responded to by
young men who had prospered and

are

in neat

The prospect for such a school in BelThe first person apfast is encouraging.
proached oil this subject by the commit.t

tee.

well known, public

The

a

school and

since

1

accomplished

help

assured

the g.i work and

so

E.

suer* ss.

For the

<

A.

i>.

to

the

reason

New

is

I.l’ia-sid* m A. ('. Bo d, l. iw Se 1,..,
Calais. M•
Seeia I a r«.
1!
L. Sh"i>]n rd, i' L. A
Belfast. M,-.
Treasurer—A. A. Lonir, Law School, ''.'1,1

j

seven

also

are

of the

Mail"-

e.\a

boys—1

ntive
>r.

com-

Lane

was

printing

copies

of -jo.ooo

Mr.

Everard Wilson, ->f
the

principal

Ballot

Law.

ready

go

on

lias been

decided to limit the hill

contest to Maine

cyclists.

There

will

be

prizes, the first, a line gold medal, donated by Jno. Tebbetts & Co., valued at $50;
second, a bicycle lamp, valued at $10.50, donated by the Premier Cycling Co.; third, a
Weston cyclometer, donated by Mr. F. C.
Weston, its inventor; fourth, a bell donated
four

.by

Mr. E. II. Dakin.

It was decided to admit .wheelmen outside the club for an entrance fee of $1. The
banquet to vis.ting wheelmen will be held
at the Windsor Hotel. The programme for
the meet, May : Oth, has been finally decided upon. There will be a parade at
followed

by

a

pect street,

bill
then

diaw, returning
quet.
New York,
of the famous

climbing contest on Prosa run will be taken to Puin the afternoon to the ban-

May 15. F. C. Pillslmry, one
Pillsbury brothers of Minneapolis, formerly of Maine, died this morning of
malignant diphtheria, after an illness of
three days.
The Minneapolis millers of this natue are
sot from Maine, but are natives of New
Hampshire.

a

suggested curiosity shop.

pa-

(SAFETY BlCYLESl
FOE SALE BY THE AGENTS.

Gents’

mm k AMASS.
JEWELERS.
Watches,

on

where sin and
darkness hide
While on thyself, thou Rock of Ages, help

copy of the last issue of

Bro.

ing

Lord

him to abide.

The highly appreciative remarks by the
clergymen were very gratifying. Mr. Savage was presented with a “Temple inkstand,” a perfect model in miniature of the

lines:
Dear Journal—It’s no use to lie
The truth hereby appears
The mutilation is my own,
Done with my little shears.

wonderful

Temperance Temple

in

Chicago,

Lord.

built by the women of the W. C. T. U. The
inkstand is double-plated in silver and lacHockpokt. At a large and enthusiastic quered, which prevents it from taruisliing,
Republican caucus held in the town of Rock- and is really a very beautiful model. Mrs.
port to choose delegates to the Republican : Savage received a handsome fruit dish of
1
State convention, to be held in Portland, French ware known as “Limoges.” In acJune 21, G. Burgess was elected chairman, cepiing these gifts Mr. and Mrs. Savage
j
and E. A. Morrill, clerk. The following ! made very tender remarks and assured the
delegates were chosen: W. A. Merriam, G. members of the Union that, wherever they
F. Burgess, A. S. Buzzell, IT. L. Shepherd; may go,they will work in all temperance
alternates, S. S. Fuller, J. S. Foster, C. F. lines.
a. a. h.
Knight and E. A. Morrill. Resolutions were

1

adopted re-affirming adherence to Republican
principles and favoring the unanimous nomination of Hon. Henry B. Cleaves as the Republican candidate for Governor at the coming election.

I TWO WANTED!
BOYS to act
ferred required.

(

as

bell

boys.

Apply at

CROSBY

Only

those

was ever

Silverware,

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

Spring Overcoat!

Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps

& Umbrella

A -4-inch Hall licariny Machine costing $40.00. to lie yiven to the
hoy tin
1 wo cents a vote or one vote for every ."ate.
purchase. 1 Dine .,
The vote to tic declared -Inly 4. Ivul
wheel, the best in the city.

wonder

are,

you

at

BELFAST CLOTHIXTG HOTJSI

these

No

:

.$1.75
$hoes,
$olid

STItEKT,

1IIHII

Tap,

KOWl

Oongola

1.65
Dress, Congress,
Men’s Enamel Calf Dress

ivinrmhe: ‘.lit

('ustoinns \vh

run i>n «>r11

XTew Goods,

Congress,.2.00

[REMNANT]

Top Button.1.75

Women’s Cloth

Genuine

Women’s

llMKEMX

O^CONNELL

Mansfield's.

Tennis
Good

111

CHARLES

ITew

Don-

Genuine

Wcmen’s

Dor-

Styles,

Opera

Beltast

UV
in tin- t-aily sj-iiiin' will hr intrivstr-i
know that

-75c. to $4.00.We are selling goods at retail exclusively,
and tin stock we have bought for tin summer t rat it* was never equalled for solid service ami economical prices.
SiJ^Coine and see us and we wil do outbest to please ami convince you of the truth
of all we say.

Gin. L.

Piny

B. C, Dinsmore,

-on

Don’t Fail to

im

the Old Favorite.,

LAUGHS IN 180

Past

on

sale

t«

<

-POK-

Spring & Summer Wd
and will give you

19.

has shown that best

good,

stylish goods

Very

at

tIn

Pricesj

Lowest

Remember that by paying
can give you prices that loners

cannot

compete

cpii<*ltly. I

w

-r.u.l. AX/i >/•;/■; MY

A. P. MANSFIELD,
Masonic Tim pie.

BIG LINE OF

(^ ARTISTS'
Souvenir
—AT—

GOODS. ^1

Tube Paints, Sable

Fancy Clocks!
Fancy Spoons!

W. T COLBURN
IVcClintrck Block.

Belfast, May li>, lsnu

Spoons!

BRUSHES,
Palettes & Knives.

BRISTLE

LOCK-E'S,

Canvas

National Bank Building.

on

Academy

Soil

Bay

Plaques

Canvas and Porcelain

Panels,

fieorge

Wilke-

Deltas' I
SHi.t.OO.

TKKMS
I 'I

\

I.

■

I

sea-oil

View Faun,

-WITH

Brass* Porcelain if- P, M.
(ALL SIZES.)

of

\\ ill make the

SIi’cIi’Ihm-s.

Board.

*

S

High

George Wilkes. Ii

-AM)-

I'l:

IEKTI UN

1 \
<it'n|V(‘ \\ ilkes. .11.. is the -ire
slow, 1-2 mile track. |>am. Will"
h
stallion Frank Wilkes, owned
2..:4. last halt in 1.14. a 2.2* paleonhl show 2.44 as a 2 M ir old. i'
Wilkes, record 2. do 1-2 at W
shown trial in 2.2a. Alice W tikestable, trotted in a race last M ai n
We ha\e made the service m
those who are thinking of breed:look at the horse and see sonic :
Mi Nicholas Emmons, oni n
pleased to show mir stock and eiM
tion.
Am one having colts they wo'd
trained, will limi him a \er\ compel
Address
■

ISTTTT, OIL,

Picture and
SHEET

Retoncttinj. Varnish,
CELLULOID, &c.

Low Prices!

POOR

Bomb & Trimmings.
Everything

first-class milliner.

Gall and

sue us

at 11 Main St.

I

c& SO IT.

> good rooms
rpw,
1 walk of <

office.

w

ith board,

w

juautabacook pond,

Address

MRS.

Miss A. F. Southworth.

Hsiv

Searsmont

BELFAST.

ithin ten minutes
and three oi post

.1 OSH 1

A

111

Village, Me.. Ma\ 11. isi»2.

\

In
a

family
good girl.
20tf
a

t

Sloelt

View

NICHOLAS EMMONS. M*

KRS.
tttli»

Girl Wanted
Belfast, May 5, 1892.—18tf

<

To Let for the Summer.

of the latest and best.

Trimming department in charge of

MINUTES!

35 AND 50 CENTS.
City Drug Store, Saturday morning.

experience

I.a'lit <■•■
laiyc it,.; u

Bulls

sale, commencing-

values go

PRICES
Seats

yd.

Thursday, May

Davis' Comedy Go.
Laugh.

a

stuck of all tic

33 Main St., Belfast.

Appearance

that has Made Millions

just

shall haw

wr

per

—IN-

The

lla\c

I>0\V>

a

House,

Alvin Joslin.

t»»

1100 yds at 31-2 rts.

Tuesday May 24.
another

ITew Fries:

HAMBURGS

gola Oxford’s,.75
And a tine new line of the latest
style in Oxfords from

Belfast, April 28 .181)2.—17tf

180

INN, Belfast, Me.

m

0%

most votes.

A GENUINE SURPRISE.
re-

the SPRING and SUMMER TRADt.

Hf-NOW HERE IS A CHANCE FOR THE POPULAR YOUNG U
A BICYCLE TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
shown in Belfast.

l-spring&'summer:^

Make

the Journal after
had “reviewed” it, with the
shears. It is as full of holes as a tin lantern.
An accompanying note contained the followa

opened for

gola Button,.9a

Belfast, is now
Nova Scotiai

path-

Street, Bellatit.

prices:

Congress,.1.00

cities in

blessings

SOU

Men's Suits $T.oOto $JO. n’t iron/: Youths' $4..%Oto
$IJ ; Hot/* \
to $ti.
Lott/: tit t/tis I/O ft/tit it, Hot/s' /butts Joe. to $ I .bit.

We have the finest line of

Men’s Genuine

way strew :
him a light to shine

&

of the h -st quality and f.u LK.ss Mo\KY THAN WY IHH'sK IN T(>U\
sEI.l. Yor
KKESII KISH IS MiiKE I’A L VI A Ill.K THAN’ STALK. .M
wherever they are speak for themselves.
Look at the

Congress,.45

Spectacles.

It is

below any other Houv

WILL! YOUTHS and BOYS’SUIT!

Give you the best trade you
ever got in Footwear.

Men’s

convention has

bution for

are

Men's All Wool Overcoats $7.00

AND

gress,

HATS AND BONNETS,

Day. It
climbing

prices

our

<Sr<

IN THE ( LTV TO >KI,K< T FKOJ1.

1

Memorial

Robes,

COOMBS

I HAVE THE I.AUGF

IVlillinery

on

H.

-Now

WE MUST!

Men’s

J

nty

statements.

our

A STRICTLY ONE-PRICE HOUSE.

1892.

imal meet in that

of

Spring) Styles'!)

across four columns, will be used in future
nominated two at large, so editions of the papers issued by the Dana
Company. The photographs
the Portland convention can add four more. I Sarsaparilla
nest Watch Work Done
were made by Mr. Hall, and are good ones.
Promptly.
Chairman Manley has issued a circular ex- ;
—1i
that the new ballot law has made
plaining
A.
and
Mrs.
Reception to Rev.J.
Savage.
Belfast.
spatch: “She sails where steamers have an
High
Street,
important change in giving the party con- ^
This will all he news
been unknown."
One of the pleasantest events of the season
vention a legal status, whereas before it has
to our seafaring friends of North Haven,
existed upon the “basis of unwritten law.” was a reception to Rev. J. A. Savage and
I
most of whom have sailed on many seas,
Section J of the ballot act accomplishes two wife, tendered them by the members of the
while steamers pass daily in the summer very
important objects, which the state com- Woman’s Christian Temperance Union Wedmonths before their doors.
nesday evening, May lltli, at the home
mittee circular explains as follows:
state into “state and of Miss Ellen Frothinghani, when a large
divides
the
it
First,
|
There ought to he law enough in this ! electoral districts,” so far as the making of company united to honor them with their
I nominations is concerned; second, it pro- 1
and words ol grateful acknowlcount ry to break up such combinations as vides!
substantially, that nominating con- presence
the Heading coal trust, formed to exact ventions. hitherto not known to the law, edgement. for their helpful kindness in the
shall henceforth have a legal status, and not temperance work the Union has endeavored
an exhorbitant profit on an article of neonly that, but that party candidates to be to do. After cake and ice cream had been
•t
.ssity; and if there is no law to meet the voted for by the party voters of the whole
state shall be nominated in a convention served, remarks were made by the county
ease let Congress enact
one without deOF 1892.
representing the party voters of the whole president, the president of the local Union,
lay. The national legislators could not state.
! Mrs. W. H. Burr-ill, Mrs. E. Hunnewell,
We carry the largest and most varied stock of
to he voted for by the
candidates
Party
employ their time to better advantage,
Mrs. H. Moore and Rev. Myra Kingsbury,
Millinery of any one in the city, ami arc always
party within a county or an “electoral dis- (
ready and willing to show floods. We have ho
in*r more to the interest of their
contrict” shall be nominated in a party conven- who, at the close of her remarks, read a very (
special
day for an opening, hut alway s have a nice
voters of such
selection of
stituents. than in thwarting the schemes tion representing the party
touching farewell poem written by Sister C. !
county or electoral district.” and proper cer- K.
Yeazie, the two last verses of which were
of the wealthy sharpers who undertake to tificates, under oath, must precede the printadd to their ill-gotten gains by making ing of all names of candidates upon the as follows:
official ballot.
Brother, good bye; we say it with regret,
dear fuel for poor people.
Down with
It is this section which works the change I Your warmth of friendship we shall not forBoih Trimmed and Untrimuied,
he coal barons!
get :
in the long established method of nominatso that we can truly say every day is an opening
Our best of wishes go along with you.
ing Presidential electors.
When our familiar faces you exchange for day. Do not hesitate t<» look at our line of Millinery. for it is a pleasure to us to show it, as we
The 3Iaine Wheelmen.
new.
feel confident that we can please one and all.
of
(».
Emulator
An
Washington.
And now, Oh! Father, he with him wherever
Tlit* Queen City Wheel club, of Bangor,
he may go,
From Rockland we have received a contri- And heaven’s choicest
bas made partial arrangements for the anon his

between Dockland and North Haven, says
that many of the people oil the island
“had never before seen a steamer," and
the Iiangor Commercial captions the de-

over our

Men's Genuine Calf Con-

the market.

F. Hanson,

hand, and

on

WE CAN!

prices

Saturday, had the
cit\ of Belfast photographed on a large scale,
the views being taken from tin* east side.
The picture of the city, which will extend
Mr. E.

(

to

get any day

Bools & Shoes.

If

Discovery ComWhile at the factory ;n Woifville he
pany.
| superintended in the manufacture of 10,000
1 bottles of the medieine. It is said there was
a large demand for the medieine before it
was

pri:

JTheBelfastClothingHoiisi

better bar-

no

can

at

complete stock of-

Mnin

Art You In It?

! in the interest of the Skoda

Attorney (leueral Littlefield lias decided
that under the new ballot law the Presidential electors in M:iine must all be nominated
in the state conventions. Hitherto the state
convention has nominated two electors at
large and the four district conventions have
nominated one each. Already the Bangor

is

price

if you call and look
stock of

that

Skoda Discovery Company.oi Belfast,
is having good sales of the different renieLast
dies manufactured by that concern.
week they received orders for the Discovery
from Iowa and Michigan. The stork of this
company stiil continues to advance, shares
selling last week at three dollars for one

visiting

At half

Chairman Mr 1‘aeon, of Cork.am. Me., and
Mr. Baker, of Sk. w!,e._an. Me.

The

|

4-G0LD>

the

a

Caskets,
R.

Ordway.

in Bel-

of

proof

are a

in the State.

V
*!>:;.

a new

Mr.

a

always

gains than you

description

working for the interest of our customers. It not
customer of ours become one and save a few dnC
on each trade.
We can do it for vou every time.

are

of her

sons in polities, and they ■mein to In:
quite indispensable also. Tiii> s -eined evident May Ttii at the election of otiieers of
the Boston I niversity Republican Club, as
seen from the f '.lowing:
President—i M\ Ordway. Med; ai School.
Buekspor: .Me.

sales

-A full and

ly 5

proud

lirst.

Last week

We

ready

IOO Doses One Dollar

now

is

ly increasing

strengthens and builds up the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the digestion, while
it eradicates disease. Give it a trial.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood St Co., Lowell, Mass.

of

Discovery

buy Furniture of every

can

WAY BELOW any house in the State. Our constat

The importance of purifying tlie blood cannot be overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the blood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is worthy
it is peculiar in that it
your confidence,

Fsual.

to lie

per called Clarion of Health.

IJ.

ommittee.

of

ett for tlie

an

Belfast. May IT.
As

Maine has always had

as

and contracted with Mr. Deo. E. Brack-

fast

and the

make it

run

Rudolf Medical

business.

committee earnestly hope that some friend
or friends of the cause will come forward
with a generous sum of money that will
on

the Front,

put upon the

had almost for the asking. Still, a great
deal of w«»rk must be done before it can
an

to

patent medieine that will be
market from Brooks.
Mr.
Chas. E. Lam- is the leading spirit in the

name

generously

fact,

the last

January

The

offered to give a bench. Others have responded in favor of the project- and it now
looks as though such a school could he

become

Hoys

Popular House Furnishers,

Where you

sect,

medicine for tin- season unless the demand should exhaust the
supply. When the present run is completed
■S00,000 bottles will have been manufactured

spirited citizen,

Another gentleman, a well known builder,
at Miieesaw the good that might he accom-

plished

an

Sarsaparilla Company

Dana

making

said very promptly, after listening to an
outline of tin* work, that he would contribute two benches with the necessary tools.

in such

Co. have

Frederick &

The

the best

ing.

needs.

special

Maine

mittee

order for
j
en tracks than to strike out in “iields ami
| a large American ensign to he placed oil the
pastures new.” the Belfast ladies propose j Skoda Discovery building at Woifville. N.
S.
Ii is proposed to have both the Amerito adopt so far as possible the Saco methods. only amending them to meet our can and English tlags wave over the buildW.

.J.

County.

Mrs. H. L. Brown,
Mrs. K. A. I). Bi rrinoton,
Mrs. J. Bi rlkioh, Searsport.
Mrs. K. I). Carr, Burnham.

Industry.

The Patent Medicine
walk

easier t<>

on

themselves turn them into the lake, j Milton, M is<.
Three out of

for

homes for themselves in lloston. and even
in the far west.
Since it is always

were

and the

put in a large number of tin- young trout
just hatched out at tin* Swat: Lake hatchery,
and when the lish become large enough i”

many
made

Waldo

and that we must he free
men of nil parties for tinaid we need, ami must have, to make our
work a success, the Non-partisan Temperance I'nions of Belfast, Searsport and Burnham are making an arrangements to hold a
temperance conference in Belfast in June,
and invite all women in harmony”with tin*
principles and methods of non-partisan temperance work to join in this conference. We
shall he glad to hear from any who have a
God-sperd for us. and earnestly desire all I
those who will attend to send in their names
to Miss (l. Pratt, Belfast, that we may knowhow many are likely to be present so that
provision for entertainment may be made.
Mrs. ('. A. Pilsbvrv, Belfast.
(Signed)
to .-all

a
great attraction, hundreds of
strangers visiting the store t" see them. Mr.
Francis thinks he will repair his tank ami

bench and tools in behalf of the family

of

Women

religious

or

were

name, which name was inscribed upon
This proved very fnh-iugi and
the bench.

two

fmni letters received and hearty
words spoken, that there are many thinking
women in the county, who believe that the
work of Christian temperance stands above,
and beyond the lines of any political party

land-locked salmon were given Mr. Francis
about two years ago by Mr. Atkinson, and
were bred at the government, hatchery at
East Orland. The fish were then nearly two
years old and were eight inches in length.
When liberated Saturday they measured
seventeen inches and were beauties. During
the summer season the lish were fed on minnows and in the winter on meat.
The lish

public-spirited

was

water when stones

The smaller trout

her

Knowing

salmon played about the shore for some
Mr.
little time when they disappeared.
Francis had the larger trout three years.
When he was put into the tank he measured
six inches in length. When liberated he
measured seventeen inches in length and
The
was estimated to weigh three pounds.

Of tin* above sum Sion was given by the
V,.ik mills, to furnish free instruction to
>uch as were not able to pay the small

a

him.

.the

To

two

25 00
20 88
115 50

n

quence and
scotch.

is

as

daughters, gives her
her husband. I)r. A. J. Hillings,

to

property to
who is named executor.

usual, but remained nearer
While the lobster is migratory

water

or

bequest

require much time to repair it Mr. Francis
decided to liberate the fish, and Saturday he
took them in a wash boiler drove to Swan
Lake and turned them loose. The big trout?
which had been three years in confinement,
did not know how to use his liberty, but re_
mained near the shore for half an hour and

opto this
an

chairman of the Saco committee, and arc
strictly correct:
Tools for fourteen benches.£128 18

I t• t

he is seeking new countries to
oiHjuer he may direct his attention to
he Fmeiaid Isle and not waste his elo-

have

soon

portunity to contribute financially
undertaking, it is only right and proper
that they should know the figures upon

foi the inmbit of Manag'd
Hanson of tin* liana sarsaparilla < <».. so
ion

and Harvey Burnard, oPCinciji- |
their survivors iu equal shares. !
Howard F. Mason is appointed executor.
A Tin E. Billings, of Freedom, after a small

natti,

! the shore.
ladies are at present making arrangements
in its habits he does not travel far and usufor a school during the coming summer,
ally visits the same old haunts.
|
with the prospect of even a greater sucThe many admirers of the aquarium in
the
that
the
fact
cess. from
superintend- Mr. F. H. Francis’boot and slioe store, Beling school committee not only allow the fast, will be grieved to learn that the big
school room to he used for this purpose, trout and salmon have been liberated. One
but actually contemplate making manu- of the glass panels in the aquarium became
a
al
part of the public school broken and the water oozed out. As it would

which

case

deep

The Saco

abundant success.

an

Searsport,

in

Crowd;

*

R. H. COOMBS & SOI

and personal, is given to the said Electa. In
case of her death without-issue, the property
is to go to Clara F. Mason, of Belfast, and to
George T. Moore and Edwin R. Moore, ..f

47

the

t

AND IT WILL TAKE YOU TO

When Electa becomes thirty years of age
she is to have one half of the principal and
the remainder when she becomes forty years
of age. The remainder of the estate, real

one

merits, but assume at once that the intelligent citizens of Belfast are more or less

The lumber with
registration law,and it begins to look
was given by
though the whole state might he dis- benches
franchised under the Australian ballot lumber men bant.
Another

The Bass Harbor Packing Company, which
has a new factory at Goose Cove, West Tremont, is now putting up clams. The sardine
industry will start later.

ial
That editorial, together with the article
signed “Q” have already familiarized
your readers with important facts and

as

law.

operation.

by

^Follow

The following is an abstract of the wills
filed at the May term of the Probate Court
in Belfast:
Sarah P. Tripp, late of Searsport, gives to
her mother, Mary P. Munsey, of Searsport,
$400 to pay expenses of living and funeral. If
any remains it is to become the property of
Electa C. Seavey, of Searsport. To the said
Electa C. Seavey she gives $1,000, to he invested under direction of the Judge of Probate, and the interest paid to the legatee.

The sardine industry is starting up and the
factories at Brooklin and Oceanville are in

manual train-

your timely editorin last week’s issue of the Journal.

assistance rendered

new

■d

a

the

charge

in

Filed.

Wills

Fishing.

and

The fishermen off Monhegan find the catch
small as yet.

The

Journal:

the

having

ing school for the summer vacation in Belfast desires to thank you for the valuable

disfranchised under the

was

of

committee of ladies

BY T11E

MORNING

Fish

Training School.

Manual

of but two persons. A good place for
ARNOLD HARRIS,
Apply to
l’ark Street. Belfast.

W. F.

M-A*

RUNNEL^

Attorney and Counsellor at 1*
All

matters

entrusted

t"

able
Office P. 0.

Building.

1

etc

prompt attention. Collections

M

m.l

i-

rates

Hlnir«"

ft|

OF

NEWS

THE

BELFAST.

Nl^sis- John H. Quiraby, A. A. Small anil
Kllis have been appointed appraisers
property of the late R. Frank Peirce,
'.fast.
attention of horse breeders is called
notice of the manager of the Bay View
i.irm in Belfast.
George Wilkes, Jr.,
from the best stock in this country
Caroline W. Walton, widow of the

Alfred Walton,of Belfast,

legatee

was a

husband's will for 81,500.
She
,1 her right under the will and petiher

Judge

the

of Probate for

allow-

an

the court in this

Yt the last term of

adge Johnson allowed her $1,488. She
her dower in the real estate, the
ty having been appraised at $2,700.
in this will be one-lialf during
v wa r
as

;

atural lift*.

Nothing attracts so large a
is a dog tight.
Saturday noon two
to lighting on Main street near Mample. and in no time the street was
with people.
The dogs were the
_• -I
■v, owned hv Mr. Geo. W. Frisbee,
shagg\ dog of Mr. I». O. Norton,
res were separated, hut in a minute
were engaged in the second round,
us were beaten until they separated,
one owned by Mr. Frisbee sought
near the Masonic Temple.
Mr. NorFioht.

1

ton];

base ball hat and killed the

a

dog.
O’l'KT.

KM \

At the Court of lll-

Joseph

William-

appointed assignee.

as

's

held and

was

The tirst

*.ug ot the creditors of Warren C. Jaek■f Beltast, was held and F. A Greer
ated assignee. E. G. Turner, of Balerled

a

ird

at

petition for discharge,
the next meeting.

will

which

lielfast canning establit. went out among the fanners of
county last week with a view to soHe did
g the planting of sweet corn.
l.awton. of tin

with

'licet

Mattering

Most of

success.

said they had laid out their
for tin present season and could not
it convenient to plant corn this year.

winners

Lawton wdl not

canning

for

.perath>1

put in machinery this
unless he can se< mv
of our farmers in the entercorn

hoped

is

It

re«|U:ied number

the

of

!>e secured.

Farmers when in
ue
rcMiiested to eaL at Mr. Lawton's
••
and talk tin; matter .>\ i- with him.
Lawton is now
aiming about Mft\
>n.i\

«

s

ii[

daily.

lams

Mr. Andd Hands has
Main street now ocm(L Whit.-, to Dangor par-

i;i 'VBiknts.

! the
M

sti re

n

Ow«

r.

wiio wili

:i

con,!

aery business.
put iii and

t

a

laie y

a

A

goods and
plate glass front

new

interim*

tnr

handsonieiy

•i np with an irmi et-i ling, rminters, ete.
iiite \v:i! ret:’-- it* in business.
For
tu eiil\

market

Mr. White lias kept a
lfa-d, for more than seven-

*-.ars

lh

m

years in tin- store lie
si ness

w

11.

Comnhs has lie.-n

North]"'!',

on

se

has been

za

]],.

oemipms.

improving
\

aveium.

built

->f the house,

spend

now

good market and retires from
ith the respect of all_Captain

kept
"it

on

his

e-.vered

tin front and m>uth

making

d«

a

lightful place

afternoon... .The Jisli
■iket of M li Kmiwlton A' Ci*. lias ber-n
urged by r.m*i\ ing a portion of tin- partiaml taking into it the room formerly
a

summer

!'led by
er.

lirown,

Mr. C. A.

boot and sin**-

wanted more imoih
!easing business. ..The M.-rho-

Km-wlton N; Co.

hfir

m.

oarsouage will In*
Hun-

"in

htanmd

nr

Mi. Arnold Harris

is

making
ill' !!: S
i, the
ri'i'liix .*11 Main Street
A o.-eupicd 11\ The
:ty Iaundr\. due

1

ionai

:

repaired before Fo*v.
ujiies it. Mr. Hans mn
while tin* repairs are be-

**.-(

a

mad.

'it

w

indow

rile

1

V".

will

th

Cil

b,11!

put in

on

li pa

repairs and

jo ex'ens.M

la

.Main

age is to
a

h

tlii-r*

in

added.
Mi

1*

l,

Str.-iir.

cast

sale,

has

1"“ hens in Ids coups.
He hatches both
'.tily .uni a it i ti ;a!ly. and breeds a cross
•-•'•’.i
;:ght hrahmas and leghorns.
1

e\ ci

.in,-

;>

making improvements

fixing up about his
Mr.
i"

Day is approaching and the

Memorial

usual

Fred

hay
ndike,

<i.

from

Last

premises.

White

Belfast

shipped
and

two ear

one

from

quested.
In the April Postal Guide just received
the following Knox county changes are noted : Name of Clark’s Island changed to Clark
Island; name of West Camden changed to
West Rockport.

The municipal officers of Belfast have
made their report to the school department
concerning the amount expended in this city
for educational purposes for the year 1891-2.
The whole amount of school revenues for

the

The railroad commissioners, with some of
Maine Central officials, came to Belfast
Thursday last on a tour of inspection.
They remained at the Crosby Inn over night
and left Friday morning.

not

hold

was

water.

One of them

is

for the

es-

cape of

played delightfully. The membeen practising all winter, and
to-day the hand must rank with any in the
State. They have two engagements—both at
home—for Memorial Day, and for June «sth
and i»th, during the annual encampment of
the Sons of Veterans. As the present will
he a hot political year the band ought to be
well patronized.

square and
bers have

his home at live o’clock last
Saturday afternoon. His wife was nowhere
to be seen, but from the chamber above came
the sound of muffled pounding. The man
listened, thinking it might he spiritual rappings, hut remembering that his wife was
house cleaning decided she was engaged in
that business. The muffled rappings continued, hut still the man heeded not the
sounds.
At last he investigated and found
his wife imprisoned in a small closet hardly
large enough to stand in. She was inside
when the door was accidentally closed and
fastened with a spring clasp. She had remained there nearly one hour. In order to
get sufficient air she laid down and inhaled
it from the crack under the door. She chose
to remain imprisoned rather than burst open
the door. She made her husband promise
not to give her away.
man

went to

Because we have this year the FINEST and
MOST SEASONABLE line of NEW STYLES
that have ever been shown, and if you are

Among them are Senator Peffer, of
Kansas, Sockless Jerry Simpson, General
Weaver, Ignatius Donnelly and Mrs. Lease.
ers.

FISHING FOR BARGAINS

Mr. William L. Nash, of Montville, called
at the Journal office Tuesday to say that be
has six lambs, twins, one year old, from
which he has this spring sheared fiftv-six
and a half pounds of wool. The average
weight of the young sheep is 135 pounds and
each has a iamb. He thinks this record cannot be beaten in Waldo county.

Tuesday evening

Dana B. Southworth
happy crowd. The par-

Mr.

drove to Searspurt a
ty consisted of Mrs. K. U. Patterson, Mrs.
li. W. Warren, Mrs. Delila Moran, Mrs. W.
M. Priest, Mrs. Geo. G. Wells and daughter,
and Misses A. F. Southworth, Pearl Dadman, Rosa Chapman, Isa Henderson and
Edith M. Southworth. Mr. and Mrs. Will
Grinnell at the Searsport House entertained
the company

;n a

pleasing

manner.

you will find our prices lower than you have
known.
Your own mother won’t know
you when you come home dressed in one of
ever

Oir Elegant Yet Low Pricod

A. H. DOANE.

SPRING

CURED! CURED!! CURED!!!
“

Enlargmeent of Liver and Spleen with

Kidney Trouble.”

-is

But 5 Bottles of Dana’s BEAT THEM ALL!

service

(10.4a,

a.

m.) will

be

devoted to

H

I

>yer, of Vinalhaven.

one

■

1

■

Gilkey's

tered

or are on the
passage from New York
Belfast with coal: Sells. Nellie S. Pickering and A. Hayfnrd, for F. G. White;
sells. Susie I'. Oliver, H. Curtis
and Paul
Seavey for Swan & Sibley Co. The freight
is 70 cents per ton-Sell.
Young Brothers
left Gardiner May lltli and arrived at
Philadelphia tile liitli.

to

Harbor, round Ensign island to Haddock
ledge, Lincolnville and return. The wind
was

southwesterly

and

beat to windward and return. The winner was an old
boat called a Chatham boat, which was
brought from Massachusetts by Mr. Brackett. The Chatham boat led the others
liytwenty minutes.
was a

of

the tugs, overturned the carriage and

spilled the occupants into a mill pond. Fortunately they were uninjured. The carriage
was damaged
We are indebted to Mark Andrews & Co.,
fora handsome illustrated volume entitled,

“Boston;
ture."
the

its

Finance, Commerce

In the notices

and Literaof business firms is

following:

Mark Andrews <S: Co., Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers in Overcoats, Reefers
and Ulsters, No. 4<» Summer Street.—The
prosperous business controlled hy Messrs.
Mark Andrews & Co., manufacturers and
wholesale dealers in spring, fall and winter
overcoats, reefers and ulsters, at No. 4d Summer Street, was established thirteen
years
ago at Belfast, Me., the character <*i' the
house at that date being that of wholesale
manufacturers and retail dealers. The occupation of the present premises and the
adoption of the exist ing conditions occurred
during the year 18111. The goods handled
hy the house are of the highest order of
superiority and the connection extends
throughout, the entire New England section.

The premises occupied, cover a
superficial
of 2,500 feet, and their management is
the perfection of systematic control.
A stall'
of six skilled employees is
maintained, Mr.
Andrews being himself ;i practical cutter
and clothing manufacturer, and the connection of the house is visited by a
corps of
efficient drummers. Mr. Andrews is a
native of Maine.
area

Castine.

Steamer Jesse came from (Jamden, Saturday, and brought three new boats
for J. M. Vogel 1, two row boats and one fine
eat boat....Miss M. J. Abbott came on the
Cimlwia, Saturday, and is at Mrs. Win. H.
M itlierlee’s-Hon. H. C. Goodenow and
family came, Tuesday, on the (Jimbria, and
are at their cottage.
East

Thorndike.

for MKX and IIOVS.

Hampden, Me.. Oct. 4. ism.
Gentlemen:—I have received so much
benefit from the use of DANA'S SAKS \
PARILLA that I ieel ii
TLIC
■
■ ■ Ei my duty to write you regarding my case. For years 1 have been
troubled with Enlargement of the
Eiver and Spleen, also had KidI was so had that
ney Trouble.
for two |f | gk| n years I was
unable IVIIlw
to
work.
For weeks was unable to get
from the bed to a cliair without
help. I have doctored in C hicago,
Detroit and Boston without receiving any benefit. In TLI A T Detroit
1 doctored
with I
I eight
different Doctors, spent hundreds
of dollars without receiving
any benefit. I eaine to the State of
Maine and, by the advice of Mr. Baker,
tried a bottle of your SARSAPARILLA,
and I received so
I |npn
much bencfittliat vUKtO
I took four more, and to-day f
am a well man.
You are at liberty to publish this, and I
will stand behind it.

Church, May

25>th

Burnham. J. C. Libby and son, I*. A. Libby, left Monday for Montana. P. A. Libbv
goes to stay; bis father will be absent about
one month.Allie Thurston
goes west this
week to try and make his fortune. He
goes
first to Great Falls, Montana... .A. C. Liblost
a
valuable
colt
by
Sunday. Jt. was
found dead in the stall-The late rain
was
much needed in these
parts. Crops art* beginning to look well. Grass is growing verv
fast and there is a
promising outlook for the
farmers... People living on the Sebastieook
say the water is as low now, with ithe exception of the fall 18H0, as they ever saw it,
and it is still dropping.

Our

line of XRCK. IJ~E. i R is the handsomest in the

city.

The finest line of NE W }V^OEE\S in the city, and we guarantee to give you
satisfaction.
J^^Cleaning. pressing and repairing of old clothing a specialty.

CLARK &
The

One-Price
S3

SLEEPER,
Tailors

Clothiers,

and

Street,

Main

Men’s

Outfitters,

Hellast.

COMMENCING THIS WEEK

*E. P. FROST & CO.*
Offer

to the Public

Unparalleled Bargains

in

yours.

A. II. DOANE.
Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast Maine.
1y 1

man

LATEST

SKOD.t’S GERMAN SOAP,
Pure as
Soft as Velvet.”
Gold,” that tells the whole
story. Most highly medicated
soap ever made. Try one enko. It
is elegant. At all Druggists.
Price, 35 cts.
“

And sold

everywhere

STYLES

AT
I)<> not

spend

a

AM)

OXK MONTH ago for 1-4
-coat

LOWER

moiv

than

\\v

ask

\

*u

for the same

to-day.--

THAN

PRICES

COLORS.

EVER

SOLI>

I1E

FORE.

dollar for CLOTHING of any kind fur Men or lEyC wear,
seen our snoods and priees.
Ii will pay you to examine mir stock.
AVe quote a few of our many bargains:

until you lnive

Straw ilals! Straw Hats! Straw Hats!
Men’s Suits and Overcoats from 54x0 up to the best.
Youths’ Suits from $1.00 up to 510.00.
Bovs’ Suits from $1.00 up to $>.00.
Hats, from a 10 Cent Straw Hat up to the verv best Derbv.
Caps from 10 Cents to 7> Cents.
Mens and Boys’ Shirts from >> cents upwards.
All kinds of Collars, Cults, Neckwear, Hosiery, Underwear, &c., Sc.

MARCUS LITTLEFIELD.

Rheumatism of the Joints

E. P. FROST & CO.,

78 Main St.. Belfast, Me.

INHERITED MRMOOD
Banished

by Skoda’s,

AFTER PHYSICIANS HAD PRONOUNCED
THEM INCURABLE!
Marcus Littlefield lives at west
\ farmer by occu
Winter port, Me.
RATION, HE EN.IOYS THE RESPECT OF \l|
WHO KNOW HIM. IN CONVKRSATION W IEil
A REPRESENT \TIVK OF THE SKODA Dl>
COVERY ('<).. N«»T LONG SINCE HE RELAT-

■flist home with 20 young, sound, well broken, good sized horses. Some
Hare in nil over dO Horses nt the
eery nice brood mures in the. lot.
Senrsjiort House stables, for sale or exchange. If ill give good deals
a
number
horses.
for
of good livery
X. H.
These horses will sell at prices to roinjuire with second-handers.
Buyers should be sure and see them before yelling a horse that has
been WOBX Ol'T OXVI'..
fUf^'All horses guaranteed as sold.

ED THE FOLLOWING STORY:

Ever since I was horn. I have been
troubled at times, mot e or !e>s. wilh a
IH'.MOK on my hands, lace and neck.
Eor lifteen years it has been on the increase. 1 have been gradually failing in
health, and for three years past it hits
itched ami burned so badly, that all the
way I could get any rest at night, was to
bathe in strong earbolie acid, and
this only relieved me far a few hours.
In addition to this, eight mouths ago,
Rheumatism in my neok and shoulders set in, drawing my shoulders
no out of
place.
that for three weeks
1 I
®
i cli(l llot have my
clothes off. Physicians said I could never
get well. I was unable to do any work,
and was a great sufferer. I doctored with
several Physicians, including Specialists
in Boston, and took nearly all the advertised sarsaparillas and blood
purifiers, but received no benefit whatI had given up all hopes, and unever.
friends thought I could live but a few
months. I began the use of SKODA’S
DISCOVERY and TABLETS, according
to directions, and also used SKODA’S
OINTMENT
--externally.
U A M them but one
After using
* ■
was a visible
week, there
change in appearance. My skm that was
literally covered with pimples and
blotches began to clear up. My appetite became good, less pain in my
shoulders, and I gained rapidly. I have
now used less than two courses of these
REMEDIES, and my Rheumatism has
Shoulders
entirely disappeared.

Win. l*j. (tIIINIVKLL, s<‘iii-s|ioi't. >I<».
.S'.
.I new line of Carriages expected to arrive daily.
Compare
them and note prices before buying.
IF. I'. (1.

BIG BARGAINS IN SUITS.

_

RF

F|#

We have selected a lot of last season's suits, consisting of 27 MKN’.s SUITS, ranging
in prices from $2.50 to $5.00; 22, YOUTHS' SUITS, $2.00 to $2,.50; 22 HOYS SUI TS,
All of these suits are less than one-half
ages 5 to 14 years, prices 75 cents to si.25.
of what they cost.
Our object in selling these suits so low is to keep our stock fresh
and clean. Those who are in need of a suit would do well to call early as they won't
last long. In these suits are the best trade we have ever given.

Our New Line of

THAT WERE DRAWN OUT OF PLACE AND
which the Doctors said could never
BE GOT BACK AGAIN ARE AS GOOD AS NEW
AND

free

IN "PERFECT POSITION.
from blotches and —

Spring Clothing

Is one of the best ever seen in this city, and the prices lowest ever offered.
Our
trade has increased largely each year.
Why? Because we carry honest goods, low
prices and deal square with all our customers. Every article is warranted to be as
represented. If not return and we will refund the money. We art? having a large sale
-on

My skill is

|f
pimples. I have gained flr||_
w
twenty pounds in
flesh, can go into the woods at sunrise,
and chop coni wood until dark, and not
get tired, a thing I could never do beiore
in all mv life, and am able to work
all the time.
My friends are aston-

SPRING

our-

OVERCOATS,

which we are selling from *4 to $in. < ash lmys low and we sell as
QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS IS OUR MOTTO. We allow
prices in our store. We call special attention to our

ished at the results, and not more so than
mvself. They consider it almost mirac-

we
no

buy.
high

ulous.”

SKODA DISCOVERY CO,. BELFAST, ME,

SPRING

SHOD VS LITTLE TABLETS,
Far suMild, Safe, Efficient.
perior to any pill. For Headache and
Liver
Complaint
nothing can equal these Tablets.
With the DISCOVERY
they cure Rheumatism. 50 in
;i Iio.y only 85 cts.

LINE OF

HATS.

We carry the largest line of Ilats in the city, of the LATEST and NOBBIEST
STYLES. Our leading Hats arc the
I I;i i*i*i iii£« on and ! lloNton Derby,”
winch we are selling for $2, in BROWN and BLAPK SHADES.
Our line of
••

Gentlemen’s

lyGnrm

Furnishing Goods

Can't be beat in style and quality. We call particular attention to our I{ I ILROA l>
O VERALL, which we are special agents for.
They are more durable than any
Overall in the city.
~jf=CALL AND EXAMINE OUK HOOKS.

is

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Files_Miss
Annie Files is visiting her sister, Mrs. F. D.
Tasker, of Corinth... Farmers are well along
with their planting in this
vicinity_Memorial services will he held at the Center

We have die-—

Gentlemen who desire the finest of Custom Clothim,, should
patronize our Custom Department.

Mrs.

Bertie Clark, of
visiting her sister, Mrs. J). B.
Flint-Mrs. B. D. Newell and family, of
Burnham, are spending a few weeks with

City Point,

immense.

simply

Boston Derby, Harrington, and all the Leading Shapes in Hals and Caps

Reader, if you have any doubts
A Bor I THE TRUTH OF THE FOLLOWING.
INVESTIGATE
FOR
YOURSELF.
OUR
TESTIMONIALS
ARE
ALWAYS
TRIE.
1’ARDON us for saying, “Dana's is
THE KIND THAT CURES.

Dana

SUITS.

one

Our HAT & FURNISHING GOODS TRADE

LEADING PHYSICIANS IN CHICA60,
DETROIT AND BOSTON
Tried, Tried anti Tried

Respectfully

amazing how

of our Ntylish, Tniloi* Fitting Hiiltw will change
the appearance of a man, and it is just as wonderful that we can sell the BEST
OF CLOTHING at such MAYELOUSI.Y LOW PRICES.
It is

«

White Wings.
J. A. Clough, Nathan
thoughts appropriate to Memorial and Decoraticii Hay.
Texts n Tim—n chapter, 2nd Patterson and Eben Hatch have hired Kimclause of 3d verse—i Sam’l, x, 20. Y. P. C. lr. ball’s yacht F. C. Ik, and will engage in fish0.30 p. m. The Christian’s Armor,
Eph. vi: ing the coming summer. The boat will befit11-10
ted out and sail for the fishing grounds down
irl t<> take the place of those worn out.
the bay about the last of the month... .Capt.
Shipping
Items.
Sch.
Belfast merchants must he on the alert
Henry Whitney, E. L. Williams, of Crow Cove, Islesboro,
of Castine, with lumber from Ban\ expect to compete with their
came across the bay Saturday in the yacht
neigh- Sullers,
* at Roeklaml.
One day last week a run- gor fus' New \ ork, was in collision Thursday Edith. A few years
ago Capt. Williams ran
while coming down the river, and broke her
'nmi a carpet house in Rockland was in
regularly to Belfast, but we seldom see him
last to solicit the patronage of Mr. Kim- main boom. She put into Belfast and had a now
...Mr. Macomber’s catamaran Cyclone
new boom made, and has
:h fitting
proceeded on her was launched
up tlie steamer Rentagoet at
Saturday.Albert Roix’s
Mark
Peiid
eton
passage.Sch.
arrived
'ast and the Vinalhaven at
Searsport.
yacht Edna will soon be afloat and in sailing
here
last week and has loaded the
cargo of trim. In
junior class of the Belfast High School,
windward work no boat in these
lumber from the water-logged sch. Fannie
mpanied by Miss Robbins, the teacher,
waters can hold a candle to the Edna..The
and will take it to New York_L.
Butler,
i-- a backboard
picnic excursion to Swan
sloop Triton, of Swan Island, was at Belfast
L. Snow of Rockland bought the
tug CohasSaturday. The hoys took along their
Monday for produce and stores. The sloop
sot at a sale of condemned
vesMr. E. 11. Haney, who travels
government
ng robs.
was built at Deer Island to run as a
packet
last
at
sels,
The
<
week,
£825.
Cohasset will
W
\ Marshall & Co., Belfast,
says that
from that place to Rockland. She is 4‘» feet
be
to
Rockland
and
broken up.
brought
year he sold eleven tons of tobacco for
over all, with a long overhang both foward
.Mr.
Gorham has loaded sch. FanI'l'in.
.Mr. Frank Mayo, of the firm of
and aft. She carries a large spread of canvas
nie & Edith at Bangor with
for
Bos'A \\ 1 i:te,
hay
travels
in the interBelfast,
and must be a great sailer.... Decrow's sloop
ton parties... M. W. Bowers of
I his tii’ii!, and is
Winterport yacht Alice B. was launched on
selling large quantities
Thursday
and
George Reed, of Bucksport, have
'he light summer
beverages they manulast and when afloat every one pronounced
Sch.
j
from
Ophir
Capt. Jones of her a
.As an illustration of the enter- bought
beauty. She sits gracefully on the |
St. George, and will
of Belfast linns it is stated that three
put her in the coasting
and is a valuable addition to tin* Belbusiness.... The three masted sch. Mary E. water,
uiereial travellers, selling for Belfast
fast yacht fleet. The boat is 24 feet over all,
of Nantucket, arrived at Belfast
Crosby,
recent
•''r>»
ly met at a lintel in tlie inlb feet and 6 inches on the keel, 8 feet beam
Sunday and will have some reoairs made
•r
An up-river paper reports a
clergy- here. I he
and .■’) feet and 6 inches deep. She has a
is commanded
Crosliy
as on “a slioat
by Capt.
trip to Belfast.” Whether
Fred White, of this city, late of sell. Helen. graceful overhang aft, a sharp bow, and fine
'uy nr se.'l nur contemporary does not
lines. While of the same general dimenThe
E.
Mary
Crosby was formerly the sell.
Mr. Llewellyn Sleeper has
bought
1
Imogene Iliversty and was built at Denuis- sions as (lie Marjorie, the Alice B. draws
apt. 1L II. Coombs a four-years-old Knox
more water and was designed
expressly for
Drew cult. It is a very promising ani- ville, N. J.,in IST.'l. She is about :i00 tons and
The boat has '.MX) pounds of iron on
J he Belfast Water Company is busy is a good vessel, having been rebuilt_Sell. speed.
her k**el and about 2,4(H) pounds inside. She
William Slater, from Hoboken, has
t*ng in new services.... Mr. Atwood Gildischarged a cargo of coal for Fred G. White_The I has a large cock-pit and a cabin extending
iv. East Side, lost
sixty-one chickens in
strike throughout the country lias about half her length. Her mast is 26 feet
night last week. Jt is supposed they granite
long with a 12 foot topmast. The bowsprit
interfered more or less with the
killed by rats....Mr Henry C.
coasting is {) feet
Burgess trade. Stone and
outboard, the mainboom 26 feet
form
no small
paving
the
part
interest of Capt. James H.
bought
and the gaff 14 feet. She is intended to carof the ti-artic from the State of
''
Maine,
and
kins in the ice business ill this city. The
when there is an interruption in the busi- ry light sails and spreads a large amount of
is now Capt. J. W. Burgess and II. C.
canvas. The craft has been
ness our vessels feel it.
given a trial sail
The si'll. George B.
••argess, brothers.... In excavating for the
and the result was very satisfactory.
The
:
'(nidation <*f the extension to C. N. Black’s Ferguson was under contract to load stone,
hut the order was countermanded and we yacht was built by Mr. E. L. Macomber_
at the depth of ti ve feet an
English eop- learn of other .similar
(apt. F. C. Pendleton, of Islesboro, will
cases_Sell. William
•■iit dated 1*2:1 was found.... Workmen
give his sloop yacht more sail this season.
Slater which has just discharged a
of
cargo
“g in to lay brick Wednesday oil Black's exThe main boom and gaff will be lengthened
coal here has chartered to load
"iision.. ..Thayer & Adams have sold to
paving for and several cloths
put into the mainsail.
New York. Sargent & Co. furnished the
carif-nry W. Duntoii a tine bicycle for bis son.
J lie captain says when Ins boat is beaten
he !
go-Sell. Louisa Frances was hauled out
t.w wheels arrive
.The
daily...
will liny a faster one-There was a scrub
graduating
on tin- Belfast marine
Wednesday
,ss "f the Belfast
railway.
High school took a biiok- ....The
yacht race Sunday between five boats at Islefollowing vessels have been charU ,1 fide to
Quantebacook Tuesdav afterboro. Tbe start was made from

1

I

Prof. L. C. Bateman, the People’s Party
nominee for Governor, says his party will
put into the canvass some first class speak-

Good Templars. At their regular meeting Monday evening Belfast Lodge of Good
Templars treated themselves to a musieale,
including vocal and instrumental parts by
Sisters Sadie Fletcher, Bertha Ivnowlton,
and May Deane, and Bros. F. W. Chase and
Mr. Sanford H. Mathews, of the firm of
C. M. Craig. The Lodge will have a sociable
Mathews Bros., Belfast, returned Monday j
to-morrow, Friday, evening beginning at
from Bar Harbor with the largest single or7.30. It is confined to Lodge members, all of
der ever received by his firm. It is for the !
whom, both local and visitors, are fraternally
Notes. The new steamer Sylvia,
Steamer
inside finish, doors, windows, &<•., fur the
invited to he present and enjoy themselves.
built at Salem, Mass., for the North Haven
Kennedy cottage building at Bar Harbor. :
Alvin Josljn Comedy Co.
This well
and Bo< k 1. ml route, arrived at the latter
While the order is large, it calls fur the
last week, and is now running. She know n and favorite combination will play at
place
very best of material and workmanship.
the Belfast Opera House next Tuesday evenwas built for I)r. C. (I. Weld, of Newport,
Several firms were after the work, but the
The play is too well known
R. I., who owns a summer cottage at Iron ing, May *24th.
architect did not dare trust it to any other
North Haven. The Sylvia is 70 feet here to call for special mention. I'nele Alfirm in New England. The Kennedy cot- l’oint,
vin advertises to give iso laughs in iso minover all, 5S on the water-line, II feet beam
tage will ct>st over
mmi, and will he tile
and ■") feet s inclu-s draft, 4J.77 gross t«»ns or utes. Those who have seen tic play say there
i: nest
private residence in the State of
This comedy has
JT.Jb net, and will steam nine miles an hour. is ISO laughs in every act.
Maine.
The finish comprises all the fancy
The boat is fitted with all modern conven- always been mounted in excellent style, and
woods. The :de;t is to ha\e :i nict without
there is e\er\ reason t<» believe that I'nele
iences and must become very popular.
In
Alvin will endeavor to give his friends—the
l'ega:<i To cost. The Belfast firm is to be
June she will make two trips daily. The 1 mb lie—a production long 1.1 > he remembered.
on
thi>
handsome
congratulated
receiving
Sylvia is commanded by (.'apt. Willard A. We advi.se all to go and have a good laugh.
order.
Mills, late of the packet sell. Greyhound....
Lecture to the Schools.
Mr. G. BoardRooks Mills. Mr. Frank Avery, of ProsThe repairs on steamer Pentagoet, will be
man Smith, formerly of Lewiston, will ad
pect, spent Sunday with F. W. Shepherd.
the
of
last
the
week, when she dress the pupils oi the
completed by
High ami Grammar
Henry Wentworth and wil*1. Imm Jaunt,on.
will be ready for sea. Mr. George Pallister,
schools, at the High school rooms this afterMass., are visiting liis parents f«w a short of
Portland, steamboat inspector, lias been noon at 3 o', lock,on
“Drawing and Penmantime... Thomas Wentworth has dapboardhere and examined the vessel. Capt. Oakes
he will talk to tin* puship." From 4 to
and painted the front side, ami L of his
expects to go to Boston and load for East- pils of the I intermediate and Primary schools.
I'. T. W eiitworth has his
In1 use.
shop full port, where lie will' load with the products
The talks will be illustrated on tin* blackof carriages for repairs and painting.
He of the sardine factories. The
Pentagoet in board. Mr. Smith has spoken to the schools
has had lots t <* do in that line this spring....
changing from a government vessel to a mer- at Rockland, Camden, and Vinalhaveii, with
Deo. Patterson began to repair bis house
chant vessel will be enrolled as a new vessel.
good satisfaction. Mr. Smith was recently
Monday. r]*he men found it much decayed
The Olivette will not run to Bar Harbor with the
College Grammar school in Brookin many plat -.Joseph Jackson has been
this year, having been chartered to run
lyn. N. V.
at work for Mrs. E. P. Brown, hauling hay
between Boston and Halifax, N. S., in conA. P Mansfield to-day will run on remFred White.... Mrs. Annabel Underwood
junction with the steamer Halifax_Ross nant
entertained the sociable at ln-r father's. Mr.
Ha.ml.mrgs at his store in Masonic Tem& Howell’s tug, Bismark, will soon sail
Wales Miller's, Tuesday afternoon. A good
ple. See the low price he quotes III anfrom Norfolk for Bangor to resume towing
other column-Moses Gray, Belfast, otters
1 ime was enjoyed hyail... May Womlhurv
on tin* river.
Captains of vessels running for sale his house on
Bay View street...
began her >• liool Mmiday m West Washingthe
will
Penobscot
he
to
see
her
up
pleased
a:
Mrs. G. R. Steeper, Belfast, will give ladies
Sadie Woodbury has om- near Waldo
back again, as she is the finest tug in Eastern
instruction in ornamental needle work....
St at i"i
and Mrs. Abbv Moody has one in
waters. She lias had a very prosperous seaW. F. Bunnells, attorney at law. publishes
Si -util Brooks.
son in the South-The steamer Rockland
His professional card and can be found at
Thk Chi in hip. Last Friday veningthere is being newly painted at Bangor, which
Winterport where lie may be consulted on all
makes a vast improvement in the looks of
was a re.-eption at the Methodist Church in
questions of law.... Charles E. Brown Morwill
the
boat.
She
have
new
honor "f lb*v. and Mr>. S. L. Hanscnm,
anchors, and rill. has a card of thanks in another column.
will make the usual trips, beginning June ;i.
There was a large attendance, m.t
only of
....A girl wanted to do housework by Armembers .-I that church, hut by many from
....Capt. Win. Crosby, who has been in nold Harris, Belfast.
the other city churches.
All tie* pastors in command of the steamer Casrine during the
A<riDEN'T. A horse <»\viied hv harles A.
t' " n spoke and. extended a hearty welcome winter lias returned to his home in Brewer.
Mr. Henry Barbour, of Brewer, has taken Piper, Belfast, and driven hy his son ran
b ’ii' m w pastor of the Methodist Church.
command of the Castine and wiP hold the eway on onr streets Sunday. Mr. Piper, who
M1'. Jlaiiscoin made a feeling
reply. lb-v.
was driving another horse, got out to
the summer.... Last week
stop
A. La Marsh, «■!'Scarsport, was
present and position through
tin* runaway and was struck hy a wheel
spoke. Icecream and cake were served to the steamer May Field entered upon a new
and
The
was
slight;;, injured.
thrown
hoy
mute.
On arrival of the Boston boat at
lie audience
B-v
L. Young, from
out.
The horse was rut somewhat.... Miss
Rockland the May Field pioceeds to Spruce
Smith Hope, will preach at Memorial Hall
Dora Newell and Basil Staples drove to Belnext Sunday afternoon and
evening, at 2.30 IL-ad, Clarks Island, Tenant's Harbor, Port mont
Monday afternoon to deliver a tideand 7.standard time.
Subject “The Pres- Civile and Friendship, and returning conWhen near Stephen Murch’s the
nects with the Boston steamer going west. gram.
eiii ITuth."..
At the Universalist church
wheel of tin* wagon dropped into a defect- in
te xt Sunday,
owing to the pastor's anticipa- The steamer has been put- in first class conthe highway. The horse gave a spring, broke
te! absence on May 20th, the usual hour of dition, and is commanded by Capt. Stephen

\\

1,1.The windlass and other gear for
Donald & Brown’s new vessel arrived
-n
the Bath Iron Works Wednesday....
;
«•
Belfast and Yinalhaven packet P.| M.
! nnie had a number of pigs on hoard Tues11
Three got overboard and one was
wned before it could be rescued.
L. H.
Niuean, of Lincolnville, will caikj the new
irkentine building in McDonald & Brown’s
} ard.

The meeting June 1st, at 2 p. m., in Montin the interest of a steam saw mill will
be held at the old saw mill near Sumner
Poland’s—not Alonzo Poland’s, as incorrectly printed last week.

ville,

Belfast already has one of the finest bands
£11,290.21; amount expended, and one of the best orchestras in the State,
and now it is to have a quintet. The quintet
an
balance
“The Islesborough” at Isleshoro will lie
unexpended
£10,S8tp§2, leaving
has been practicing all winter and discourses
oi 'moj .v.i
lie outlay was as toiiows: £t»,opened about, the 15th of June. The season
very excellent music. [Rockland Tribune.
at this charming resort promises to be livefor teachers' salaries : S40.'hWifor fuel;
Last week the Maine Central Railroad lier than ever. Several New York parties
Shi 4.74 for repairs, ami S'iOo.hT for apparatus.
have already engaged rooms for the summer.
two acres of ground in Brooks,
Who says Penobscot Bay will not be lively,
There is a surplus of money in the outlying bought
known as the Forbes’ gravel pit, and side with the Acadian at Castine, Northport Hodistricts, and an overdraw in the central
the Isleshoro and the Woodcliffe all runtel,
tracks were laid into it. The gravel is good
district.
ning? [Bangor Commercial.
and it is being used to ballast the road.
County Attorney Brown’s Case. The
Mr. F. A. Dickey went t-> Bangor Tuesday
A nine from the Camden High school came
to buy lumber for a summer cottage he is
hearing in the case of County Attorney
to Belfast Saturday and played base ball
to build for a Mr. Seubert.of Syracuse, N. V.
Brown, of Belfast, was appointed for Monday, the lllth, but has again been postponed, with a picked nine from this city. The The cottage will be erected on the Dyer farm
tills time t<. June2«Sth. Mr. Brown says the game, which attracted some interest, was just below the cottage on Wright’s Point,
played on school house common and was Northport, built last
Governor has turned the matter over to Mr.
year. Mr. Dickey says
J. W. Mitchell, of ltoekland, and the last umpired by W. E. Dilworth. The Belfast that Mr. Harriman, of Searsmont, will build
named date has been made to suit his con- boys won, the score being 21 to lb.
a new cottage
at the Spiritualist Campvenience. Some of the charges, at least,canInvoluntary Imprisonment. A Belfast ground.
the year

orcester, Mass....The govii'*iit lmoy vessel Isis was in Belfast liarlast week....A
quantity of oak piling
been landed on the steamboat wharf,
will he driven about the corners of the
to

Vreeland’s Minstrels gave a very good enthe Belfast Opera House last
Tuesday evening. They had a good house.

exercises will be held in Belfast.
Owners of lots in Grove Cemetery should
give the matter their attention, and have
them present their usual neat appearance.
The cemetery will be visited by hundreds of
people on that day.

The Belfast band made its first public appearance for the Reason Monday evening,
and was welcomed by a large and enthusiastic crowd. The hand marched around the

ngi't the creditors of O. II. Blummer,

iy

The Non-partisan W. T. Alliance will meet
with Mrs. Burrington, Cedar street, Friday,
at 2.45 o’clock.
A full attendance is re-

tiled, returnable June 15. Be..nd meeting of the creditEnwin 11.
Barkhurst, of Unity,
ed to he heard June 15th. The tirst
se.

airoe.

'i

with other clubs in Maine. Saturday a team of five shot at the grounds on
Congress street, Mr. Charles R. Coombs
making the highest score.

contests

Robert Brownrigg, which event took
place before Brown was county attorney.

was

t

tertainment at

y in Belfast last week the petition for
meet; ug of enalit'.»rs of .1 <>el E. 1 )odge
au-

\|

The Belfast Rifle, Gun and Rod Club is
practising in order to be ready for friendly

Waldo

Try

Clothing House,

OWEN BROS.
Condensed

Worcester

and

Proprietors, Belfast.

Filtered

VASELINE.
4

Oz. Jars Ten
POOR »€•

Cents !

SOX, Druggists.

House for sale.

and See.

GmlOnrm

j

The subscriber oilers for sale
his house on Bay View street.
The house is a two story one. in
good repair and very convenient.
The lot is 80 feet on Bav View
street and extends 132 feet to the shore' of the
harbor. The location is one of the best in the
city, overlooking as it does the beautiful harbor
and bay. Will be sold at a bargain. Call on
MOSES GRAY.
Belfast, May 10, 1892.—tf20

ALL PATENT MEDICINES

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!
POOR

& SON. Druggists.

INSTRUCTION IN

1 invite the ladies of Belfast and vicinity who
desire instruction or practice in ornamental
needlework, to meet at my house, 2t> Church
street, corner of Bine, street, the 23d inst., at
2 o’clock i\ m.
MBS.
l{. SLEEI’EB.
Belfast, May 19, 1892.—lw20

Educational

rest, for we've told them
all.
[Mother Truth’s Melodies.

THE LITTLE MUSH' SCHOLAR.

I know

a

to

She

little maiden who is learning how

play;

to he in earnest, for she's at it
'most all day,
tortures tin- piano, and calls forth most
seems

She
piercing wails:
And when 1 ask the reason, says she's practising the scales.
1 like

to

hear

good playing, though

I cannot

tell a Hat
From E sharp in the treble, or whatever’s
called like that:
But 1 wish when scales are practised, pianos
were made dumb,
I grow so tired of hearing that eternal tum-

now we mav

The placid Charles River will tit for the C,
"While the beautiful Danube is ready for 1).
Tin* E is the Elbe in Deutschland far North,
And the first F, I find, strange to say, is the
Forth.
The great river Ganges ran go for the G,
And for II our blue Hudson will certainly

be:
The quaint Irrawaddy for I has its claims,
Ami the .1 is the limpid and beautiful James.
The K is for Kama, 1 know in a jiffy,
And the L is the Loire and the prosperous

te-tum.

jiow when this little maiden at tlie hrst began to play,
'Twas teedh-teedle-teedle that employed her

Liffey.

we have plenty to choose from, and
well.
There's the noble Missouri, The gentle Moselle.
For N we have Nile, ami the Onion is O,
While for 1* you can choose the gray I’ruth
or the Bo.
The Ct> is the Quinebaug, "in* of our own.
But the R omes to front with The Rhine and

For

all the day.
really felt ipii.e happy when the fateful
day had eoine,
And she was then promoted to this awful
1

turn-te-t

mu.

tired of Teedle-tcodle, and thankful

M

come

active

ings which

was

Abner Coburn, G A Nieliols, sailed from
May 10 for Seattle and Tacoma.
Hopes, David Divers, sailed from
San Francisco April 15 for New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from New
York Feh 10 for San Francisco.
Alameda, Chapman, from Philadelphia for
San Francisco, sailed from Delaware Breakwater Jan 8.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York March 8 for Hong Kong: spoken Mar.
9, 1 jit 27 N, Ion 44 W.
C C Chapman, arrived at New York Nov
10 from London.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Manila Feb 18 for New York; passed Anjier

Butler’s
<HYISA<TKKISTI<

March 14.

Charger, 1) S (ioodell. cleared from New
April 1 for Hong Kong.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, sailed from
Port Blakeley April 8 for Philadelphia.
York

Frank Pendleton, NV G Nichols, sailed
from Calcutta Man-h 25 for San Francisco via
Madras.
Frederick Billings, Sherman, arrived at
San Francisco March 14 from New York.
Gov Kobio, Amos Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong March 5.0 fur New York.
Great Admiral, Howell, arrived .it Boston

Book.
AXK( DOTE

OK

OKN-

March 21 trom Melbourne.
Henry U Hyde, Pliim-as Pendleton, arrived at San Francisco April 24 from New

York.

ui'iini'Uii,

.M

ri

•>>.

eii

-i

I><'ST(>11

iceberg, F. W. Treai. arrived at, Hong’
Kong April 11 Iruiii New Yo-.k.
Iroquois, E 1> 1’ Nickels, sailed from
Havre April 12. tor New York.
laeoli E Bulge way. 1- (. Watson, sailed
from Calcutta April 21 for New York.
•Josephus, Thomas Bogeis, at Hong K. ng
A prii d for New York.
Llewellyn ,J. M..rs» Savoiw sailed from
San Eratieiseo April Id l'.-r Taltal.

Lue\ A Nickels. C M Nichols, arrived at
Singapore April 1!. 1* load for New York or
Boston.
leared from New
Luzon, A L Carver,
York April 20 for Shanghae.
Manuel Llaguiio. Ldw Smalley, sailed
from San Fu.neise.. Fell 2. for .New York.
Mary L Stone, CC Bark, sailed from New

—

T feel it is my duty to toll you my experience
•>uh your Cuticura Remedies.
I have been
troubled for over nice years with a dreadful skin
nrst n
wnen
disease,
it, there appeared a few
small red spots on my
n
breast, and it kept

Sudbury St.jBoston, Mass.

64

>

spreading slowly.

11 st:n t
my 1 a« >
\
shoulders.

ed the
between my
few days after the spf
turned gray, and Ikl
itching. Small scales won d
fall off, bo it continue d
spreading all over n y
body. I tried all the p;
ent medicines I could think
of, or get hold of. J
consulted doctors.
Yes,
they would cure me in a
men
snort time, nut trioy always Taiieu.
ga\- ix
>< n <•
ail up, thinking there was no cure for me.
! a months ago, l noticed your advertisement im
w< iiie
the Tacoma Morning (r'nhf; thought
tiie « YTirtruA Remedies, not thinking it v.
n
much good, l»ut to my surprise, thiee 1 '.x.
11.'
«l in ha, one ea ke. of Cl TK fit a So a r. ..\ •:
1 •Utl"S of
!■ Ii 1
(JCTKTIU RESoI.VKNT CUieU n
In
’>1 v r-kin is now as white and pure a* that ♦ a
'■•ml m\ photograph. 1 iiave many friend' ::
i.Mg'-, 111., an l St. Paui. Minn.
I< HIX K. I’i: A KSt >N
P. O. Cox in62, Whatcom, Washington.
on

same

1

>

••

«

<•

*

!
!

Are you intending to purchase a
KITCHEN RANGE? It so, examine

j

THE ELEGANT

«

<

Gold Clarion

>

Portable Cooking Range

Cuticura Resolvent
intcrnnlh
and Crnti
\i*. tin-exquisite Skin Peau tiller, extern."i v.
a!,d speedily enre every hi
i'i■ lie\
ini.r of ilu- -kin, scalp, and aloud, v ,»).
i'oui infancy 10 age, from pimples to
•:

T'i

u

<

i: a

>

.1 and Ski?! Purifier,
11 a* great Skin Cure,

IMPROVED FOl ,392.

>

Tile ir!v.:t >:,.<•> of
,;t
tii.it it

e

m

.-■.Id

t

CORPORATION, lJor-tof.
Skin Diseases,” i’4 pap.
]00 testimonials, mailed free.

!»l.l<t AN!) (’IIKMII A!i
How to Cure
1

lustrations,

rough, chap pen,
0 MPI'l'^i blackheads, red,
t I 111 oily skin cur. d by (T'ticup.a Soap.

M.

ai

anils,

Bank \

Bank \

,i,

Doors, and Deposit Work of all

;c!

lei,

V.

iiOl.l* CLAIIIOV

\\

ii.

1

•.

v

.,

V

.,!••

.ke

) §E.'Wf»r3:>-ouge

With their weary, dull, aching, lifeless,
all-gone sensation, relieved in on*minute by the Cuticura Anti-Pain
Plaster. The first and only instant.,
killing strengthening plaster. -5

B I > Pice. A B Colson, arrived at San
Francisco Feh 2D from Liverpool.
P P riioma.s, p B Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong Feh 1 tor New York : passed
Anjier Feh 11.
Bapliael, Harkness, arrived at Melbourne
March IS from New \ ork.
Boh.-it 1. Belknap, Staples, sailed from
New York March .".u for Yokohama.
S P Hitchcock, (.fares, sailed from Liverpool April 14 for New York: passed Tuskai

Safes,

Bank

1

Th

»•»

P»st

*.!/,

:.i

If"/'/.

tin

150,000

-,

WEAK, PAINFUL KIDNEYS,

April 21) for Shanghae.
Nancy Pendleton. .) N Pendleton, arrived
at New York March 22 from Hong lvong.

'it

'..i

!t

|mj n?;»r

mo-.-

everywhere. Price, Ccticcra, 50c.; Soap
Ppsoi.vknt, $1. Prepared by the Poi;!.i.

York

P
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fret-
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£
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At ways j, reserve Hair con! tuts.
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It

ir>n sold in

Lynn, Ma>s., <in**e that
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imlvt
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“T,, WOOD, BISHOP & CO.

heat

"o

sates

.1 Mia

preserving their

subjected

were

to

contents.

6mlS

Immplon Keronl al»o in the o>w

I

in 1ST'
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in all the great tires since,
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San .Joaquin, Hrinkwater, cleared from
New York April 2d lor San Francisco.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at New
York April 21 from San Francisco.
State of Maim-, 11 H t urtis, sailed from
Havre April 24 for New York.
Thomas iJana, C N Meyers, arrived at,
Tacoma March 2D from Seattle.
Ti 1 lit* E Starhtiek, id hen Curtis, arrived
at Portland. (», Feh 2d from New York.
Wandering .Jew, I> C Nichols, sailed from
New York 1 >ee 1 for Iloug Kong.
Wm H Maey, Ameslairy. sailed fr<>m IIavre
April 2d for New York.
Wm II Conner. Frank -I Pendleton,at Manila March 21, to load for Boston.

\ Will

The worst cases

v

Ov Skin

\

Disease

;

>

«!

From

Adam

W Spies. A 1> Field, sailed from
Singapore March 24 for Boston.
Alice l.’ced, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Boston April 2 foi Bridgew ater. N S.
Beatrice Havener, lliclihorn, sailed from
Cieiifuegos March 24 for New York.
Belmont, Heagan, from Boston for K »sario. arrived at Buenos Ayres April Hi
Ctirrie F Long. .1 B Stowers, arrive 1 at
Philadelphia Max 10 from Havana.
Carrie ] lerkle. (’oicord, sailed from Nexv
York dan 2d for Cliamperieo.
Carrie L Tyler. Pattingall, arrixtd at
Philadelphia Max 7 from Cieiifuegos.
Clara F McCilx ei
Phillip Uilkey, arrived
at New York May II from Neuvetas.
C P Dixon, N F Uilkey, at Valparaiso
March 20 for Anea ami Mollcndo.
Fdxvard Cushing, C A W'hittier, arrived
at New York Max 11 from Cieiifuegos.
Fdxvard Kidder, .Mei in Park, sailed from
Valparaiso March .S for A ntafogasta.
Fdxvard May, (' C McClure, arrived at
Hong Kong May d from Honolulu.
Emma T Crowell, A S Pendleton, arrived
at New York March Hi from Hong
Kong.
Escort. II U W'hitcl,..use. from Singapore
for Shaiighac, sailed from Manila M irch 1
W II Blanchard, ideated from
Nexx York Fch (i for Brishanc.
Evi*- Heed, A T W'hittier, sailed from
Nexv York March ’>0 for Uuayaqiiil.

i

I

Yu*

I

|

Havana,

Anjier.
line,

sailed

from

Nexv

Sold

2d for J lax ana.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchanl, sailed
from La Libertad. C A., Felt 20 foi Panama.
Hudson. F A Curtis, arrived at Marseilles
A pril 11 from Manila.
Henry Norxvcll, Frank Perry, sailed from
Nexv York April 1H for Port Spain
John d Marsh, H
B
W'hittier, at Cardenas Max ii for \V of H
dames U Pendleton. Lancaster at, Valparaiso Mareh 2‘.* for Antofogosta.
.J W' Dresser, Ptirker, arrived at Philadelphia April 20 from Buenos Ayres.
Mabel I Meyers, W in Meyers, armed at
Buenos Ayres Felt lo from Boston.
Matan/.as, B F Hire, cleared from Nexv
York April 2d for Havana.
Mary E Bussell, W' S Nichols, deare.il
from New York March 2d for Dm ediu.
Mary S Aim s, Crocker, sailed from Nexv
York Jan HI for Honolulu: spoken Fch 21,
lat 2 N, long 2‘J \V.
Penobscot, McCaulder, arrived at New
York March 2d from Singapore.
St Lucie, .1 T Frskine, at W ellington, N.
/.. March 20. for Auckland to load for Nexv

York.
Willard
Buenos Ax

Everywhere

Mudgett, Crocker, arrived
April 2 from Boston.

at

res

Bums.

The
who

sick maim

has

tried
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H

11 from Boston.
Horace G Morse. 11arritnan, arrived at
New York May 12 from Charleston, S C.
John C Smith, Km-eland. cleared from
Mobile Mav P for Shooter’s Island.
Jos W Foster, S S lleagan, arrived at
Matanzas Mav 1 from Havana.
Lester A Lewis, Burgess, arrived at Perth
Amboy May 8 from New York.
Linali C Kaminski, S L Woodburv iirrived ;tt New York May a from George^ivvn,
SC.
Lizzie lame, A G Clossoti, ;it Searsport.
Lneia Porter, Griudle, sailed from Cienfuegos May 1 for Delaware Breakwater.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie. iirrived at Fermindina April 2<S from New York.
M 15 Milieu, I Her, arrived at Kingston. Ja,
April II from Charleston, S C.
Mary L. Peters, Williams, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, April 14 for Philadelphia.
K F Pettigrew
Morse, sailed from New
York May II for Savannah.
Sally I’On, W. H. West, sailed from Mobile May 7 for Boston.
;
Tofa, A S Wilson, at Cienfuegos April 28.
Warren Adams, Colcord, arrived at Port
Spain May 7 from Bio Janeiro.
William Frederick, Cottrell, sailed from
I
Fernandina April 17 for New York.
Willie L. Newton, Coombs, sailed from
I
Fernandina May •> for New York.
For
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“How are things in your business?” “Dull,
I’m glad to report.” “Glad to report!” “Yes,
I’m a saw sharpener.”
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& Machine Works.
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Tuffs Tiny Piib

To cure const j pat ion purging the l»owelsslioul; l>e avoided; it w eakens their
power of motion. A gentle aperient
effect is only required. Tutt’s Tiny
Liver 1*1113 are prepared witli special
views to the permanent cure of

j
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Restores the
Senses of Taste
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XsA
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4e.

*■

“Kelief for I iniieM."
Mull. 10.000
rim.-.*

Hold by all Local

HAY-FEVER

A particle is applied into each nostril and i>
agreeable. Price 50 cent> at I >ruggi.-ts; b\ mail,
jvv.’ts
registered, (H) cents.
KL\ BROTH KKS,
W arren St., New York

return

payer
Chester t'lieiiiical L'o.,ilndlMt>» (square,
Druggists
1’hlladu,. »*a.
I r."»

re
PH
S ILiCO

ROBT.
W. It.,

SPECIALIST
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READ

Ilartard, 1 v;.i,

WSKANKS OK OKI TIM

175 Tremoni siren, Krsion.
Send for

Pamphlet.
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I
ll.tliilays excepteil
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natural flow of bile and their tonic

City Bleachery.

as

n|

‘■S..r 1

They are mild and remain in the system until they act on the liver, cause
properties impart power to tl.e bowels to remove unhealthy accumulations. Good appetite and digestion
result from the use of these lit 1 lo pills.
Price, 25c. Office, 39 Park Place, N. Y.

••st;.;.-

Mown
1
eonsisting

Cleanse, the

Nasal Passages,

COSTIVEPJESS and HEADACHE.
a

Mamt.

houses ami wharve-, f.
oecupie-l l.y SA.MFKl, (i ri-s A < u. 1
lion is suite bit* for a country store, for shinim
proiiuce by rail or water, am! fora matin tar 1
business. Tin* works ot the (iranue ( 0,1,pan
ioin the premises. Al-oa Uwellin^r lion-.' at
acres ot
Point, with about
taml
F\. «
spring water pipe.! to nlie house, impure
premises, or of
A
H. 1 )TIS, Fppei IP
store
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ELYS

LARD

Squire & Co.,
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LET.

(Jity Point, Belfast,

Tllk store,

Winter port. Maine,
I A^ent lot \ K. and auada.
dm I 2

tubs; also

BOSTON, MASS.
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BE

FRED ATWOOD,

Inflammation.

John P.

(

FOR SALE.

The re-organized eoueurn "t «i re.u” vV Co ha\ *■
entered into a new life, inspired h\ ihe confidence
<»f it- friends, and propose t<* keep on the ri^ht
of t he line and in : he I rout rank.
The Meadow Kina lias ahva's li-vn in advance
we oiler this
>1 all eoinpet ilors and the nun hi.
The
year is a marked advance from tin- old lines
in
out
mower are
we
have
adopted
improvements
the result of eo.-th and thoiout:h experiments ami
we defv e..inpet it ion.
Ali tin* prominent features d toe old maeliine
are retained, hut areatly im; ’.wed
meet the demands of the present tine: in tact, we have altimes and unscrupulous
ways been ahead of
imitators have tried to profit hv oui experience.
Me think we eat! -a\ without egotism that we
have lie best mower in the world.
Api liearions fot aueney should he addressed to

tree

package.

A-ant-

Fine I'anil. 140aere» known a- t h < ot
1 I 2 mile- from
i 11 a
,,u
>hoie loa-l. I
frontage on IVii-iI.s,,.- May w.Uami. o.t-ami mowing tiehl.-. mulctiliaim-.l .1.1:1,,
I OO tuns best hay
i., 1
‘. 11 n
P by .so
house. -mailer barn- ami implement-.
Fxeept ionally line -prinu water. l.m
elrv.iteil ami eommamlinu an rwemii .1
Also point N lb of t'
iMa_. km -a n 1- .|
Point
arres. timm.
i in I m* r«" I u
1.,
growth. Appl\ to
r,i‘
CHAS. F GORDON
1 art- National
Hank. Searsport. M.

:;4.

NEW MEADOW KING.

2-^ Circulars

ny tli'1 tierce, barrel, half ban- Is and tubs, .s
for sale L»y ever\ first-class u.oeer and provi< re«|
sion dealer- all la: <1
by us is free
from all Cot ion Seed n:l, Tallow, Suet, ana
oilier adulierat ions so eominonly used, and
\VA!Ji?A NTKJt ST UK I'i.Y 1*1 'UK.' Non.* genuine without our name stamped upon 'be

ro.

S
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Holmes’ Stave Machine.
Hall's Stave Jointer.

EXPRESSLY

pails and

U T IT E H
I'.ewa re d in

SII5I.IA

\>i in

Foundry Co.

publie that thc\
do all kinds ..t

bread will

\oiir

Property beloimiiiA

Circular Saw Mills.

FOR FAMILY USE
;n

.iml

AT, L
: i* E X C E L.
in cnior. tla\ ,.r and del ic.!-

2i»tt*o\v

Improved Variable Friction Feed.

^"s^.^SA.B. FARQUHAR CO.,
01118

YORK, PA.

Cents

vvili send you Dr. Kaufmann’s great
Medical Work: 1(H) pages, colored plates
from life. The most valuable adviser ever
published. To any address on receipt of
three 2-ecnt stamps to pay postage. Address
A. P. Ordwav & Co., Boston, Mass.
2w20
we

I

Scrofula.

Also manufacturers of the

RXT^BvtrljH

lyrso

!

Disease

Htye

from

('ardenas Mav d for Mobile.

Mav

Pimple

....

S< ilOONKKS.

Philadelphia

1

<

FmIkmis. L 15 Condon, arrived a1.
IJrunsvviek. (Ja. May 7 from New York.
Carrie A Lane, 1 >yer, arriv ed at Matanzas!
Portland: in port May:;.
April ‘JO 1 r«
Clara F Colcord, Colcord, cleared front
Pensacola May I for Fall Liver.
Fdvvard J dinson, Warren, arriv *■<I at Cien-

OF FLOUR

To that awful

Foundry

and specifics
without permanent relief,
makes no mistake in usin<r tin,
old reliable Hlond Purilier,
L.
F." Atwood’s Hitters. A specific for Dyspepsia, Liver troubles, and Constipation. Trade
mark“L. F.” Heware of imitations. Take only “ L. F.’’
Office OF Westhuook HoAitn of Health I
Saccarappa, Me., Sept.. 2'.), 18i»o. j

1 y 3f.

hem,

►

numerous

Gentlemen:—Having for many wars made
use in my family of
L. F.” Atwood's Hitters,
and always with good results, 1 do not hesitate
to eoncedeall that is claimed ford em. The
writer became acquainted with their merits between thirty and forty years
ago. Th v are
that
among the very few proprietary inedie n
have gained tor them* Ives a got* I a d pe m
tient reputation on their own merits, instead
"f having a reputation ma mi farture ! for tnem
by loud advertising. T> aid in !■ ••.iking up a
••old, and for c on plaints of a hdhms .liar.ieter,
it is safe to asset-’ that t ere is no article row
sellingr at so !<>\v a price that has equ.a I medicinal va'ne. Yours tr ,lv,
II. K liuiciis
It your dealer
not, s-dl them, send 3H
cents to ms and receive a hottle
express paid.
H. H. HAY & SON, Portland, Me

t

ve

BRAND

On the Face

to

1 »<*11j

George Twohy. Farrow, arrived at. Brunswick. Git. May P from Point-a-Pit re.
Hattie.Me(J Buck, 11 F Sprovvl, arrived at
New York May II from Laguna.
Ileur.v Ghiusen, Jr. Appleby, arrived at

Common

Announce

Sarsaparilla*

Dux id Bugbcc, St.oxvers, arrived .it N.-w
York April 21 from Matan/.as.
H B Hussey. I lodgchm, arrived at Charleston. SC. A pril 24 from Bath.
U W lliclihorn, arrived at
11 c sihlex
Pascagou’ \ pril 2d from Havana.

fuegos April 17 from Philadelphia.
Georgia Gilkey, W L Gilkey. sailed

THIS

[

a

Machine &

lvt-42

York

April

And all who desei

DEMAND

THE BELFAST

Harvard, Coicord. sailed from Nexv York
lo h»r

THE WORLD’S FAIR

Send 3 2-eent stamps to A. 1*. Ordwny A <
Boston, Muss., tor best medical work published

Examdi,

April

|

cure

d

BAKKS.

■

|

I>'

S I

^

Attention!

Skin Disease 9 Years. Doctors and
Medicines Useless.
Cured by
Cuticura for $4.75.

April 21 fi'Hiii M ell*oiirue.

—

<

ITCHING AND SCALY Housekeepers,

New York
A G

the Rhone.
l*’or the S there’s

< >

Vessels.

SHIPS.

laws; tlie quorum: routine business: the
order of business; how to make, second,
state, and jmt in motions; rules for debate: contesting and yielding the floor;
the previous question; different methods
of voting; tie votes; reconsideration of
votes; nature and effect of amendments;
ways to amend; dependent and independent motions; the motions to adjourn, to
lay on the table, to postpone, and to commit; the committee's duties and its report;
questions of privilege, and questions of
order—all carefully explained and illustraLee A Shepard, publishers, Boston.
ted.
('loth, 75 cents.

A

Water

now

KKAL, THK.N COLONKL, XKAl, DOW.
lor the change:
The autobiography History of General
tie- Shannon, a beautiful
limwas
not
musician
this
It showed
young
stream,
lienj. I', lintlei is unique in its character
ited in range.
And the T is the Tiber where Rome reigns and is the first authentic information to
lint oli! my hopes were empty: it was three
supreme.
be given of his life and works and hist onlong months ago.
Tie 1 ral, I think, will with l’ quite agree.
General
licctioii with national affairs.
And umi-te-tum. te-nm;. te-tum is all she
And the turbulent \ nlga w ill lit for the Y.
s< ems to know.
lfutler lias always kept the most careful
X
The W's Weser, and N'-nil
1 km w 1
i «A■ nA km w w hat's to follow, hi
(Y.ui mav lind it spelled with1 a J.to per- diaries of historical, political and international events, taken notes, collected and
shoiii«l lu glad
plex;.
he
can't
half
for
iT
Then for \
At an\ change what. \er,
Yatig-Tse-kiang is simple and preserved documents of priceless value,
as had
which he now uses in compiling his work.
easy,
Z, take The
And to cud the long list with
c-nie to tins conclusion- y.-u may know
I
style of writing of General Butler is
Zambesi.
my aw in I grioltoo well known to -need any criticism or
St. Ni« liolas.
iV vo Vcini* 11 .alle-tc« dh as a n.- reilul ve'J’lie reader of his books is
comment.
not at a loss to understand his meaning,
hcai
this
I
\
MISTAKE.
unw
MOinilYINU
W.tl. an canu stne.-s
orthy
for he expresses himself on all subjects in
maiden drum
1 s mlicd in \ 1,ibles uV(iMii(lu\cr. ami haeU- the most direct and fearless
language.
dust undenn-ath my study at this l'ejirful
ward and forward, too
His criticism of men and measures is such
tuni-i e-linn.
Rtu i could n't remember six rimes nine, ami
as you would expect from the positive
1
a celchraTion when the glad day
I did n't know what to do,
character of General Butler.
lie says in
c«.-mes. and she
Till sister told me to play with my doll and
hr proii. iciit to essay a deed iehis
:
; i:> -uglit o
preface: •‘Whenever opinions are exnot to bother m\ head.
dee.
“If you call her
Fifty-four' tor a while, pressed upon men, their character and
1 larper’s V.iimg 1’ooph
conduct, and the motives which influenced
you'll learn it, h\ heart," she said.
are my opinions'and
I hope
So 1 took my favorite. Mary Aim (though 1 them, they
not capable of denial as such.
Whether
AliVAM'EH KDUCA 110N.
Thought't was a dreadful shame
belu'hi these little children, who are To give such a perfectly lovely child such a these opinions are correct, well founded
or proper in any respect, is open to the
perfectly horrid name),
playing "ti the Hour.
A ml I called iier my dear little “Fifty-Four" fullest criticism.”
\v Tl ey vei; ab- lit. ami kick abi.nt, and
He relates that when
a hundred tlines, till l knew
rt tiring from the < 'harleston convention in
boisterously r*»ar
As tin \ « l,,p their hands ill great delight, The answer of six tunes nine as well as the
the
retiring delegates was
lsiiO, •Among
answer of two times two.
and think it splendid fmi,
George F. JSliepley. of Maine, who after\\ Idle constructing of ;• bag of bones a huNext da\ Elizabeth Wigghsw orth, who alwards went with me to Ship Island in
man skeleton.
ways acts so proud,
command of a regiment, became a brigainstead uf Chinese puzzles, and the Said, “Six times nine is tifty-two," and 1
dier general and died a Circuit Court
nearly laughed aloud !
building id* ks of red,
of the United States.
As we were
1 »ut I wished 1 had n't when teacher said. Judge
'i e\ hav e got a human skeleton, from ankle
crossing the Potomas from Acquia Creek,
"Now 1 loiothy, tell il you ran."
unto in ad :
he
turned to me and said:
F<t 1 thought of my doll ami-—sakes alive!
'Butler, when
And 1 heir father lo\es to watch them, ill
we moss tin* Potomac
I answered—“Mary Ann!”
their kniekerhoeks and bibs,
again we shall be
muskets
on
As oireutly t<> the spinal they adjust the [St. Nicholas.
our
carrying
shoulders.;’ and I
shining ribs.
replied ‘That is only too likely to be the
News and
Notes.
Literary
fact.’
When
on
his
in
the
slmliled
way from Ilatteras
First, the hones are deftly
to New Orleans the
hag. and shaken well.
transport on which he
The April number ol Romance contains sailed was disabled and there was
And then out upon the carpel the.v are ratgreat
a very interesting story from the pen of F.
tled forth pell nu ll :
fear that she would be wrecked.
He thus
And. before the father knows it. he is loud- Finest Holman, son of Rev. W. o. Holrelates an incident telling how General
ly greeted with ;
The story is styled Neal Dow. preferred to remain with bis
man, of Rockland.
••There's the rude, unplastered framework
‘•Whitmore's Masterpiece" and deals with men rather than seek
safety in leaving the
of the recent Mr. Smith !"
It is
an artist's love of his own creation.
disabled ship:
well told.
As the father, ill perfection, sees the holies cleverly conceived and
Mr.
•.Meanwhile the wind trout tlie southtogether put,
Holman is evidently gifted as a story east rapidly increased, and the sea
began
ill unbounded joy lie gay I hops about from w
liter.
to grow turbulent, tin* waves
striking
foot to foot:
the
I
asked
(Bisson
heavily
against
And the little boys about tin- room their
much
ship.
An article of
grewsome interest,
whether lie eould take on board the Mt.
happy sire pursue,
describing First Actions of Wounded SolAnd tin y hang up. n his coat-tails for the I
lie said
diers. will be among the contents of The Vernon a portion of my troops.
si !\ er quarter due.
he did not know how many he could
carry,
Popular science Monthly for June. The but would
t<>
take on as many as three
try
Then father yields the silver, and lie pets, writer. Mr. (leorge I,
Kilmer, gives his
hundred
men.
1
had
the Western Bay
them, every .-lie,
own experience, and other eases which he
State Regiment of Massachusetts and the
For displaying such a knowledge of the hu- j has seen on the battle-lield or has collected
Ilia!i skeleton
l'ilteenth
Maine
Regiment, commanded 1>\
from varioim sources, and raises a number
remarked lie's proud tliev are
And after h<
( <»!. Neal Dow.
in order to deal fairlv
of interesting physiological ipieries conhi> kin and kii h,
with everybody. 1 took as many Inciters
l n he hag lie hurls the franiew <n k of the iv- cerning them.
as there were companies and cut the heads
.■.■in M r. Smith.
The niuiibci of The Living Age for oil of some.
I hen 1 allowed lirst an offi\, a
tins man's a gn ai physician and he! April both and May 7th contain French
cer of one Maine
company to draw out a
hopes his Solis mav be
in
The
Art
Eighteenth-Century
England,
match, and then an officer of one of the
I n 1 he fut lire, dim and mistv. each a popu-'
Latest Electrical Discovery. New Stars, Massaehusetts companies, and so on unla
M. lb
and Some Social Changes in Tift} Years. til all tin* companies had drawn.
Those
A mi. beginning w i t h Me- skeleton, his hoys
Nineteenth Century: Mr. Spurgeon. By drawing the live shortest were to he taken
he Trains
e;n h .lav
lie business ol seal t ring all human the
For
Bishop of Bipon, Contemporary: on hotird the Mt. \ enon. It so happened
.ehes and pains.
Elizabeth Stuart and her family in Hol- that tliev were live ol the Maine
companThe Judge
land. National: Letters of John Buskin to ies.
I turned to Colonel Dow and said:
his Secretary. New Beview ; Dangers of
•Colonel Dow, you had better go with
Modern Finance, Fortnight 1\. Finland. these men on board the Mt. Vernon.
A 1 *»-:A I. 1.11T1.K S< 1 U'ol. V|A AM.
Macmillan; Scenes in Algeria. Belgravia: They will be safe there."
With her funny little glasses you'd have
The Milky \\ av. and The Comte de Person.
Vud leave you here, general:’"
! hollglll her v ery VS ise
< .entlemairs: Sketches from Eastern Trav■‘Oh, yes; I must stay here."
it w as n't for t lie la ugh er that was peeping
el, Blackwood: An Autumn Circuit, Corn- i
*'ITilcss you order it, I shall do no such
in nu her eyes:
dust
the queerest Ulld tile dearest
little hill: statesmen of Europe: Bussia, Leisure thing.
1 shall stay with the majority of
[
s. bool-ma'am ever known,
Hour; The Strange Career of a Burglar, my regiment and stand by you:" ami he
Whose ways of teaching hoys and girls was
Kent and Sussex Courier; with “Carpy: a did.
■•.•Mainly her own.
The book is full of interesting incidents
Story of To-day," “Doctor Cregory." j
I give my brightest pupil," in a pleasant “A Saul and David of the Steppe," and and (Bmeral Butler brings a multitude of
she
tone
official documents to sustain his views and
said,
poetry.
A litth cornel' by himself to show that lie
substantiate his facts.
Open the book
“The Master of the Magicians," a novel where
is head,
you may you will lind something
Viid 1" spare the tender feelings of-the dull- collobrated by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps that will
attract, and hold your interest.
est hoy, 1 put
and Herbert 1). Ward is published by
’1 he book is sold only on subscription.
It
All tin others in a circle so you can't tell Houghton, Miliiin A- Co., Boston, in the
is published in Herman and French.
It is
which is fi>ot.
Price 00 cents. :
Biverside Paper Series.
a book that cannot fail to have a
large
“The Master of the Magicians," is a novel
■'Whenever any pupil in his lesson doesn't
sale, as everybody will want to know what
miss,
dealing w ith court life in Babylon six hun- Butler has
to say on many subjects and
I encourage his endeavor with a penny sug- dred years before Christ.
The hero is the
here only can
ar kiss
get his real views,
prophet Daniel, and the King and the l liere are over athey
thousand pages and the
And since this slight upon the rest might
in
the
novel.
(.Jueen figure
Astrology and volume Is sold at the
too sev crely fall,
popular juice of
which
were
characteristic
1 tak« The hox of kisses and hand 'em round divination,
features of the times: the wonderful city,
to all.
its temples and palaces and hanging gar*Biti.kr's Book.
B\
•'I've asked them what they'd like to he a
B'lij. F. Butler.
dens: its wealth, high learning, and low
Illustrated. Boston: A. M. Thayer
Co.
dozen times or more,
Jewish
the
lion
morals:
its
captives:
Sold
royal
when
to
!
I
intends,
Am1 each,
find,
hy subscription only.
grown,
these form the scenery and accomstore
hunt,—
a
candy7
keep
The
S'■. thinking that they ought to have some j paniments of a striking love story.
The Yachtsman's <*uide.
New York Tribune said:
“For art, powknowledge of theirtrade.
1
I've put a little stove in, just to show them
wealth
of
er, scope, flexibility,
imaginaYachtsmen
will find a most complete
how it's made.
tion and fidelity to that human nature
and valuable compendium of useful facts
w
so
of
hich
litte
in
the
course
it
is
wonderful
changes
KnthusiastieI»less you,
11 > see
ages. -The Master of the Magicians' must pertaining to their delightful and exhilahe considered a brilliant success, and one
How interested ia such Things a little child
rating sport in tin* “Yachtsmen's Annual
can he:
of the very few really admirable produc- (Juide and Nautical Calendar,"
just issued
And from their tempting taffy and their lus- tions of its kind.’'
by Mr. M. J. Kiley, 7 Spring Lane. Boscious lollipops.
It is a book of 2S2 pages, and is
Li'cA Shepard, Boston, have just pub- ton.
I'm sure they'll do me credit when they
collie !<• open shops."
lished “It came to Pass,** a novel by Mary handsomely illustrated with line photoFarlex Sanborn, author of “Sxveet and gravure plates of many of the most noted
\ iid with a nod that plainly showed how
Twenty.” The cordial reception given cracks in the New York and Lastern beets,
free she was from doiiht,
Mrs. Sanborn's tirst book, “Sxveet and including (Jloriana, Harpoon (the former
her
She deftly smoothed the wrinkles ol
Txventy.” will be extended to this new Beatrix), Owcene, (iossoon, Sasqua, Balsnowy apron out
While not so distinctively a sum- lymena, the dainty Baibara, Volunteer,
dust the queerest aid the dearest little story.
frisk little Tattler and many more, besides
mer novel as the author's earlier venture,
sehool-ina'an ever known.
the wonderful “No. N»" of Poughkeepsie,
it is yet far removed from the dreary field
Whose way of teaching hoys and girls was
of novels xxith a purpose.
really her own'
The thread of N. Y., which has a lengt h of bn feet, beam
Mai '!inl ><niglass.
the sb'ry is simple: but the deepest inter- of 12 feet, and steams 24 miles per hour.
'The full signal code of Hags, both of
est attaches to Alma, xxith her undisciplined nature, her romantic longings, and weather bureau and yacht service, with
1JAITI.1. ol THK HONKS.
her girlish follies.
For the last.however, merchant Hags of different nations and all
she “pays the price.” as Kildare xvould the yacht burgees, are given in linely il
How many hones in the human face'.
In a story xvhere all the characters luminated colors in the opening pages.
Fourteen, vv hen they're ali in place.
say.
'There are, too, tine photographs of Comare so sympathetically drawn that they
How many hones in the human head.'
appear really to exist 1«* tin* reader, it is modore (ierry of the New York Yacht
Fight, my child, as I've often said.
diilicult to single out one that L xvorthy Club, Commodore Sutton of the Brooklyn
H..\v many hones in the human ear
of special mention; but asa creation. Mrs. ( 1 ub. the genial face of Commodore .John
Three in each, and they help to hear.
Martingale, the self-appointed inspector ( Soley of the Massachusetts < lub, ( mnII. v maiix limn'.' in tin* human spine?
of cobwebs, and general advise)-, is per- modorc John A. Stetson of the Boston,
Twenty-six. like a < iimbing vine.
haps. the most striking. .lack, the faith- Commodore Arthur Fuller of tlie South
ful lover, ealmlx confident that he xvill Boston.
ommodore Stearns Cushing of
H<>\\ many bones of tin- human ehest V
will his lady. is. next to Alma, the one the Wiidlirop Club ami other familiar
Twt n1 v-l'oiir ribs, ami t\v.> .>f the rest.
xvho xvins our warmest affection.
faces.
CareIlow many oom-s t lie shoulders bind V
i here is a full and complete nautical
ridden Lesley, practical unromantie Delia,
Tw o in racli, one before, one behind.
xvorldly. xvhimsieal Mrs. Laney. and the calendar for each month in the year, with
How many bones in the human arm V
table
of corrections for every principal
sweet-laeed. loving aunt, all live for us.
in < ad< fore-arm.
1 n oicli arm one t w
as if xve had known and talked with them.
lying-in port along shore from Kastport to
W hat will give the hook its
The literary style of the book lends to the Baltimore.
I|i-w manx hones in the human wrist?
Fight in < di. i 1 none art* missed.
story a freshness that cannot but prove greatest value is its comprehensive and
admirabh reproduced charts of New Yol k
delightful to the reader.
How many hours in the palm of the band
Five in meh, with many a band.
We have received from the publishers a Harbor and hay, Boston hay and harbor.
Fall Biver, (.louccstcr, Marblehead. Newcopy of “The Woman's Manual of ParliaHow many bones in the lingers ten?
New Haven, New London, New Bedmentary Law," xxith practical illustrations port.
Twenty-eight, and by joints they bend.
ford.
ITcvim etown, Providence and other
especially adapted to xxomen's organiza- harbors
How many bones in the human hip?
as well
as Long Island Sound.
tions.
The author is Uarriette P. shat
One in each : like a dish they dip.
etiquette of the cruise, sailing diree
tuck, President of the Boston Political The
How many bones in the human thigh?
Class.
This manual, although intended tions and cruises are fully given, and a
One in each,—and deep they lie.
for all students, is especially prepared for thousand and one other things most esthe use of women, in their clubs, unions, sential to the yachtsman are contained in
How many bones in the human knees:
this very useful guide.
Price 50 cents.
or any organizations where it is important
One in each,—the knee-pan please.
to conduct meetings properly.
ParliaHow many holies in the leg from the knee ?
A Tribute to a Maine Poet.
mentary principles and rules are given.
Two in each,—we can plainly see.
me reasons why certain
things are done
One of the liangor schools lias paid a
How many bones in the ankle strong?
! are explained, and (which is still more esSeven in each,—hut none are long.
I sential) these are supplemented by practi- pretty tribute to Mrs. Frances L. Mace,
Mrs. Mace lias been
cal illustrations, in dialogue form, which the Maine poet.
How many hones in the ball of the loot?
make so clear the points presented that obliged to spend the most of her recent
Five in each: as in the palms were put.
the most inexperienced person cannot fail years in ( alifornia on account of ill health,
How many bones in the toes half-a-score?
has not lost her interest in
to understand them.
The book is made though she
Tw enty-eight, and there are no more.
what she still terms “her home,” as her
i as elementary and simple as possible,—
in the
attest.
In recAnd now, all together, these many hones lix,
containing all the minute details of presid- writings of thismagazines
And they count in the body two hundred
the school children there
of debating, of making motions, of ognition
ing,
and six.
in their Arbor
celebration planted a
voting, etc., etc.;—while at the same time tree in honor ofDay
her.
And then we have in the human mouth,
it omits nothing which is essential to a
Of upper and under, thirty-two teeth.
knowledge of parliamentary law. The
The granite for the Maine building at
1
And we now and then have a hone I should thousands of women who are organizing the World’s Fair, with the exception of
relief
clubs,
corps, one course, has already been donated, and
conducting unions,
think,
j
That forms on a joint, or to till up a chink.
etc., will find this little book to be just the remainder of the material will be
• what
will
to bewant.
It
them
they
help
forthcoming in a short time.
A Sesamoid hone, or a Wormian we call,
I

Register of Deep

participants in the many meetthey too often attend as
listeners only. Among the subjects included are: How to organize a meeting;
AN ALPHABET OF RIVERS.
how to form a permanent society; calling
A stands for the Amazon, mighty and grand, to order; addressing the chair; election of
And the B's Beresina, on Muscovy’s strand, officers; model of a constitution and byAmi

Rhymes.

Pigs i£ Shoats

SA

To

1:?

L E S M E
WANTED.

|U

1^

sale of Nursor\ Stork. S
Kmploymcnt (luarantcol. NALAIIY AND K\lH>
8K8 PAID. <Mittit Free.
,'linl.v
F. W CHASE, Angasta, Maiur
canvass

lor

-.

FOR SALE.

returned from Boston with all the
The subscriber has for sale a large number o!
of HATS and BONNETS, also
FANCY LACES and BRAIDS. Old pigs ami shoats, ranging from lour weeks t<» six
Also a number of young breeding
work done in the best possible manner. NEW months old.
kHATS and BONNETS made to order. You will | sows. Large ami handsome stock. They can be
find all kinds of SEWING MACHINE NEEDLES : seen at mv place on Nortliport avenue.
FRANCIS .MINKS.
at my place.
S. D. BROWN,
1
Belfast, April 20, 1892.-10
I
12tf
High St., over Hervey’s Jewelry Store

just
Iliave
leading styles
all kinds of

itud Opcrativ*'

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.
Hill*

opposite court Houtf
Building, High St
Belfast, Maine.

March 14, lbP-J.—tfll

GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

'\lj>l,

Upluiilding'of

I'lie

a

the field were better than those grown in
BELFAST DIRECTORY.
boxes.
It was observed that some varieties of
RAILROADS AND STEAMBOATS.
cabbages are attacked by the cabbage
Trains leave 7.20 a. iu., and 12.30 and 4.15
worm much worse than others.
Those l>. in. Arrive at 0.25, and 10.25 a. in., and
varieties having firm closed heads are least 0.30
p. in.
Boats leave for Boston, Mondays, Wednesinjured. Of the twenty varieties grown,
those recommended for general culture Tliursdays and Saturdays at about 2.30 p.m.
arc:
landings TuesJersey Wakefield, Brunswick, Ear- For Bangor ami intermediate and
days, Wednesdays, Fridays
Saturdays
ly Summer, and Flat Dutch. The old at
about 0.30 a. m.
Early York is condemned.
Steamer Castine leaves for Buck's Harbor,
The following is a summary of the exSedgwick, Brooklin, Oceanville and Green’s
periments in tomato culture:
Landing, making connections for Bar Harbor,
1.
An important requisite to success- every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
ful tomato culture is that the plants be 10 a. in.
Returning will arrive Mondays,
and Fridays at about 2 p. m.
kept growing vigorously: a condition in- Wednesdays
Steamer
Electa leaves every week day
volving rich soil and frequent tillage.
at 2 p.m. for Ryder’s Cove, Howes Point,
2. Frequent t ranspl anting makes stocky
and Castine.
Leaves Castine
week

Home.

queer ehauce always gave me a
the right-hand side of the car which
rquently taken me deep into New
and that is how 1 came to see the
It was an utterly commonplace
at 1 happened to notice it twice
train rushed past, and then L took
landmark, and watched for it.
..od within a stone’s throw of the
and looked, when I first saw it,
nidi like the man who stood in the
-taring at the train— with a little
ii its shoulders, and with its win< >
only half awake, dull, and oxIt hadn't a saving grace.
.nless.
I was old, hut not picturesque—
:ik\ : t he paint on the clapboards was
,md several of the blue-green blinds
d\t*n at tbe binges: tbe mortar bad
cut of tbe single chimney, and a
ks bulged out oil one side: a sliabket- fence with a rickety gate enlittle patch ot weedy grass, with
bi. ken-- cn]>. empty and more desA single one
en than the house.
.■c >l niggled with the
gravelly soil,
1
at le.kj) ,.i ro. k cropping out in
was painted white and lettered
c
advertisement ol a patent mediI’rcttv bad. i thought. am! pretry
is 1

iiuir

J >aw

the

place

was

late

in

Tlu* second time
It D*«>kDecember.
h iii r\rr in tlu* gra\ aftern it-i
1m* g ;>t y wind banged t be
uni
■.i -ad blinds ar-unid as witli high
b
I a«*
house and all it bad to
\

-.

a

>

ago

: hr

iu‘\]

tirst saw

a

that summer 1 passed the house
times, and noticed that some
In the tirst
was at
work upon it.
h. re was a poor little (lower bed
looi-step. it which. 1 believe, the
with he April trowel was the tirst
i.
seme time during that summer
uiiey got mended, and a few pirknailed upon the fence. Later on.
I'd a big dog. who looked good-huwaiking around the yard. And as
■aiirn was turning gray. I wasamaztin roof all mended up
lay to
f its warped and ragged
in im !:
mi signs ot ;i paint brush here and
i■

Searsport.

b.
>i:i. s,. interested hy this time
egan to w at* h for the house miles
I go to it.

Arrive*

warm amt n-im.ii

ie
windows seemed to
.in-1
human look.
Tlte "Id "feeli
were painied
and mended. and
1 i.-. eii.ii, 1 saw till
liieker of !i :o.'..
I 111.11
inn- ll a; the ehan.ee.
idered what the winter would hi in a'
II had it" own work. Foot h\ foot
■. ell- -w
: e]-r --ver 1 he side"
-f t h.
ml -i;. •• i "t w the spare, si. -pi m;
man stepping' down
ai. -• hii rh
idei.
Then -ne da\. early in \ lie
fresh p ne eltip" litrwed the slope
-1 "in
ar<;. and
he s- mini •!' lranii plane and w histle i-aine through
a air.
There was aetualiy a piaz/a
ip MO'osv 1 he front (if the house,
irpenter w >rked composedly on. lmt
11 ami the w.-man Muttered liervoust tin st.i
rn
motliei week
ole hoime. new piazza ami all. was
■! a dull olive. with liiueli led and
in the little spirals about the veransmile.i .i iinle.
It was as if the

w.

I

[

nyim* a the .imstress had
ii.j.e ::. 1 ■. ] owned with the ya\
of a
iamatinn muse,
•*

ana

annum;

•■

<

Tuesday

W

I'arininy

Primrose

d"

1

t

1

•’

••

isog;
r<

ill) 4c

'beep
as

xijre]1

.*05.75
15.12

Thomas 11. Marshall

OKDKIIS issi 1:1»

$514.00

i.v

50.15

‘•during

20.45
15.00

$14*.70

WnTn

given the farm credit for the
raised or the gain on the three
(these colts were all raised on the
*i the two
heifers, which is perII more or less.
Myself and hoy, |
old, have done all the work, of
|
we have had
help at some jobs.
have worked out several dollars
'Ion we have hired.
not

"hure of Garden

Vegetables.

I

report of the Horticulturist of [
due Experiment Station for 1801,
points in the culture of cabbages,

"

'*

and egg plants are discussed,
culture of cabbages it was found
best results were obtained by
uiting several times. Plants grown
“'t pots till ready to be
placed in
s

c

tin* house at

on

Memorial Day.

liv

<

OMM AMI>Ki;-I.\-< 111 !■: I

SI'IJAOIK.

....

batilizer.

Corps

meets

lar session at Bellast on the second Tuesdays «>l April, and third Tuesdays of August
and 1 )eeemlter.
M AILS.

;{u.imi

41.55
1
if butter
555.SU
acii eggs
1*1.00
""»||.5(5.on
and poj <•<>rn
20.50

lain.$55.10

Monday

,-ry Friday evening
Audit vv E. Clark Camp Sons of Veterans.
No. 4 1. meets every Monday evening.
( IRANOMS.
Seaside, No. -J4J. Reguar meeterv Sat u r< lav evening at liew < i
ing
range
Hail upper High sn-o-t over Primrose Hill.
Equity ♦ irange. No. 17". meets every Saturday evening ut the new buiMing on the
Augusta road, near Randall Ellis'.
New England Order of Protection.
lie!fast Lodge No. 14" meets at Odd K. 1«»ws Hall ou tin- second and fourth
Monday
evenings in each nionth.
American Legion of Honor.
Bay Citv
Council, No. ;»«ig. meets at the office of (4et'».
E. .Johnson, Odd Fellows Block, on the first
and third Monday evening of each month.
Royal Arcanum.
Belfast Council, No.
71 Jo, meets on the second and fourth Thursof
eaeh
month at the store of
day evenings
('. E. Johnson.

said Mr.

The Militia

*11o

*i'

Relict

e\

niapic sugar .i:io.75

a Ives
"i*l nigs.

every

L
It is the duty, as well as pleasure of
all. patriotic citizens to observe the day
set apart by law and custom in honor of
the memory of those who gave their lives
that the Nation might live.
On that day
let all citizens and citizen soldiers alike,
unite with the honored survivors of the
war in paying tributes of love and
homage
to their memory by decking with the
sweet tlowers of spring, the last resting
places of the gallant dead.
II.
It is earnestly desired that all organizations of the Militia tender their
services, as escort, to the Posts of the
Grand Army of the Hepublic in their respective localities on Memorial Day.
III.
Permission is hereby granted all
organizations of the Volunteer and Heserve Militia, and all
Camps of Sons of
Veterans, to parade under arms, as above,
on Memoiial Day, May MO.
P»y order of the Commander-in-Chief.
IIk.MIV M. SPJUil E,
Adjutant General.
Mr. Holman succeeded in having struck
from the sundry civil appropriation hill
the appropriation of $1120,.100 for a newmint in Philadelphia.

The Belfast, mail closes at 7.0a, a.
in., and
12.10 and d.aa p. m. The mails arrive on the
arrival of the trains and stages, for which
time see under head of trains and stages.
1JELFAST

FREE

I.IREARY.

The Library and Reading Room are open
from two to live o'clock, standard time, on
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday afternouns, and from (>..‘»0 to H.dO o'clock Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday evenings. The library and reading room are free to all inhabitants ot Belfast over fourteen years of
Persons residing in town temporarily
age.
may use the library on the same conditions
as residents.

The board of

review of the National
association rendered several decisions at its meeting. May 11. Jn the case

Trotting

of the horse Aloryon which ruled off in
the famous race with the stallion Nelson,
the matter was turned over to the President. ex-<Governor Bulkey, of Connecticut,
and pending his decision the driver was
temporarily reinstated.
Hattie Adams, convicted of keeping a
disorderly house at New York, on the exposures made by

Rev.

by

R. 11.

Vines’

Dr.

Parkhurst,

Thursday, was sentenced to nine
in the penitentiary without fine.

months

I

I
Steamers will leave Belfast for Camden Rockland and Boston. Mondays. Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about iL.’h» m m.
For Searsporr. Bueksporr. Wiuterport Hampden and Bangor. Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays at about *.».:{(» .v. m.. or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

Best Line of CHILDRENS SUITS.
A

HANDSOME BELT will be given to every boy buying 50c. worth of

our

goods.

-COME AND SEE OUR NEW LOT OF-

-SELECTED

FANCY

RKTCRMV; TO Bhi.FAST:
From Boston. .Mondays. Tee-,lavs, The -days
and Fridays at .">.<)(• p. m
From Rockland, touch in 2 at
amden, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays. Fridavs ami .'•viturdavs at (about)
0.00 A. m., or ution arrival of
;11• r
from Bos-

SHIRTS.-

GOODS AND PRICES WILL SUIT.

ton.

irWE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW LOT OF

From

Also New

Styles.

A FULL LINE OF THE

Spring Caps.

V I,\ IN AI S 11N. A gent
WILLIAM H. HILL. IJen'l

HANDSOMEST NECKWEAR

Spring Suits &
AT

ALL

MRS.

LOWEST

C.

^Steamer CASTINE

'•~r.,gaL
S U M M E|R

HANEY,

Act

on

a

new

U KIT it NINO

Will leave Hreeti’s Lancing every Momlnv. W ed
nesday and Friday at s.nn \. m. t), ;mville.
A. M,; Brookliu. lti.nn \. \|
Sedgwick. ln.;;u
m
Buck's Harbor. 11.an v. m Blake
p, im. 12.no >.
Islesboro. 12.4'* p. >t.; arrive at Belfas- at 2.nop. y

Sargentville, tlag landing.
Conneets

prim iph—regulating the

TAKEN

HAVING

THE

AGENCY

FOR

Liovell

at

Islesboro for Ca-tine and all Rive:

Landing.- t<* Bangor; at Belfast with steamer f..r
Camden, Roekland and Boston. Steamer! inu-Ki
connects at Islesboro for Belfast even.
trip.
Freight, taken at reasonable rates and orderfilled promptly. Freight foi Blue Hill forwarde-i
via steamer from Sedgwiek.
Round trip ticket-from all landings sold at re-

THE

tu rres.

new

Diamond

1 cordial 1\ invite all to call and examine this one before purchasing elsewhere. This is the
aTade wheel at low prices, and is coneeded the best wheel for the money in ihe in »rket.

duced rates on a limited t im*-.
SAM L II. BARBOFR. Manager.
F. W P< IFF, Agmit. Belfast
F. WARRFV \gent. Breen'- L.i din

hinh

-SOLID TIRES, $85; CUSHION, $95; PNEUMaTIC, $115.-

"nr i' generally compelled to enj..v the
s<mg of the tenor without eatch'ng the tenor
"f Tic Sony.
Binghamton Reader.
For

CROSBY.

K K A N O I-; M K \ r

Thrkk Trips I»i:r Wiattc.
Leaves Belfast every Tuesdav. Thursday and
at in.on ,\. >f.
Blake's Point, in. no m
Buck's Harbor. 12.:>0 p. u.: Sedgwiek. 1.4n p. \j.;
Brook lilt, 2.1.” p. m .; I >t cau\ ille.
:n m u.
aniseat tireen's Landing about 4 1*> p. m.: arriveBar Harbor about tt.no p. m.
Conneets at Islesbor* every trip with steamer
Ctmbria for N. Beer 1-1*. Boose Cove, Ba— Harbor. S. W. Harbor. N. F. Harbor. Seal Harbor .m
Bar Harbor.
Z4t'"Dinner served on steamer imbria.

Church Street, Belfast.

discovery. Dr. Miles' Rills speedily
cure
biliousness, bad taste, torpid liver,
piles, const ipat ion. Cnequaled for men,
women, children.
Smallest, mildest, suron dost '.
est!
ei'.
Samples Free, at R.
H. Mo.idy’s Drug Store.
A

CAPr
A

Saturday

mils.

Liver

A

Cataloones

sent on

1 have

application.

ju>t recei\ed

-Fine Fisliing

Fifty Years.
An < M.i) and Wkll-Tuieo Remedy
Mrs.
Wins!, w's S• 'thing Syrup ha> been used for
"Nor !in\
e. .'
:e, millions of mothers for
their children wmle teething, with perfect
.sucres.'.
It soot lies the child. SoftcllS till
gum-', allay' a'! pain. ur-’s wind colic, an?

liter

widen 1 ~hall >ell

MEHSCIIMM
tl,-

low

Also

prices.

nil line

Maine Central R. R.

"t

Taoltle,hirae in\ oiee of

a

TIMK-T A RLE.
On and after Nov. 2!l, 1 Mil, trains
Burnham with thn.ugu trains
gor, Watevviile Portland an ! !^t

3mIT
I shall r-tall

whOe

BUUU PIPES/1""!'
TOBACCO and CIGARS-dwtautlj i" sm.-k.

and

at

j

is the best rcincdx l a Diarrlnea.
ft ispleas11n-taste. Sold by druggisTsiiievery
part, of the world.
Tweiity-five rents a In.tTie.
It' value !s i II a leu lahle.
Be Slll’e and
ask for Mi' Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take mi other kind.
1 yr-it>

BELFAST MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS.

small 1 »<*y sad t<- sec tin- apin the garden.
It is a re1 Binghamton
coming sprouts.

It makes the
minder

nf

FERNALD

Republican.

Coughing Lead' to Consumption.
Kemp's Balsam will stop the cough

"■'•'Il'i

I’.M.

i-’ ...12. m
Brook-..
7.1.'
12.'.n
Knox.S n:;
-i.i;
Thorndike— .122
i 52
Unity.>.22
Burnham, arrive. > 1:
155
Waterville.. n !>
2 25
<;
Bangor.11 45

‘t.'.Is

MUDGETT, Proprietors,

I’.M.

Belfast, Me.

respectfully inform all in want of MARBLE OR GRANITE WORK that
are prepared to furnish at short notice

‘‘What is quickness'."* Scholar—
"(Quickness is when a person drops a hot I

Marble or Granite Monuments and Tablets, Headstones,
And

plate."

a.m.

1.40
*1.20
__

To 111:1. i'as r.

everything

in the

Cemetery

Curbings,

Worker.

Line.

Portland.11.3n
Waterville.

FERNALD.
1,1W2.—fill."

A. F.
!

A M.

I’.M.

7 15
7.20

4.32
12.45
5.05
5.27
5.3s
C5.44
5.58

n.oo

...

:i.2o
Thorndike. -.12
;».3o
Knox.
-.2.'
-057
Brooks.
-.5
a. 53
Waldo. e*.c-_'
non
ru.24
City Point. ".*.15 tin in
10 25
Belfast, arrive..‘.2
0.30
Flag station. The !2..; !•. M. tr: in with Flying
Yankee for Portland an-! Boston.
Limited tickets for Bo-tor, are
a
s,,|d it 85.OC
from Belfast and all stationBranch.
Through tickets to all points West an ! Northwest
via all routes, for sale hv »• K. Crow lev. \gent.
Belfast.
PAYsov TUCKKIl,
\
Pre- and Cen’i Manager.
F. K. B( m >TH BY, t.en’l Pa-- ,t! 1 Ti" ,et Agent.
Portland, Nov, _’n, ism

A. L. Ml'DGETT.

Belfast. Fell.

THE

1.15
A M.

..

Bangor.
r. 1 c
Burnham, depart.
Unity. 7 5"

■

A New Business for Belfast.

u>ed their treatment until Iw wa* mu able
get around.
They pronoun. ed his ease
lie Consumption ami im-urabh-.
He was
pursumled to try Dr. King’.* New Discovery
for < iiisumpt ion. Cmigiiv md C.bds and at
that time w .1* n.a a>>!i
w alk
t
across the
street without r« *1 :ng.
He I-mud. before lie
had used !ia 11 «•! a dollar b.. 11 i •. that lie wa>
1 une! 1
-Her he continued t«* u>«- it and is t.
day enjoying good hea It li. 11'yon have any
Till'.at Lung or Chest 'rroiibf.' try it.
W,
'I*rin 1 C.ttie free at
guarantee sat :.>laetion.
R. 11. Mooii 's drug 'tore.
t"

to

!4.C0
830

..

Also Wash Howl Tops and Shelves.

|

Huffman, a yeing man. «>f Burlington. Ohio, states that he had been under
the care of two promim-m physician*, and

CM.

U
7
,,..

l’.M.

\\v have the best STEAM POLISHING MILL in the State. Ais.. FOUR
PNEUMATIC
TOOLS tor emrinjr and lettering marble or granite: the only ones in Maine. Kither toc.l will do
the work of from two to three men. We can furnish work, either marble or manitc, CIIKAPKU
“What a terrible place South Dakota is
than any other firm in the State, and do as nice'work. We carry the largest stock and do
for divorce scandals'.'"
the most business of any local firm in Maine.
“W.-!l, what can'
you expect of a State that began life bv be- I
1
divorced
from
another
PE
RF'E'
T
Stare."
SATISEAVTMS
RI'ARA VTEEH
ing
rBoston
VO TROUBLE TO SHOW WORK
News.
PLEASE RIVE ES .1 I ALL BEFORE PEIP HAS1Xi,.

Mr. Frank

*-■
xv

Boston
Boston.

Family Medicine Moves the Bowels
Most people need to use it.

Wonder

—.

I’M.

»

we

day.

A

4.55
r5.15
5.33
5.50
<j.l >
7.05

F M.

Teacher.

Each

4.1 =

Portland... .12 5"
5.35
K !>. 4.45
..
li, >st< ni
15
W. I>. 4.5o_

at

once.

Lane’s

&

Brick Annex at North End of Shoe Factory,

ina?

I'M
i-j :;«i

B.'iiast, depart.7.2n
City Point ..• 7 35

F. A. FOLIETT’S, 51 Church Street, Belfast, Maine.

ple-tree budding

ting at
|jaa.
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PRICES,

W.

Timrs-

s,

Belfast,Dw Me ttHirMr

Stylish Pants.

Most

I.t\

\\'.

*

-IN THIS CITY.-

The Nobbiest

Bangor. Monday-.

il.iys anil Saturday- at il \. m,.
i< iutijr at
ill
landings.
FRid) W. POTF. Agent.Belfast.

Boston Derliy, Iliiyi-injrton stiitl 'Wilt-ox

Moody.

Nerve

Week to Boston.

a

Cost,

Salve.

Arnica

liver, stomach and bowels (hronj/h the

Pythian Sister-

j

as

;»ai

■

!

Council No. (!.

my presence in this house within the past
!
lo years, east a vote against
TKM I*ERANCE SOCIETIES.
any appropriation for anything or anybody in his j I»E L FA ST W OMAN’S A L LIA N< K 111 eetS CVe r V
State, based upon sellish or public inter- otlier
Thursday afternoon at the homes of
ests, hut he has continualh fought meri- i members. <;iris’ Club every
Thursday evetorious pro}»ositions for the benefit of the ning at the Memorial Building.
Belfast W. C. T. C. meets every Saturw hole count rv.''
••Dh. yes, ] have,
said Mr. Holman, day at 2.JO p. m. at the mums on High street
over H. II. Johnson’s store.
to
his
feet.
jumping
Hood Templars.
Belfast Lodge No. JO
“Name one,
said Mr. Heed: “just meets
every Monday evening at the L'niverone.
salist church vestry.
Mr. Holman paused for some seconds
Sunlight No. J, Juvenile Temple, meets
and then exclaimed, “The Indiana swamp Monday P. M., at the same place.
land bill."
THE COURTS.
There was dead silence in the house for
The Supreme Judicial Court for Waldo
a half minute, when Mr.
MrHae, a Demo- County holds three sessions annually, on the
crat lrom Arkansas, who has been
upon tirst Tuesday in January and the third Tuesof April and < Jetober.
the public lands committee for
many day
Probate Court. Judge (ieo. E. Johnson, on
cried
out:—
years,
1 he gentleman from Indiana is mis- the second 'Tuesday of eaeli month.
11-solvency Court, J udge (ieo. E. Johnson,
taken: he did vote for the Swamp Land
on »lie second Wednesday of each month.
bill."
Belfast Police Court, Judge R. W.
Rogers,
It was actually pitiful to see the
appeal- civi: term, on the tirst and third Mondays in
ing hmk which Mr. Holman gave the gen- each mouth.
< .'11111 v
K UIIIIIIISSIOIHMS < Olirt. M. s.
tleman from Arkansas.
Stiles.
Jackson. Chairman: Otis l>. Wilson, SearsThe watch-dog of the treasury w ill
carry
niont, and Simon A. Payson. Belfast. Reguhis tail between his legs for a while.

well, nearly every man
he does do. lie says:
farm contains 140 acres: till hut
antes i> pasture and woodland.
acres we cultivate is* intervale.
is
listed at sii.uOO.
<Mir stock
f 47 sheej.. nine cows, two heif"Its and ;i pair <»f horses.
Our
mostly young, two two-vearthree-year-olds, three fourand t wo older ones.
Our fatn-ts"t sj\ persons, and my father
l»er living in the village near by
supplied from the farm with
•am.
butter, sugar, pork. beef.
"1. etc.
We have kept iio acwhat has been used in the two
J;: the a< count below 1 give the
ipts foi surplus products sold
firm from March 1. lst*l. to
to

-■ttei

meets

at

“don't you think women can do a great
deal Toward elevating the stage?” He—
"Yes. She can lower her hat."

Ma>oni'
and High

Thursday evenings.

Heed, raising his
to a high pitch and
uttering his
words with great deliberation, “that the
gentleman from Indiana lias never, during

Fay?

at

Main

meets on the tirst and third
Tuesday
••nings of each month.
Im»ki*kni»kvi Okdki; of Rkdmkn, Tarratine ’Tribe meets at Knigiits ot Pythias Hall
on
the tirst and third Tuesdays oi each
month.
Am 1KN I ( ) RI > Kl{ l NITKIt WoHKMKN
EllTerprixe Lodge. No. as. meets at Knights of
bias
Hall
on
the second and fourth Mon
I'M
♦ lav evenings in eaeli month.
C. \. i;.
All tlrand Army bodies meet at
M«•inor:a: Building on Cliureh street.
Thomas H. Marsliali Post No. PJ. meets

it:—

repeat,

For sale

t'

hood.

ashington, but it will be a good while
tore people are done
talking of it.
Here is a verbatim and graphic picture of
1
voice

of

ev

•**

riii the New England Fanner tells
made ,i small farm in Vermont
gives details.
While all may not

■'

in

me<•
nn r

ening.
Cniformed Bank

Demagogue.

happened Friday

P

■

Does

a

'I'lie
t!u

ev

evening.

■

Downing

at

■

company has been granted the privilege <>f arrying visitors by lake to and
f]"m the Imposition grounds.
It is plantiiii- t<- run at least fourteen steamers.
P>eiw.-eii the “lake front" in Chicago and
the grounds, four large boat-, two of them
whab barks, and all having a capacity of
•Too each, will make trips every hall
hour.
The charge will be K> cents one
cents for tin round trip. From
way and
Kenosha. Wis.. and intervening points
and the grounds, two 1 mats <»i' ].r»m ,-ai'-fity each will he ]*ut on. From Michigan * ity two more will run.
six smaller
boat- will lake passenger- from the I'nion
aim Nort li-a estern
oil
the rivei to
depots
t lie lake t rout.
t »ther steamboats will he
]*ressi-d into service as the demand re‘iiiirc.-. The larger boats will be litted to
be used as dormitories. -n that passeng- i- will not need to obtain hotel accommodation.-.
Several of the boats will begin running within a few daw-. It is believed that in pleasant weather the lake
nmie will be the most
popular one.

>

uip 1 e.

Four Trips

of

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores. Clcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Riles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Price gu cents per box.
money refunded.

m.

nnioam!t-r\. K. T.. No. 14.
L’fgnlar meeting* 2d Wednesday evening in
iieli month.
Special meet ing.* at ail.
King Solomon Council. P. N S. M., No. 1
Regular meet ing l*t Tuesday ex ruing in each
nioiit 11.
Special meet ngs at can>.
Columbian Royal Arch Chapter. No. 7.
Regular meetings l-i Mo1111 a\ evening following fail moon. Sp. .dais at call.
Pho iiix Lodge N ‘. g’4. Regular meetings
Monday evening on <«r before full moon.
Sp. in Is at call.
umouiv < na-'' J. Mig.-.
Regular
meetings. l>t Thursda.v ev ening in eaeh
niontli.
Specials at al1.
1 NDCCKNDKN I ( )RJ>KK < »1>1> FELLOWS.
IT "1k-s nieeT a! < >«!«1 Eello\v> Block. Mail! street.
Canton Balias, P
M.. No. 4,1. 0.0. F.
Meets on tin- iM Thursday evening «>1' each
niont h.
Penobscot Encampment. No. ‘J">. Regular
meetings on the 1st and Jd Tuesday evenings
in each month.
Waldo Lodge. No
pj
Begular meeting
every Friday ev eiiing.
Aunirii Rehekah Lodge. Regular meet ings
on tin- "J«l and 4th Tuesday evenings of eai-li
month.
Knights **i- Pythias.
All bodies of this
order meet iii Casta- Hull. High street, over
< lias. N. Back’s store.
Silver Cross Lodge. No. AS, meets every

A

■

t■

Palestine

ter.

before i saw the house
autumn,
and
the
day before
i ; n_.
Tlie days wuv -; i: 1 w arm
ih w. hut touehed at niylit with a
rim of frost.
Tin- train drew near
ossiny with siiriekiny ereseendo.
eu
>;aeke;ieu.
There was
no
Ini: !<•■ i; am was certainly yoiny
i'h. n i:e front dour of t he little
and a yreat ylory of
}*ene'i a :•:•
ire liyhi. bloomed out into the yray.
'!m Sioi'l -f I he duui .stood the
are
of tin- woman.
Her hands
'-]h ii t i y h t. and her feat.tires wa re
"id aai.it of egression ill
Two hiy bo\yie:r emotion.
“ewith hay- swuny t inmiselve• oiji
; i;.•
: ain
>iej.s w idle the
-till y rindiny on the rails.
■I",.h u illto oi'ilel'oll- Weill'i y a
the yate before the hoys
a
Ie’!-\ !■
-ad it all.
"The
"ii"
i.on11
Tin two yeai's of
and I'.ont iny and pruniny had all
t n-t
i
hoii
•, hat t he
>ld plaee
•ok b< !c. t.
'die hoys" when
ayain undt : the roof-tree. And
'M .• and t lie lonyiny and the
paall suddenly stood out like the
iie tin in the niylit. Up the path
and doc: ,],e timid tiyuretook
■>
rvous
eps down the path. "The
wen
there.
And four biy-eoated
w
he] yently baek out of the dark
the llickeriny fire-liyht.
Helen
>n. in 1 iarper's Bazar.
is

leaves at 2 p.

elegant stock

our

Arrangement.

-good trade later.-

Yes. Noah was the first drunkard; but it
water which drove him to the bowl.

st feet.S.

■

sever**

d>

.M.x*"M(.
I

It is the intentio'n. if possible. :•• arrange l’ora grand international regatta for
doth salt and fresh water yachts during
the Exposition.
Chicago lias as tine a
water front as am
city in the world, and
ra< es eouhi lie easily held in sight of hundreds of thousands of spertotors. Foreign
>athts an reach Chicago by wa\ of the
WVlland canal without great difficulty. It
is proposed to provide huge prizes and
make pei feet arrangements so that yachtsmen will heroine
deeply interested in tin*
project. The Cleveland. O.. yacht club
and its founder, Kx-Mayor Ceorge W.
Cardner. are taking the lead in the mat-

■

m.:

will close out

Overcoats

was

Buck leu’s

we

give

I liad catarrh of the head and throat for
live years. 1 used Ely's Cream Balm, and
from the first application I was relieved.
The sense of smell, which had been lost, was
restored after using one bottle. I have found
the Balm the only satisfactory remedy for
catarrh, and it has effected a cure in my
ease.
H. L. Meyer, Waverly, X. Y.

Staples, proprietor.

a.

tlie season advances,

Springs

AND NOBBY.

We are not learning the business and making our customers
pay for our experience,
but have an established trade anil well-bought stock. We are
willing to give our custouiers a good trade now, and
every one who buys now will contribute to
ns a

The

SECRET SO( 1ETIES.

The model of the ••Victory," Nelson's
celebrated Hag-ship, will he brought to the
Imposition liy Manager Abud of the l’linee
ol‘ Wales' theatre. London.
A part model
of the “VictorV atti-neted much atten•, ‘•11 at tin* recent
royal naval exhibition.
Mi. Abud is now completing the model so
that it will represent exactly ami completely he famous old war ship, which
now lies in Portsmouth harbor.

-ome

dailx at lo.;io

Fair Notes.

World's

NEW, NICE

Spring

sweet

the Board of Agriculture these facts
Catholic, lower Court Street, Rev. Father
obtained:
(Jarritv, of AYinterport, pastor. Services at
10
a.in.
stock is reported in good condition and
STAGES WITH U. S. MAIL.
in nearly every country young stock lias
Camden, via. Lincolnville Beach, Northbeen kept growing during the winter.
A
and East Northport: E. C. Freeman,
very large proportion water their stock in ]»ort
Arrives daily at 12 noon : leaves
the yards, but it is a noticeable fact that proprietor.
at 2 p. m.
the practice of leaving the animals exposCentre Lincolnville, via. Orange and East
ed to wind and storm is very generally Belmont ; A. P. Knight, proprietor.
Arcondemned, thus indicating the advance rive* daily at 12 noon: leaves at 5 j». m.
made over the old-time practices.
Liberty, via So. Montville, Searsmont an
An increased acreage in grain, especial- Belmont Oeu. B. J>yer, proprietor. Arrives
at 11 a. in. : leaves at 1.45 p.m.
daily
ly mixed grain, is indicated, the belief
East Knox. Morrill
Freedom, vi;i
being quite generally expressed that this and Poor’s Mills:Knox,
Rnbie Mears, proprietor.
can be grown at less than the present marArrives daily at 11 a. m.; leaves at 1 p. m.
ket rates.
Hoed crops will he about the
North Searsport. via Sxvanville; (Jen. W.
same as last year, with an increased fallNickerson, proprietor. Arrives daily at 12
ing off in potatoes. An increase in yellow noon : leaves at 1 p. m.
Stockton Springs, via. Searsport: W. F.
corn, oats, peas and barley is promised.
Blown, proprietor. Arrives daily at i».J0 a.
Only ordinary methods in road building m.,
and 5.50 p. m., leaves post-otfice at 10 a.
are reported, the road machine doing the
m. and Railroad station at 0.50 p. m.
(Time
hulk of the work in many towns.
A few
subject to changes of railroad time table.)
sections report increased appropriations,
EXPRESS LINES.
and others are making the highway tax a
Liberty Express from Liberty, West Searsmoney tax, with a road supervisor to exmont, North Searsrnont and Belmont. J. C.
pend the same.
proprietor. Arrives daily at 11 a. m. :
Necessary steps do not seems to betaken Fuller,
leaves at 2.5o ji. m.
toward teaching the sciences relating to
Staples's
Expn *s from Stockton Springs,
agriculture in the public school*.
via.
Jessie

ihree

<

As

“I cant't help but rejoice on account of
your downfall,” said the young grass to the

by

ng

mi 1 1 ii:looked

^ALL

lrgly and Hateful,
but l couldn't help it. Everything went
with
and T thought I hadn’t a
me,
wrong
friend in the world: dyspepsia caused this,
and for months 1 couldn’t eat anything, and
just suffered in misery till I used Sulphur
Bitters. Three bottles cured me.—D. Jnv'is.
22 Boidoiu Street. Boston, Mass.
2w20

are

yeai
The front
bring al»,.111 the house.
is
open, ami a woman stood just
She w as gray-haired and **hardNew England,
as tlu*\ say in
straight calico skirt blew in the
She didn't look at the train as it
but was busy with a trowel in a
• i. li .»f blown earth under the wili-

.•hi

Boston £ Bangor 11 Co.

A woman sometimes forgets that she has |
immortal soul, but she never forgets that ;
she has a complexion.
an

Spring rain.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
every
plants.
day at 7.45 a. m for lslesboro and Belfast. Lynn, Mass., are giving away a beautiful
3.
Other things being equal, the earliillustrated book, “(iuide to health and EtiCHURCHES.
ness and productiveness of tomatoes is in
quette.” Ladies should send their address
Baptist, High street, ltev. John F. Tilton, and stamp for copy.
direct proportions to t he earliness of setpastor. Breaching service at 10.45 a. m.,
ting in the tield.
We call the dear creatures “daisies” beSunday. Sunday School at 12. Christian En4.
Trimming plants after a part of deavor meeting at b.JO p. m. Prayer meet- cause they raise the mischief with the fresh
the fruit had set, increased the yield by ing at 7.JO p. m. Thursday evening prayer young blades.
more than one-third.
meeting at 7.JO.
Ministers, Public Speakers, Singers,
Congregationalist, corner of Market and and
The best varities for general use apevery one using their voice wiil tind
High streets. Rev. K. J'. Hack. ]>astor. Adamson's Botanic
pear to be Ignotum, Perfection. Beauty.
Cough Balsam an indisat 10.45. a. m.
.School at
Preaching
Sunday
Prelude.
and
Golden Ouccii.
pensable preventive. It immediately stops
possibly
12 m : pl ayer meeting or lecture at 7.JO p. m.
that
not
dry,
are
husky
feeling and cures every
extensively grown
Egg plants
Methodist, Miller street, Rev. S. E. llansin Maine, but the varieties recommended eom, pastor. Prayer meeting at 0. a. in.: form of cough or cold. iOc. and o5e.
for homo use are Early Dwarf Purple, and preaching service at 10.JO a. m.: Sunday
“How is y• >ur new bran ?”
“Oh, lie promEarly Long Purple. (For a full discussion 0School at 12 noon ; young people’s meeting at ises well.” *•< Jet liiiu to write, my dear, get
m.
and
p.
general prayer meet ing at 7 p. in. him to write.”
of these experiments see lleport Maine
I
Church street.
No preaching
Experiment Station, Part 111, 1SP1. pp. S3- at nitarian,
Tlie proprietors of Ely’s Cream Balm do
present.
q:;.)
Unixersalist, corner of Court and Spring not claim it i> l„- :i .ure-all, dut :l lemedy
for catarrh, olds in the head and hay fever.
Rev.
streets.
Myra
Kingsbury, pastor.
Oil Maine Farms.
Preaching service at 10.45 a. m.: Sunday It is not a liquid or a snull. is easily applied
It gives relief at once.
School at 12: Young People's meeting at 0 into the nostrils.
50c.
In response to the May bulletin issued p. m.: lecture at 7.50 p. m.

follow

!n*

It is not what its proprietors say, but what I
Hood’s Sarsaparilla does, that makes it sell,
and wins the confidence of the people.
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ioieuf turns.
Electric
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so

remedy
popular
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so
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new

dear—dear Ethel."
A

Fatal

“Ethel,

F.

and
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PALMER’S.

Carriage Trimmings

1

elegant line of stylish

SOFT &

tliint in that line,

ROBBINS,
37 Main

i!

STjFF
—

HATS.

BUY-

1

i

Street, Belfast.

JfiEV/lLCqX

WOOD <£ SON.

CARRY

MARK WOOD &

|
j

THE

SON,

LARGEST

LINE OF-

AMERICAN MARBLE

Phoenix

!

Row,

near

Phenix House.

tfS

L.

1

FERDINAND

W.

Manufacturers, Jobbers and

&

Retailers

CO„

of

Yacht, Canoe and Boat Builders’ Hardware,

nervous

BLOCKS, CORDAGE, I'AINTS

Send

for Catalogue

j

Team and

|

hill has been !
House by the

at

my stable,

day except Sundays.

EjPDon't buy until you
Also

a

B »«tou, M

see

th

in.

good assortment of

1

FINE CARRIAGES!
At Low Prices.

C.

|

(HEWXSTOCK)
-OF-

For Capes.

Beaver, Monkey, Cape Seal, Nutria, B'ool Seal and Coney.
These we have in stock in all sizes, or can obtain
any kind of a fur garment for you at the very lowest price.
A good cape once bought
you have a
good, comfortable garment for years, and they are
to be the most popular garment worn the
year
round. You will have one sooner or later, ami the
sooner the cheaper.
Three years ago Heaver and
< >tter were
eighteen i. IS (dollars, now they are sixty
d'Ui; these and other popular furs will, like the
Buffalo, in a few years be extinct. You cannot
raise fur on trees or manufacture it. it must grow
on the backs of wild animals and seals. Furs have
been the popular garments of Russia and Canada
for all time, and the people of this country are to
adopt the same for all time to come.
Yours

C.

1

3ml8
iss.

HAMILTON.

Searsport, April 20, 1892.—3ml7*

House for Sale.
Estate of the l.« t. HABHISO.N
MAlloNEA.
n
Nnrthpnrt AveBelfast, consisting of house,
E. '-amaue In-use. I>arn, and one
half acre of land
The buildin us are all in tirst-class e<unlit inn.
The h>eat ion is
'•poll the finest avenue in the ii\. and commands
ill entire view of Bel fast ha\.
The estate will be
sold for cash, or half cash, and balance, with
inortirajic at low rate ot interest, for a term of
rears.
Apply at house.
MBS s VB.V11 S. MAIHiNEV,
Or E. II. MAIIONEA
Admr.,
Wtf
tii Cross St.. Boston, .Mass.
nue.

<

SEARSPORT MAINE.
Will be shown any

NA\ AL STOKKS.

8t.,

Driving

HORSES
On hand and l'or salt*

AM)

‘JOTFedernl

15 HRSTCLASS15

The condition of the throat of the Prince
of Wales is causing some alarm in England.

In the Massachusetts House Thursday
the finance committee reported “ought to
pass” on the Cape Cod canal bill. Bartlett, of Lowell, Shute, of Malden and Jenkins, of Welltieet dissent.

and every

An

Remember

To select from to be found in the city, and our prices are as low as can he found in the State.
We have some NEW and ELEDANT DESIDXS in PLAIN and
AKVED WORK,
which we invite your attention to. If you are in need of anything in our line rail on us and
We also handle the HKI) SWKHK and K'OrC’H (iKA.MTKi, and in
we will save you money.
fact we keep everything usually found in a first-class marble shop. ^gr^Cnll and get our
prices before buying,

mistake

The secretary of tin* navy ordered the
York town, Mohican, Adams and Push to
sail from Port Townsend immediately for
the Behring Sea.

| WHIPS, HALTERS

Finished ITALIAN A

Generalities.

fisheries.

-*

rern

-OF-

The present granite strike costs the National Cutters Union $800 a day.

on

ami will

"i.I

MARBLE WORKS

my

from the stomach and
are
oi little consequence.
Dr. Franklin
Miles, the noted Indiana specialist, has
proven the contrary in his new hook on
“Heart Disease,” which may he had free at
K- H. ..ly's Drugstore who guarantees
and recommends Dr. Miles unequaled New
Heart Cure, which has the largest sale of
It cures
any heart remedy in the world.
nervous and organic heart disease,
short
breath, fluttering, pain or tenderness in The
arm
or
faintside,
shoulder, irregular pulse,
ing, smothering, dropsy, etc. His restorative Nervine cures headache, tits. etc.

committee

ORDER

IN
lean- •!,.■

HAS V CHA I It in any style of frame.

At the Wadlin Store,

come

The Lapham menhaden
adversely reported to the

or

A.

MARK

Mistake.

Physicians make no more fatal
than when they inform patients that
heart troubles

in a

Repairing

-WE

bonnet cost S7.V

his arms)

NOW

make N EW TICKS
>lmrt rime. ! can make vmi

\\.

A GOOD HARNESS FOR $11.

Succeed.

Some fail because of
satisfactorily
want of luck, hut the
poor health,
majority from deficient grit—want of nerve.
They are nervous, irresolute, changeable,
easily get the blues and “take the spirits
down to keep the spirits up," thus wasting
money, time, opportunity and nerve force.
J here i* nothing like Restorative Nervine,
discovered by the great specialist. Dr. Miles,
to cure all nervous diseases, as headache,
the blues, nervous prostration, sleeplessness,
neuralgia, St. Vitus dance, tits, and hysteria.
rl rial bottles and tine book of testimonials
free at R. H. Moody’s Drug store.

“Dick, my
(taking her in

.«< new.
von

despatch HARNESSES of nil grades in stockI make to order Harnesses from SIT to $60.

I

men-

solve.
others

Ethel

an."I

'lone with neat..essam!

known

special

This is the great problem of life which few

Dick

a-

*

"I see most of your hair is
gone," said
Brown tn Burton. “Yes,” replied Burton,
“it left for parts unknown."
How

mail,

^Harness

All who ha\e
Electric Bitters j
sing the same song ol praise.—,\ purer ined- ;
ieine does not exist and it is guaranteed to ;
do all that is claimed
Electric Bitters w ill
cure all diseases ot the River and Kidnevs,
will remove Dimples, Boils, Salt Rheum,
and affections caused by impure blood.—
Will drive Malaria from the system and
prevent as well as cure all Malarial fevers.—
For cure of headache, Constipation and Indigestion try Electric Bitters—Entire satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.—
Drive oO ets. and SI 00 per bottle at R. H.
Moody's 1 >rug store.
tion.

In-

Bitters.

becoming
to

-hi

Any Style of COUCH

"harmless crank" is one that runs the
grindstone by the aid <-l ;t b, y. It !S not
A

subject

MATTRESS WORK IS

tTl.c>

:

Truly,

B. F. WELLS.
Belfast,

April 7. 1802.—14tf

Fire &

Burglar Proof

SAF£iS.
First-class reliable safes with all late improve
nents.
All si/.es lor sale low b\
lotf
FKFD ATVI'OUI), Wlnterport, \le.
losei’11

Williamson,
Notary l’nldic.

1

.Ins.

Williamson, ,|rm
a specialty.

| Collections

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON,
Attorneys & Counsellorsat Law
Olllces Over American

Express office,

ESTA ULISH Kl»

181b.

Belfast.
1

yi'l

Capt. C. A. Whittier arrived
York by train Friday evening.

Jiinery

from

Young has removed

house

the shore

oil

road

Mr.

fall

New

|

East Searsmont. School is district No. 3
began Monday under the instruction of Miss
Fannie Tootliaker. Miss Esther Clement is
teaching on the Muzzy Kidge.Clara
Welch, of Belfast is in town, the guest, of

to

lo

Clara Mahoney_The East Searsmont post
office is the proud posessor of a new signMillie St. Clair is in town... .The bobolinks

the

Belfast.

have

Schooner Lizzie Lane was towed to BanWednesday, to load lumber for New

come

plant their

and it is

now

j

j
j

prevailed from the British Provinces and the
South, with little prospect of any change for
PORT OF BELFAST.
the better in the near future, owing to the
ARRIVED.
liberal supply of seeking tonnage and the
May 11, sell. Henry Whitney, Sailers, Ban- increasing competition from steamers. The
ex-

Riverside Avenue.
Eugene Blanchard
begun his milk route at Sandy Point....
Miss Ethel Beach, of Searsport, began our

pected to be present and will deliver a
lecture during the meeting (The program is
published in full in another column. [Ed.
Journal).... Memorial Services are to he
held at the F. B. Church May ‘2Utli at 10
o’clock a. m. Memorial sermon by the pastor.
The Geo. A. Davis post of Brooks
is invited to attend and dinner will be served at the vestry by tin* ladies of Thorndike
for all visiting comrades.... School in Dist.
No. 7 began last Monday, Miss Gertie Cun-

has

James Parse, who lias been tirst officer of
the bark Edward Cushing, is at home on a

term of

summer

vacation.

demand for Petroleum tonnage continues
ceedingly light, for both barrels and cases,
and rates are irregular and, to a considerable extent, nominal. The enquiry for general cargo vessels for distant voyages is likewise small with practically no change from
the low quotations that have lately prevailetl.
Naval fcttore freights continue very aim
SAILED.
but nominally steady.
The advance in YelMay 11, sell. Fannie & Edith, Ryan, Ban- low Pine Lumber freights from the South to
gor; E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
the West Indies, noted last week, is sustainMay 10, seh. Odell, Wade, Boston: Sarah ed, but a limited supply of vessels in the
L. Davis, Jones, New Y«»rk ; Henry Whitney, right position and a discrepancy of views as
between owners and charterers.
Outward
Sullers, New York.
Southern Coastwise freights are uncommonAMERICAN PORTS.
dull
Colliers
eastward
are
and
steady.
ly
New York, May 12. Arrived selis. Sarah about
holding their own, currant rates to
D. J. Rawson, French, Mobile; Nellie S. Boston and
"
75 cents
vicinity remaining (.50
Piekering, Keene, Savannah; Susie 1*. Oli- from local shipping points, 80 a 85 cents
ver.
Snare, Macons; Willie L. Newton, from Philadelphia, and !H) from Baltimore.
Coombs, Fernandina: Lester A. Lewis. Bur- Charters: Bark Carrie L. Tyb-r, New York
gess, Amboy for Bangor: Id, arrived ships to Buenos Ayres, general cargo, p. t. Sell
Iroquois. Nickels, Liverpool; R. R. Thomas, Cyrus Hall. Brunswick to New Haven, lum- I
Nichols, Hong K-nig: hrig Katahdin, Bath; her, >5. Sell. Eli/a .1 Pendleton, Perth i
selis. Paul Seavey, Belfast: cleared sell. LizAmboy to Portsmouth, coal 75 cents. Sell. I
zie B. Willey, Rivers. Pascagoula : 14. arrived
Henry Clauson, Jr., Philadelphia to (ilousell. Noromhega, Armstrong, Apalachicola :
eestor, coal S'_VJ5.
Brig Katahdin, Perth
Id.
arrived seh. Heiirx
Crosby, Stubbs,; Amboy to Bangor, coal, so cents. At San
Guantanamo; hi, arrived ships S. i*. Hitch-! Francisco, ship Susquehanna, for Cork,

Tlie Waldo County TeachThorndike.
Association will bold its semi-annual
session at Harmon’s Hall May *.7 and‘28th.
Dr. Luce lour State Superintendent is ex-

corn.

school, May 9....Sunday

night, the 8th, river thieves stole from E.
Partridge two Hat bottomed punts—the small
one painted green, the larger one lead color
er Wednesday.
—ami a coil of rigging. Any intelligence of
Cyrus N i' le >ls. who lias been seeond officer them would be gratefuly received by him... j
<•1 ship K. R. Thomas, arrived from New
The steamer Little Buttercup, Capt. B.
York Monday.
A rev, leaves Fort Point, every morning for
Bangor and returns early in the evening tak- ningham, of Troy, teacher.
Harrs Cross, who has In-ell in the employ
C". fur several years, is at
ing passengers and light freight, whenever
f R. H. White
Mrs. Christopher Nutter has
Palermo.
signaled.
home for a short t inie.
cock. Gates. Liverpool; Manuel Llaguna.
hecii quite sick with the grip and erysipelas
Smalley. San Franeiseo; seh. Ahbie C. ;
Frederick P. ii'ih i"ii lias gone \ ■» Ham.Mr. (1. J. Palmer and
Mr. Baxter, of i)\iuuy, but is gaining now.
Sam>\ Point.
Stubbs, Coombs. Brunswick.
o 111 e 111
man. "I" 1111., ilini
p 1; 11 e s el 11 erillg the
Boston. May 10.
Arrived selis. Yale.
Mass., railed upon friends here last week. family moved to Pittston last week....Tin*
Coombs, Philadelphia: Roger Moore, Mil-j
drv uoods business in tluit city.
II. is traveling in the interest of the granite summer school began Monday in district No.
II. Barbour, F!« t<her, j
11.me
ler, Aitovunder the instruction of Mrs. Stella NelM r. Lewis 11 >pkins has moved out
•a a ks.
Chiidreii.-s' 11:;;.. Jim. 12th. will be observed
Mayaguez : 14, eleared selis. IleN n G. Muse11U l'h b\ SjM-eial Ser- of F. K. Perkins house, and ( It urge IL ath son.... Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin visited her ley, Holt, .Matanzas: Star of the Sea, Hopul ill. ( "llgn gllliolu: I
sailed selis. Wile, Bal- |
in....Mrs. Lucinda F. Ilarriman mother, Mrs. T. S. Hatch, ol Centre Moitt- kins, Port Royal: 14,
i(ni the morning and cuin-ert ai tin- even- has in.
t imore ; Da;, i ig’it, Phi ladelphia ; arrivetl s- h. j
.Mrs.
from Sonua x iile vii le, last week.... Blanche Nelson, the two

Mary l>ecro, who has been at Foxboro,
Mass., during the winter, returned by steam-

;

gor; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, Islesboro.
May 13, sell. Louisa Francis, Thorndike,
Portland.
May 14, sch. Mary Farrow, Condon, Boston ; M. E. Crosby, White, Nantucket:
Fannie & Edith, Ryan, Bangor; Odell,Wade,
Bangor; Win. Slater, Small, New York.

ers'

gor

York.

Lincolnville Beach and went to work to
put it into first class shape during the winter.
He made the house as good as new, and has
leased it to Mr. 0. J. M. Merrifield, formerly
of the Fiske House at South Hope. Mr. M.
has furnished the house nicely and is now
at

ready for business.

time for farmers to

Timber trades of the low rates that have

NEWS.

SHIP

Williston

Grinnell, of Camilen, bought the Beach house

Ship K. K. Thomas arrived in New York,
May 12th—102 days from Hong Kong.
(1. W. Hamilton, C. (I. Carley and W. (1.
Young left by train for Boston, Monday.
Robert W.

Last

Lixcolxville.

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

Searsport Locals.

I lavrc

or

A

utxverp

A TELEPHONE TALK.
Hello, Mr. Wholesale Druggist! Send me ten gross of ALLEN’S Sarsaparilla by express, at once
J hat s a
pretty big order, Mr. Retailer. You never sent us anythinglike it before.
Retailer. Good reason why; never handled any medicine that there was such a demand for. The
people in my town are just wild over ALLEN’S SARsA PARILLA.
Wholesaler. Is that so? What is the cause of the big rush?
Retailer Cause enough, 1 should say. It cured old Deacon Perkins of his rheumatism that's k-;
him about bedridden for the last 10years. Then Mrs. Thompson says it cured her daughter’s life
hi
had suffered from female, weakness fora longtime. It has made a great record too. in cases of Srrofi

Kidney and Liver Troubles, Sick Headache, and all diseases ot the Hlood and Stomach. 1 ts guaranteed to cm
and does it too.
.Wholesaler. That’s all right, hut ymi’d l -t; *r let me send v u some other kind of Sarsaparilla
1 here are two others just as good, and you « in make m- r- «o them t>
V es, 1 understand, but it w m'ld
J’hose
Ii•
t r.i.ni ■! m .-cal fed Sarsaparilla are gone
i*
A ELEN’S lias caught on, and 1 want the kind that e "•
oil n
I an do far better selki
A EEEN’S than ;m\ other kind. nr, .urn,• the sal. ar- mo: «!. bourn.
1
;c.
I'hty're not ju-»t.<«
I.-<
good’’ as ALl.EN’S, i-ither, Mr. Wholesaler, and\
f I,
Wholesaler. That's very .true, Mr. R. ui. r.
very glad lo sei.d wh..: y
wi«h. only the telephone is working a little badly tin
i:.;ik:
1 wanted to be sure that 1
stood just what you wanted, I'll take care of it. <'»« <:•!
Nold by ail
Fkimn SOc.
**

..

<

at ISs 0d.

THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA C0„

..

■

■

<

:ii«! her

Bond,

lu-iiT,

James 1! i i. ie-q R
Selis. 'riiomas W.

an.

>

week... A. B. French,
.e.'tbig \vi!i bf belli 1 MS. arrived last
:«
Plain, was in t<>\vu last week..
(Thursday) afternoon, at the Cong’l. par^ou\

tennis cill''

of

.lama-

vears

daughter of Watts Nelson,

old

narrow-

11; 1
<

■

Belfast: Id, arrived
Siiertnan. Carde-

•.

Hraneh

BORN.

■

Office,

J

lil:c K LTT. Ill Friendship. May
u. Mr. and
Mr- Win I >«.*«• ket t. a daughter Amy Belie.
(TM)AIUS. in South I’liomast.hi. May 7, i«> Mr.
and Mis F. I >. Ci tombs, a da lighter
1.1,1.IS. in Belfast, May IJ.lAIr and M
\.
'... F.llis. a daughter
II A/I i.l'i \F. In Sea ill-'. Washington May 11.
Mr. and Mr.-. Ben lla/.eltinc. a son.
I.i IV..
In Boeklaml. Mav s, to M
and Air-.
I e.mard W
Dweii Long, a -.m
All KI 11 \
In Friend-hi;.. May 7.
Mr. and
Mrs. f rank Murphy a son.

yr.’Jtc
\ 1 .1 >' > S'.1, I«..
It,
mrt
11
I. -i. *:i
In1 -.
.ml I ie-da\
M
SVMl 1.1. ixiXhShl i;\
\<l minis! ra; <,i
»■-!ai<■ ■
i:»
i r vitek sox.
;,
m
said ('nuiit;.
de.eaI, ha', ine. pre-e;
tit-i nee.hiut -i administration <*i -aid
allowance
Ordered. That loti.-e there..r he ni\,
weeks sm essi eh
in tin
liej
-aid
it 111
thal
1*1 lined III lie I fast,
interested in;.
att. ml .n a i'rohate (
held at lie!last, on the second Tu. sda\‘
next, and -low ean-e. il ;m\
hey liavi
said ae,'muit should not he allowed.
(il-.n. i: .lOHXSoX
A true a 1 »y
\ ttesf
II. >11
1* It);

,o

■ ■

...

■

1

I.DO SS. ill < "in m I'rnhate. In
last..hi tiie second Tuesday
f \|
IAN X 11. (i CAliTEK. Admini-t rat ri
tate *»f EKED 1. ( AKTEH. latent Kelt
County, deceased, having presented In
count -if administration ..f -aid e-tai*

..

UrA

Male red. That not i. e tiler* ,*t l*e
wed
sue. essiveiv
in
lie 11cp111,1 •,
printed in I tel fast, in said ( ..iii.i .. I;
interested nu\ attend at a l*r<.'hate
..:r
held at Itelta-t. .,u the second t'im-<in
next, and -low cause, if ant tin s ha\e
said a. ei.unt should lot he allowed.
OEo. E. .lolIXSOX. 1
A t rue copy. Attest
|t<m \
p | n
|, p
<

ieading

to

Main
To

provement

the appearance of

Adams,

E. C.

bv

and

'wn.

street, which is

a

roar.

fence

great

Arbor Day was quite extensively observed here. Tile schools were closed,
and tin- scholars enjoyed the beautiful day.
Many people set, out shade and fruit trees.
Hon. J. B. Stearns set bis entile crew of
I’amdkn

im-

the lot.

Bangor, spent Sunday in
invitation accompanied the
of

mgregaf ional choir with his cornet, which
was a great addition.
As a response after
prayer Air. Adams, a>onipanied by the or-

t

gan.

played

quiet

which

m\

dian programme in tlm

dist Church to-night.

(i -d

and the

I"

\ est r\

of the .Metho-

special feature of
die entertainment will lie the unveiling of
'Hiawatha" the famous ,\ork of art hy the
atMiss I >olly Smith, which
ailed forth
A

tion

ii

at (.do.

at

tin-

out trees.

to

last Thursday evening by Miss
Charlotte T. Sibley, of Belfast, on The CasThe lecture

early in the

season..

Mark

this

season.

next

or a

Cottages

will

probably

come

hotel.

Tkoy. Mr. M. F. Hammond and wife v isEngland, was well attended and
singularly interesting. The young lady lec- ited in Albion last week, Mr. Hammond
turer receives endless complements on her
will leave for Dover, New Hampshire, Monscholarly makingup of the lecture and its day where he is to build a house. Mrs. Hamharming delivery. The views or illustra- mond and son Georgie will remain until the
tions show n by a stei'opt iean lantern were house is completed.... Mr. Chester Hillman
v cry good indeed.
and family have moved on to the place reThe new steamer Yinalhaveii has taken cently bought of Mr. Hammond-L. J.
Sanderson has bought, a mate lor bis colt of
•ui in the past two weeks very much the
apMr. George Woods....Mr. Abner Hodgdon
pearance of a steamer. The workmen have got.
the engine and boiler in place the. smoke stack j is having quite a sale in fruit trees in this
vicinity. Mr. Reuben Rhoades has just
up. and the joiners have nearly completed
The work on the houses, while work on the placed 70 apple trees and t hree pear trees in
■

me

orchard.... Mrs. .Jos. Estes is at
work for Mr. E. J!. I’arkman, of I'nity...
his

orrespond. Every

seafaring community are good
judges—is positive that the boat will
prove a fast one, ami t hose engaged in putting in the machinery, as they observe the

fine

powers of the construction of the
gear, are sure the force wili not be
mg.

immense

driving

....The young

want

quite sick.

NoKTH

SKA Jasmin

child of Will Larrabee’s is

Bkumoxt.

Mr.

1

supper was served. There were live tables
laden with a bountiful repast, to which all

justice. After supper the entire company marched to the hall, yvliere both old
and young enjoyed a very pleasant time
dancing to music by S. B. Jlarriman, of
did

Mr. and Mrs.

Mardeii received

very uselul and valuable

hiding

a

silver

Mrs. Henry

in-

presents,
butter dish from Mr. and

Beal,

Mr. and

Mrs.

Eli West

and Josiah

Nickerson; one-half do/., silver
fruit knives from Mrs. James Nickerson, of
Everett,
Mrs. (>. B.

glass set from Mr. and
Patterson, of Syvanville; one-half

Mass.:

do/, silver spoons from Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred
Mardeii, of Pittslield : one silver napkin ring
from

Misses Minnie and Lillie Ellis; 2 glass

cake dishes from Miss Mary Cunningham;
decorated clock from Capt. and Mrs. Frank

Mardeii; necktie,

Mrs. <).

M.Heagan;

one

linen shirt from Mr. and Mrs. F. IJ. Harriliian ; bainpiet lamp from James O. Patterson ; a one dollar bill from H. P. Marr; tyvo
dollars from Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marten ; one
spring rocking chair from the following perMatv-tipt. l. it. Nickerson, Win. (
thews, Geo. E. Chapin, C. O. Fernahl, G. C.
Seayey, Lorenzo Harris, J. M. Nickerson,
8. 1). Flood, Alvin Ellis, Frank Stearns and
Unfits Bartlett; one easy chair from the following: Hon. A. E. Nickerson, F. H.
Cleaves, A. S. Nickerson, H. 8. Dam, H. M.
Chase, H. O. Nickerson, J. Wilbeit Nickerson, Geo. T. Nickerson, Silvanus Nickerson,
Clark.M.Marden, Wallace Cunningham, C.
C. Marden and W. E. Nickerson. The gifts
were presented by Hon. A. K. Nickerson,
who made a very appropriate speecli which
was responded to by thanks from Mr. Marden.
sous:

looked upon

as a

great

plates with holes

seed

improvement,

j

in

on

ion i:i<;n

j

the class of ’92 will occur June
Mr. Frederick H. Moses, the Bueksport florist, has commenced to ship flowers
and plants to his Bar Harbor greenhouses.
-Mr. ihos. hj. Shea arrived from Boston
on the steamer Lewiston
Friday noon, and
during the afternoon received the congratulations of many of his friends upon his enexercises of
—

gagement to one of the most popular young
ladies of Belfast. Mr. Shea was here to
look after his cottage, north of the village,
which he expects to occupy in a few weeks,
to pass the summer with the many friends
he has made while here in the past_Dr. J.
John Page returned home from passing the
winter on the Pacific coast by Saturday’s
boat, and was heartily welcomed by his
many friends who were pleased to see him
enjoying such apparently good health.

Spain. May 2. Arrivetl
Pecker, Hall Washington, ! >. C.
MAI; INK

!

Fowler, patent ttorney of this village. The
A. ('. Crockett and L. !
planter sells for ss.
L. Prescott have both begun on the founda-

preached

<;

A. it.

art*

here

Sunday, May

the
present and all

All comrades of

expected

tola*

land

Comrades

limits

then

from the four towns within

requested

to be

present at

our

meeting to take the Hags required for
localities.. Rev. (bo. E. Tufts will

preach
l’n

are

at

Liberty

TSMKi.o.

next

Sunday morning.

‘A Rainbow Fair”

given

was

here last week by the •'Builders’’ connected
with the F. B. Church. It was well attended, much enjoyed by all. and was a great,
success
were
ors

in every

arranged

of the

to

The

tables

fancy
respect.
represent the different col-

rainbow,

and the attendants

were

The tables
occupied all of one side of the hall under the
gallery: and the calc, where food <»f various
arr

ived

in costumes

to

match.

kimis

was

amount of money has been raised to insure
the erection of the new mill, and several
new houses are going up in that
locality in
anticipation of the demand for rents_Mr.
Jl. C. Pooler has laid the foundation for a
tine resilience on his lot near the new
parsonage.... W. H. Howe, photographer, has
been very sick with la grippe. Mr. A. 11.
Cornforth has also been quite sick, but both
are better-Rev. Dr.
Penney, of Augusta,
preached at the F. It. Church, Sunday_
The M. C. I. base ball club have come off
victorious in several games with other clubs
from abroad and are very much
elated, but
no more so than some of our citizens who
are
interested in the game_Fiske &
Thompson, proprietors of the Laney House,
keep horses to let and to sell, and they sold
seven in one lot one
day last week.

Olive

seh.

XI IS. EI.LA NY.

D. Carlton, \mesburx,
Spoken. Ship
lrom Philadelph.ia for San Eraueisco, Aoril
14. lat. d.i N. Ion. 40 W.
Bark R. A. C. Smith, Hooper, rmn Philadelphia arrived at St. Jago. Cuh i, April 20,
hav ing made the run from Delaware Capes
> t hat
porl in 10 dax s.
apt 31. I. ( alter ol dockland, win* was
anuouum-d to have purchased a -upturn's interest ni brig Ernestine, lias changed his
plans, and lias taken eouiiuand of schooner
Jennie (I. Billsbury.
( apt. Frederick \V.
Johnson has bought three-eighths of the
Ernestine and will command In r.
Steam whaling hark Navare'i, owned by
William Lewis of Bedford, was launched
Inst week at Bath by Kelley &
Spear. She
measures 14*2.S in
length, 2.1.1 width, and
l(».s in depth: gross tonnage, 200 tons. She
was built
expressly for whaling, and will lie
commanded by Capt. Whites de, ol New
Bedford. She has a Bath Iron Works engine
and a steam windlass, and will lie read.\ for
sea June 1.
She cost SO,”>,000, s fitted’with
all modern appliances, and wi I steam nine
knots.
10sAs i'eks, etc.
Ship I*. B. Thomas,
Nichols, at New York from Hong Kong, reports May 11, had a gale from S to SW, lasting 12 hours, during which lost foresail and
main upper topsail.
.Sell Noromhegn, Armstrong, at New York from Apalachicola, re
ports May 11 a gale was encountered
violent squalls of rain and tremendous
during which shipped large quantities of
water am! started deck load
.Sell. Fleetwood, Capt. Colson, of Boekland. is a total
loss oil Cape Cod. She had taken tire and
been abandoned by the crew She was bound
Irom Boekland to New York with a cargo ol
lime from M. Bankin A Son, who
together
with several others, owned the vessel.
The
argo was insured, with flu* exeoption of the
deck load of about 120 barrels
The mew
" **re tnkeii on board a
tishing schooner and
lan b »l at Brovincctown.
The Fleetwood
when last seen bore V.< miles northeast of
Xansct with pumps ehoked. The water was
up to the cabin floor and the smoke was
pouring out. She has probably burst open
and sunk.
!• KKitans. The
Freight Ciivuiar oi Bo .• n
N Co., New
York, reports for the week ending May 14:
he conditions of the freight
market remain substantially the saint as in
the recent past
-getieralis unfavorable t.o tin*
v,*ss,*l interest. There continues to be rather
more animation in the Bi er Bhite trade
than
in the other off-shore
departments, indicated
by The appended list of ebarters for Lumber,
ete.. but with an
ample sitpph of spot mid
Ui-ar-bx \ csstds, rates show no impro\ eiiieiit
A moderate
••mpiiry prevails in tin* I )eai a ml
S.

The

dispensed, with coffee, occupied
the opposite side of the lurtl
111 a corner
near the door, draped
with lace curtains,
very tastefully arranged, were the ice cream
tables.
All the fancy articles, both useful
whole Iannis t" Boston, where they will re- and ornamental, sold verv rcadilv and vv hat
few tl ings were left were sold at auction.
side. In taking this family away the school
district No. 2 loses one-fourth of its scholars. No guessing, no grab bags, mu* anything
Mr. E. S. Fletcher is a very
exemplary else of a like nature. An oil painting was
young man and we are sorry to part with the presented to Mr. Maefarlanc, in appreciation
lamily. He, as well as his brothers, Henry of his valuable services on that and other
Another "il painting was
and Alonzo, have situations oil the electric like occasions.
ears.
presented Rev. S. C. Whitcomb. Tin* drama
They go will, t he best w ishes of all.
“Past Redemption" was given the first *-vc 1115i « KseoiiT. The. following are the otViecrs
ling by local talent. It was finely rendered
and lass appointments of the senior class at and
highly appreciated. Music by Brack|
the
East Maine
Conference
Seminary: ! ett’s orchestra. The second evening the
President, Ethel (L Porter, West Oldtown: ! operetta, “Holden Hair," and the “Three
vice-president, Raymond McFarland, North Beans” was presented by seventy-live singLanminc: secretary, Adella F. Heath, Seal ers in which Prof.
Smiley, basso, and Mrs.
Cove: treasurer, Roland J. Wasgatt, East
Howes, soprano, of Skowhegan, were the
Dedham; orator, Paris E. Miller, Burling- leaders. It was a beautiful thing and all
ton: valedictorian, Mary McKay, Camden: the little children did
splendidly not a
historian, Archie Harrimaii, Orland; poet, single mistake among so many. Friday
Blanche M. Mansfield, Oroim: prophet,
evening a “Fancy Drill” by sixteen young
Lewis W. Hart, Holden. The graduation ladies was
highly applauded.. ..A sufficient
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in Dist. No. ;t, under the instruction of
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Miss Nettie 15. Marriner, who is one of "Ur
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.Mrs. James C<dcord,of BelI
lage. visited at it. Jl. Smart's last Sunday.
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The Hood Templars of this place had an ! 'laughters. Mrs. Delia Cunningham and Miss
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It was Abiuh Coloord.... Mr. Asa Allen wood, aged
92 years, and Mrs. Hannah Fletcher, widow
a success in
every particular.
Mr. dames E. Mardeii, of this plan*, cele- "1 the late Samuel Fletcher, aged 84 years,
arc both quite feeble..
The farm buildings
brated his doth birthday at his home Tues- |
of Mr. Albert Moody were total 1\
destroyed
afternoon
and
day
evening, May 10th, by
tire Friday afternoon.
The place was
giving a party to his relatives ami friends. by
formerly know n as the old M. B. Hunt farm.
Between ‘.Ml and 100 guests were present, the
Mr. E. S. Fletcher, son of Frank Fletchgreater number relatives. The occasion was
came from Boston, last week to move the
enjoyed very much by all. At six o'clock er',

some
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ex-soldiers are invited. The Memorial Day
services Monday May both will be conducted
quite a call for pasturing in this vicinity. Mr. Perley Noble and Mr. ,Jos. Hard- in the usual manner, viz., Decoration of
ing of Pittsfield^ were in town in pursuit >>1 graves in the various cemeteries in the foresome-Miss Della Jordan, of Wat.erville, noon ; Memorial address in the afternoon by
E. Littlefield, of Rockwho has been visiting in tow n, has returned. Attorney (buieral
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77 xears. 1 month and Jf. daxs.
II LBSIIA AI. In Bid last. Alay 15. Bridget ilei
sham, aged 7!' y ear- ami il mont li-.
IU'\I't»BD. In Brooks. Alay 1J. .lames S II11 \fold, aged SI y ears.
HATCH. South Deer l.-le Alax
apt. ci.ie.m
Hateh. aged S7 years. 7 months.
.I«»N < L.
In North llaxeu. May 7. Alary, wife «>l
Wm. Joy e. aged about tin.
KANL. In Bangor. Alay 1 J. Ala ry t race, dauglitei of Dominie .1. and Jennie Ktine. aged 4 year-.
5 months and ti dav-.
ot
.m-"ii p
AI At 1’..
In I.o- Catos
al.. Alax
tioti. Ali-- J une Fiance- Ala* e. umnge<i daughter
Abu e ag.-d 17
of All. B. II. and Air-. IT 11.ee- 1
ears.
All It 11111.1.. In Long Coxe. Si.
14. Lila, daughter of Air. ami Air-. \
aged 1 ea land, mont h

for fi\
the

Dressing Aluiuifnettired.

Delaware Breakwater, May 10.
Sailed Llewellxu N Drinkwater, aged about .".0 wars.
bark Yilora H. llopkins, Dow, Mat; uzas,
LBSK1NL. In Waldo. Alax li. Liiza .1 Lr-kine.
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aged .Ml years and •; months.
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The people of this vicinity

number account of the
setting
perfect manner in which it
of fruit and ornamental trees set out under does its work and its
simplicity and cheapI
bis supervision was about 200... The new ness.
It will drop all kinds of seeds, from
bote! at Lake City is
ist approaching coma turnip seed to yellow eyed beans, with an
pletion. Tin- frame is all up ami nearly cov- j exactness that is astonishing. We saw it
t-red and floors laid. A line piece of road lias j
drop fifty hills of beans, and there were just
been built by the rompan;, leading from the
four beans m each hill—no more, no 1< ss. It
main road to the hotel and the prospects will
drop the seed at any distance apart, from
now are that the house will be ready
for twoinehes to four feet.
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Viola Reppard Amh*rson, Brunswick,
ly escaped drowning a few days ago. She Ga.
: Brunette, K n« n
Searspoit.
Philadel i.jiia. May 10. Arrived seh. Ed_'e. ,ir i oYloek.
Intending members are re- Ik Merrill and son, of Brewer, made short was at play at the watering trough, which
ward H. Blake. Smith. Boston: 1
rleured
M r. Mansur, o! Ran- •was a halt hogshead tilled with water, and
isit here last week..
quested to be present.
She w as rescued l»y her bark J. \Y Dresser, l’arker, Cb-nfuegos : 10. |
ge)-, was down looking after his cottage,, fell in head first.
I'reemaii Mitlilvery Post, (I. A. II., is
arrived baric Grate Lynwood, (dikes, Malust week and is to have some painting and little sister, four years old....Kev. (ieo. K. tanzas; seh.
MARRIED.
Young Brothers, Snow, Bath:;
making preparati"ns for the ohservanee !
Rev. Mr. 11 oust oils’ Tufts will preach al Palermo next. Sunday
cleared bark Carrie E. Long, Stowers, Ha-;
other work done on it.
Memorial I>ay. in pursuauee of orders from
BFCK ('LA It K. I n < reenx die. .Max 7., Ll Buck
vana: sell. Edward 11. Blake, Smith, Ban->
and Dr. Fames' cottages have both been at '2 p. m. for Kev. (1. K. Kerry.
and Aliss Clara Clark.
National and department headquarters.
gor.
BCTI.LK BAKTI.LTT. In Brooklyn. N. \
May
Swanvili.k.
Col. Kell be u Smart is quite
painted recently... .Mrs. Chapin. Miss AnBaltimore, May 10. Cleared sell .James 11, Ldxvanl A. Butler, ot Boeklaml.
and Air-. L\a
AY. E. (irinneil is beginning to receive apnie Lord, and Miss Jennie French spent a
siek.... L. A. S. will meet at Cunningham's A Garfield, Fisher, Eleuthera.
A.
Bartlett, of Boeklaml.
plications for summer boarders. A large
In Dexter, April in.
CBAWFOBH MOW LB.
Bath, May 12. Arrived sell. James A.
day with Miss Bertha Doe, last week in Hall this (Thursday) afternoon.Among
Samuel W. Craxvford and AIi-js Ldith A. Mower,
number of young Indies from New York
Parsons, llowe, New York.
Winterport-Mrs. Stephen Smith has left the colts on parade Friday night the one
Bangor, May 12. cleared seh. Leonessa, both of I lextef.
have engaged rom.is and will arrive about
IIABBINtJTON sLLl.LBS. In t'nion. Vpril ::o,
for her home in New York.
driven by (ieo. T. Nickerson, Jr., was the Nash. New York: 14, arrived seh. Mary Ann Bert
lie middle of d line.
Harrington, ot South Thomaston, and Delma
MeCann. Perth Am box 10, arrived sell. R.
Max Sellers, of I tiion.
handsomest and the most speedy.
.The reF. Hart, Dodge. New York: Charlotte Fish,
Mokkili..
Mrs. George Erskine, of Waldo,
\Y E. < irinneil arrived last Eridav with a
JOHNSON 11 ASK LI. I.. In Brooks. Max 1J. at
mains
of Mr. Benjamin Patterson
were
Pendleton, Weehawkeii: Carrie E. Picker- the re-idetiee of Hiram Pattee. b\ Marcellus .1
only daughter of Deacon R. L. Daggett, of
f the finest horses ever landed here.
lot
Dow. Charles C. Johnson. of Brooks, and Ali—
brought here from Massachusetts Saturday ing, Marshall, South Amboy : William 'Hint, Annie
this
was buried in our village cemetery
town,
that
them
was
a
S. Haskell, of Monroe.
weighed
Among
large bay
Pendleton, Perth Amboy: Charlotte I ink.
for interment.
The services were lied at
It. W.
KLNNLY CLABK. In Boeklaml. May
last
.The
services
of
Mrs.
funeral
Pendleton.
Weehawkeii.
AV.
C.
Marw
To
i.TST lbs.,
hich has been sold
Friday...
d
Aeiinev. of New York, and Helen I.. Clark,
the church Sunday, Kev. J. A. Savage, ofSan Francisco, May 14. Cleared ship h r-*dCharles Brown, took place at the church last
shall & Co.. Belfast.
Boeklaml.
Last Friday, just at sunset, Jo- erick Billings, Williams, New York.
ficiating....
In
New
Haven.
MILLAY.
Conn..
NLWB.OBli
officiatBrunswick. May 10. Arrived sell. F;or-1 April Jt;. John C. Nexvl.org and Minnie L. Millax.
The east side of Swan Lake, situated in Sunday a. m., Rev. David Brackett
siali Nickerson entertained his neighbors and
cnee
.Rev. T. R. Hogue has moved bis famLillian. Smith, Caibarien.
both of South Thomaston.
friends with a pig race. It took all the men,
Searsport, is having quite a boom. The three ing.
oltDWAY BOBINSON. In Searsmout. Alay 17.
Darien, May 10. Arrived sell. Mary L.
to Lineolnville Beach and Dr. John Ham
buildings in process of construction, when ily
old women and little boys in the neighbor- Crosby, Williams, Noank.
by Bex. M. L. Bridgham. David F. Ordxvax and Alls.
A
son
has
moved
into
the
vacated
house....
Kuril
A. Bohinson. both of Camden. Me.
•••mpleted will make a total of twelve buildBucksville, S. (’.. May 14. Arrived seh. : SABDLN
hood to capture his swineship, although he
I TBLAT.
In Searsport. Alax 1J. by
and daughter of J. F. Sheldon have been
Alfaretta S. Snare, Smith. Boston.
B.c. Hariuitt. <Jeorge S. Sargent and Alary
ings in that locality.
Bex.
wasn't greased.
numerous
amid
Finally,
Mobile. May 10. Arrived seh. II. J. dot- | L. treat. both of Searsport.
sick with scarletina.... Mrs. Barak Hatch is
L.
Lev.
1). Evans, of Camden, will preach
shouts, squeals and yells, he was home by trell, Haskell, Havana: la, arrived sells, j WA LI. LB FITCH LB. In Alontieello. N V..
a sufferer from a earn er-J. R. Mears, D.
in the Cong'l Church next Sunday morning
the four legs (a man to each leg) to his own Waldemar, Leland, Port de Paix: Georgia j Alax 4. (Jeorge L. Waller and Leonora Piteher.
(). Bowen and Dr. John Ham compose the
both of Aiontieello.
(filkev. (’ardenas.
,ud evi tiing (instead of last Sunday as first
quarters in the rear of the establishment....
JA< KSON. In Oldloxvn. May in. tie.,.
Jacksonville, Max 11. Arrived seh. Flor-1 II.WIIITL
local Board of Health for 1SP2.... Mrs. LotAN hite and Miss Ltta B. Jaekson. both of i.reeuW. C. Marden is at home fnan Bates college.
cin e Leland, New York.
a'-rangedj in exchange with the pastor, un- tie M un h is
in
her
sister
S<
tiehl.
unervllle,
visiting
Perth Amhoy, Max 12.
M r. and Mrs. (i T. Nickerson were in HampSailed selis. Eliza
less Saturday should prove stormy.
Me-Miss Myra Jackson is teaching in the
J. Pendleton, Fletcher, Portsmouth: July
den last week.loslma Nickerson is siek
I>. Y. Mitchell and Capt. J. 11. Park have
DIED.
Sa*
..;
Id.
arrived sell. WiiFourth,
Atwood,
Weymouth Dist.... Mr. Russell Cross has in bed....
Bicycles are out for gentlemen and lie L. Newton, Coombs, Fernandina : 14, ar1 "'i'll
engaged the past week in grading the bought an exceptionally fine hull calf, dark
school mu'ms in our town....The hoy who rived hrig Katalnliu. Lord, Stamford.
BBdWN. In Morrill. May 1J. Hattie AN
xvile
grounds about the M. E. Church, and have red with white face, for which he wishes a
Charleston, May l‘b Sailed brig H. B. oi Charles L. Brown, aged
row s
with his boat at anchor ma.\ make a
44 wars.
planted a edar hedge across the lot from the mate.
Hussey, W'eymouth.
DBINKAVATL.lt. In Lineolnx ille. Alax lib Air.
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Cracked corn p lm,
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It..
Meal,
p
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j
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AIM I III AM BKAODON. obliuce »l » H \KI IS \S
TW IT! II l-J J,. late -I freedom, in said Conn
ty ol Waido, deceased. ba\mu presenteda pcti’ion
that the admini-t ator mi tie- estate ol said de
ceased may be anthmi/.ed to emury to him certain
real estate as by contrail of -ai*l «leeeased.
Ordered, That the -aid Brandon ui\* notice in
all persons interested by eausiii" a copy ol this <>i
der t«* he published three weeks successively in the
l.’i-pu I 1 i* a n Journal, printed at 1 tel fast, hat they
Brohate! uirt.t** be hebl at Beimay appeal at
I a -1. within anti l**r sai'l < minty. »t; the -eeoiid
Tuesday *d J nne next. a! ten of the clock before
le>oii. ami -b'W cause.il any they have, why the
pravei of -ai*l p**titi«*n -11* *n I * l not he "ranted
(. !.<»
I. JOHNSON. Ju.l"e
\ t test
BoIIAnB BI PI.I >. Beu i-t 1
A true «. >11 v
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suliserihet herein
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tor with the "ill annexed ,,t tin est.u.
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< ■ 11111
■»! W:i !i|o, iceeaseil. n
the la" (’lire,
he 111»
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a 1e
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iudeli'e.l
make inniiediate pasmeut. old t! —
illl\ deni.i lid- t here. m. to e\ h ibil tin -a
Ii ill N N
tlement to him.
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the scmid Tuc'.iav "I

18512.
Ro| .F.RSO \.
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In- eA dm ini-1 ra- li
IT A M
ROl.KIISi >N. late ol Mai
late nl .1 \ MI.S ,M
Maui", ueecasco. ha vim.:
in -aid Count} "t
presented a |»t-t it ion t->r license !" -ell al public
or private sale, so mm li "I the real estate "I -aid
deceased a- vv ill prmluee the sum ol -i\ luiinliril

subscriber herein
f|I III meerned.
hat lie
and taken upon hiniselj
the c-iate o|

do.

from Marion Ilarland’s Letter to the

Royal Baking

Powder
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fishsf
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dollars.
(trdered, I lia! the said .na M. give Hill ii e i"
persons intmesled iiv causing a ropv "I this
order to he published three weeks sneeessivelv in
the Republican .Imirnal, printed al Belfast, that
t hey mav appear at a Probate Court. to l.e held al
Belfast, within and for said < omit v .on the second
Tuesda} ol June next, al ten of I he clock before noon, and show cause, il anv the} have, wiiv
tile praver id' said petition should not l.e granted.
CKO I JOHNSON. Judge
Bon n P. I'11 i.D, Register.
A true copv. A ttesi
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in the < omit ,.l W i! I,,.
ea-en.
till* lit" tiireets lie thcielo:,- i, .,
"ho are indebted to -aid dc ea~t *i
make immetliale pastncnt. and tln.-i
;i .> demands t hereon.
exhibit the
t lenten to him
.loll N S
e>
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UNION MADE
ol tin* rhoioest
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liiilkc.'

importtnl stock in
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Sleepers

F. subscriber hereby gi ves public notice to all
that he has been duly appointed
ami
upon himself the trust ol Executor of
the estate of
ROBKRT F. PEIRCE, late of Belfast,

8. 8.

make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settleEBEN M. SANBORN
ment to him.

I.n,

son-

Eye

Cigers
lu* most desirable oi
smokers.
They have
t

no

equal

1 n cents,

anyv\here.

all dealers.

TliADE MAKK.
Factor)

8LKKFKK A ( 0..

i-—A

j

I

ol* Tlamil*"

the many friends who have shown
and sympathy in many ways dnn
and death of my wife, Hattie "
wish to extend ni\ heartfelt thanks I'm
t'HAHLKS 1
Morrill. May. 1*9J. -lwtiO

i'o
iu the Count} of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
ness
as the law directs; he therefore requests all per!
ness
sons who are indebted to said deceased s estate to

!lw20

publn

its

I1TALDO SS. In ! mirt "I Probate, held at BelV?
fast, mi the second Tuesda} ol May, 185*2.
SA Mild. K I NCSBC R Y Administ rat or on I he es
tate of F.
PAT'rKRSO.N, late of Wahl", in said
County, deceased, having presented his tirst and
tinal aVeount of administration of said estate fm
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
in Bellas!, in said County, that all persons
printed
interested nia.v attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on rlu* second Tuesda} "I June
next, and show cause, if any the} have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
CFO. K. JOHNS! IN Judge.
A true cop}. Attest: Bohan P Fi ii t>. Register.
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